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Foreword

The new configuration of the European market, broadened after the
integration of new states – currently 28 states speaking 23 languages –
require granting an increased attention to the multilingualism issue. It is
regarded as a means of communication and economic interconnection, as an
efficient factor to the European market functioning.
Facilitating a more open dialogue between the citizens of the E.U.
member states and improving the communication quality within the
European institutions, constitutes one of the ways for achieving the
economic Citizenship. This formula is one of the European objectives for
economic growth and employment growth of the labor force.
The special economic effects of the language skills upon trade, the
environment of doing business and remodeling labor market derives from
the context of approaching the multilingualism issue. The economic paradox
of poverty spreading, in an increasingly richer world, where the polarization
has become the number one rule for society construction, does not surprise
anyone. We live in a costly society where the opportunities given by law are
not accessible to all. Therefore, reviewing the reality the labor market is
facing today, and the economic and social problems emerged after the
immigration wave, constitutes a necessity for explaining the connecting
process of the economic performance to the economic and social
communication efficiency. Equal opportunities for all constitute an
ambitious goal with great humanist values. This nominalization and project
represents “the crowning” of the brightest hopes, among which
communication occupies, without doubt, a central place.
The idea of equal opportunities for all- it is about all the European
citizens, without discrimination- represents a principle and rises to the rank
of fundamental European value. Equal opportunities are for all a
desideratum and one of the substance components of the democracy
everywhere, together with freedom and respect for the fundamental human
rights.

Regarding the European problem, it is shaped maintaining the same
placed issues but, in a context, always new: the competition enhanced by the
pressures from outside the Community area, the alarming aging of the
population, the energy problem related to the provenance sources, prices
and security of production, distribution and use, the endangered ecosystem,
etc.. The ambition of exiting the crisis stumbles, however, on the state of
the labor market that poses not only the problem related to employment but
also the problem of education, professional training and qualification.
The issue of recognizing the higher education diplomas but also of
other qualification diplomas, within the EU zone, is another milestone in
the legislation perfecting process on free movement of labor force.
Qualification recognition represents an essential step towards liberalization
in de facto of the labor force movement. Qualification means professional
training and manifests due to the educational process, and education
constitutes, more than ever, the safest means for approaching the European
values.
The economic citizenship is a complex process that requires a real
and concrete social integration. It includes all today’s Europe inhabitants
but that has continuity for the future generations.
That is why the economic citizenship is a quality and a status that
once achieved has to be kept through continuous effort.

Editor-in–Chief
Professor Mariana Ioviţu, Ph.D.

Scientific Papers (www.scientificpapers.org)
Journal of Knowledge Management, Economics and Information Technology
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Testing the Foreign Exchange Market
Efficiency for Euro / Albanian Lekë during
the Period 01 January 2002 – 31
December 2012

Ornela Shalari, University of Tirana, Faculty of
Economics, Saranda Branch, Sarande, Albania,
ornelashalari@gmail.com, Areti Stringa, University of
Tirana, Faculty of Economics, Tirane, Albania,
aretistringa@hotmail.com

This study is testing the foreign exchange market efficiency of euro/Albanian
lekë during the period 01 January 2002–31 December 2012 in Albanian currency
market. Results indicate that informational efficiency is rejected for daily
exchange rate of euro/Albanian lekë during that timeframe at the 99.99%
level of confidence, and the Albanian foreign exchange market is inefficient to
the relative changes in the daily nominal exchange rate euro/Albanian lekë is
at the 99.99% level of confidence. The Albanian foreign exchange market is
inefficient regarding to the monthly exchange rate euro/Albanian lekë at the
99.7% level of confidence, while the Albanian foreign exchange market is
inefficient regarding to the relative changes in the monthly exchange rate
euro/Albanian lekë is at the 99.8 % level of confidence. These findings are
noteworthy because it has long been thought that movements of the euro /
Albanian lekë nominal exchange rates must be a fair game.
Keywords: exchange rates euro; Albanian lekë; foreign exchange market
efficiency; fair game
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Introduction
The efficient market hypothesis relies on the efficient exploitation of
information by economic actors. Foreign exchange market efficiency as well
as fair game exchange rate process is important considerations for all
currency market participants. Fama (1984) states that a foreign exchange
market is efficient if fully reflect all available information. A weaker-form
efficient market, proposed by Jensen (1978), states that a foreign exchange
market is efficient if the marginal benefit of information is greater than the
marginal cost of collecting information. The role of foreign exchange market
is to ensure that information is available to all participants. There are three
types of currency market efficiency: weak form efficiency, semi-strong form
efficiency, and strong form efficiency. Weak form efficiency requires that
exchange rates move randomly, at least in the short term. Semi-strong
efficiency and strong efficiency both refer to the disclosure of information.
Semi-strong efficiency requires that exchange rates reflect all published
information; strong form efficiency requires that exchange rate reflect all
public and private information (or inside , hidden information). The strong
form of the efficient market hypothesis encompasses both semi-strong and
weak forms of the efficiency. Especially, foreign exchange market efficiency
implies zero serial correlation in exchange rate changes (fluctuations). If
exchange rates were influenced by private (inside, hidden) information, then
currency market participants would feel that the exchange market is unfair,
as they would lose profits to other participants who had such information,
see Madura and Fox (2007), p 84. The efficient market hypothesis, also
referred as “informational efficiency”, asserts that currency market is
“informational efficient”, see Hallwood and MacDonald (1994). The efficient
market hypothesis requires that currency market participants have rational
expectations, and there is no transaction cost that averts them from buying
or selling assets, see Giannellis and Papadopoulos (2009). Robert Lucas Jr.
(1975) interpreted the rational expectations hypothesis as an assumption
that available information is optimally utilized by every participant in
forming expectations. Lucas supposed that individual agents or firms
develop their forecasts by minimizing the square mean of the forecast error,
conditional on the information available to them.
2
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Foreign exchange market may or may not be efficient and some
participants may or may not be rational. Either situation is acceptable to
most of academics or practitioners. Whether or not a foreign exchange
market is efficient has been extensively investigated, using different
econometric techniques. Grossman and Stiglitz (1980), and Slezak (2003)
argue that perfect information ally efficient markets are impossible because
if markets are perfectly efficient then the profit from trading on information
would be equal to zero, while the cost of gathering and trading on
information is positive. Fama (1984) investigates the efficiency in nine
currencies against US dollar and shows the efficient market hypothesis is
rejected, because of a time-dependent risk premium. Hakkio and Rush
(1989) test the efficiency hypothesis for the UK pound and the Deutsche
mark. They find a consistency with efficient market hypothesis. Wu and
Chen (1998) test the foreign exchange market efficiency for nine OECD
countries and they find the support of the efficiency. Zivot (2000) tests the
foreign exchange market efficiency for British pound, Japanese yen, and
Canadian dollar against US dollar. He strongly rejects the efficiency
hypothesis in all exchange rates, at 96% level of confidence. Aroskar, Sarkar,
and Swanson (2004) investigate the impact of the European financial market
crisis on foreign exchange market hypothesis during pre-crisis, crisis, and
post-crisis periods. They show that foreign exchange market inefficiency is
strong in specific periods. Lee and Sodoikhuu (2012) report the validity
(acceptance) of the weak-form efficient market hypothesis for foreign
exchange markets in Japan, South Korea, and Philippines, but the rejection
in Taiwan. In conclusion, several studies provide mixed evidence in efficient
market hypothesis.
There might be three reasons why the currency markets are
inefficient (Azad, 2009). First, the exchange rates in these markets do not
quickly adjust to new information. Second, the exchange rates in these
markets are not set at the equilibrium (Bayes-Nash-Harsanyi equilibrium)
level; see Smith, Jefferis, and Ryoo (2002). Third the emergence of a parallel
black market, due to the existence of exchange rate controls, and divergence
between the equilibrium exchange rate and the official exchange rate, see
Diamandis, Kouretas, and Zarangas (2007). If a foreign exchange market is
inefficient, a mathematical model that best predicts the exchange rate
movements can be developed. Therefore, an inefficient foreign exchange
3
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market provides opportunities for profitable foreign exchange transactions
(Madura and Fox, 2007). Further, in an inefficient currency market the
Monetary Authority (Central Bank) can approximate the optimal strategy to
influence exchange rates, to reduce the exchange rate validity, and to
evaluate the consequences of economic policies. Participants in the
inefficient foreign exchange market can devise and use various trading rules
or techniques to make abnormal profits from transactions.
Different methods and data frequencies can be used to investigate
the efficiency of foreign exchange markets. In this paper we use the Levich’s
method (1989) to test the informational efficiency hypothesis for the Euro
against Albanian Lekë during the period January 2002 – December 2012 in
Albania’s currency market.
Let us describe the exchange rate arrangements in Albania:
Currency:
Albanian lekё,
Exchange rate structure:
Unitary,
Classification:
Free floating,
Monetary authority:
Bank of Albania,
see IMF Annual Report on Exchange Arrangement and Exchange
Restrictions, 2011.
The Bank of Albania calculates and announces the daily exchange
rates for US dollar, euro, and other major currencies. Albanian Government
transactions are conducted rarely at exchange rates.
Exchange tax:
No
Exchange subsidy:
No
Forward exchange market:
No
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the
mathematical apparatus, Section 3 provides the investigation of daily
exchange rate euro / Albanian lekё; Section 4 presents the statistical analysis
of monthly exchange rate euro / Albanian lekё; Section 5 concludes the
paper (encloses the paper with conclusions).

Mathematical apparatus
Historically, there exists a very close link between efficient market
hypothesis and martingales. Nominal and real exchange rates are well
4
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approximated by a discrete martingale. Academic economists have
accumulated a mountain of evidence in the last twenty years to the effect
that the mean exchange rates at the 1 or 3 month horizons follow a
martingale. The forecast of exchange rates has never been significantly
better that the martingale, see Meese and Rogoff (1983), Frankel (1993),
Frankel and Rose (1995), MacDonald (1999), etc. Let us briefly explain the
concept “discrete martingale”. Consider a complete probability space (Ω, F,
P) equipped with an increasing family {F_t}, t ∈ N, of sub – σ algebras of F,
called a filtration. In other words, (Ω, F, P, Ft), t ∈ N, denotes a filtered
probability space. A real valued stochastic process X(t), integrable and
adapted to {F_t} is said to be a discrete martingale if the conditional
expectation satisfies the condition
E [ X(t) | F_s ] = X(s), P – a.s., ∀ s, t ∈ N and s ≤ t.

Of course, the filtration {F_t} is very important in this definition. When we
want to stress this fact, we will speak of F_t – martingale. Any stochastic
process X(t) is adapted to its natural filtration. F_t^0 = σ(X(s), s ≤ t), and
{F_t^0} is the minimal filtration to which X(t) is adapted. In other words,
{F_t^0} is the minimal σ - algebra containing all sets of the form {w ∈ Ω |
X(1)∈ B1, X(2) ∈ B2,…, X(t) ∈ Bt}, where B1, B2, …, Bt ⊂ R are arbitrary Borel
sets. To say that X(t) is adapted to {F_t} is to say that F_t^0 ⊂ Ft , ∀ t ∈ N.
Heuristically speaking, the σ- algebra F_t^0 is the collection of all random
events which may occur before or at the time t, in other words F_t^0 is the
set of all possible pasts up to time t. One often thinks of F_t^0 as the history
of the stochastic process X(t) up to time t, or as the information set available
at time t. Note that F_t^0 is complete: all sets of P-measure zero are
included in F_t^0 ; F_s^0 ⊂ F_t^0 for s < t, and F_t^0 ⊂ F, ∀ t ∈ N.
We need the following statements:

Theorem 1
If a stochastic process X(t) is F_t^0 – martingale, then E [X(t)] = constant, ∀
t ∈ N.
5
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Theorem 2
If a stochastic process is not F_t^0 – martingale, then it is not also F_t –
martingale.
Definition: (according to Jerome L. Stein and N.N. Vorobiev).
A stochastic process with discrete time X(t), t ∈ N, is said to be a fair game
if the process Z(t) = X(t+1) – X(t), t ∈ N, admits normal distribution with
expectation zero , for all t ∈ N. Z(t) N ( µt = 0, σ_t^2 ), see Gihman and
Skorohod (1974 - 1979), Revuz and Yor (1991), Lipster and Shiryaev (1996),
Shiryaev (2002), and Stein( 2012) for an advanced treatement of martingale
and fair game processes. The Kolmogorv – Smirnov test, like the Chisquared test, can be used for any probability distribution. The Kolmogorov –
Smirnov – Lilliefors test, however, is a supremum distance test specifically
designed to test normal distribution. The Shapiro – Wilk test for normality
compares a random sample against the normal distribution.
The Shapiro – Wilk test is of regression type and exhibits sensitivity
to non-normality over a wide range of alternative distributions. The Shapiro
– Wilk test is also sensitive to both skewness (asymmetry) and kurtosis
(excess of the probability density function). The Shapiro – Wilk test provides
a generally more accurate measure of non-normality that Kolmogorov –
Smirnov – Lilliefors test, Cramer- Von Mises test, Durbin test, Chi-squared
test, or b1 test, see Hogg (2009), Field (2009). The Shapiro – Wilk test seems
great: in one easy procedure it tells us whether a given random sample is
selected from a normal population.

Investigation of the Daily Exchange Rate Euro / Albanian
Lekë
We are primarily concerned on the day-to-day fluctuations in the spot
exchange rate
X(t) = s(t+1)- s(t),
t∈N
(1)
where s(t) denotes the spot exchange rate at time t

6
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A contemporary method of testing foreign exchange market
efficiency is to test the profitability of filter rule. Consider a filter rule
−1,
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑏𝑢𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡,
1,
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡,
and accumulated wealth W(t) resulting from the { ε(t) } strategy :
W(t) = W(t-1)+ ε(t)E [x(t)],
t ≥ 2,
W(1)= x(1)
It is obvious that
E [W(t) | F_(t-1)^0] = W(t-1) + ε(t) E [x(t)]
and
x(t) = ε(t) [W(t) – W(t-1)],
t ≥ 2.
If s(t) is a martingale, then
E [x(t)] = 0 and E [ W(t)| F_(t-1)^0] = W(t-1), t ≥ 2.
ence, every filter rule ε(t) converts the martingale s(t) into the
martingaleW(t).
If W(t)is a martingale, then no filter rule ε(t) will be profitable in
average. If W(t) is not a martingale, then there exist filter rules which will be
profitable in average.
We use the following concept of the foreign exchange market
efficiency, introduced by Levich (1989). This concept corresponds to the
weak efficiency.
𝜀(𝑡) = �

Definition
The foreign exchange market is efficient if s(t) follows a fair game process. In
other words, the foreign exchange market is efficient if X(t) follows a normal
distribution with expectation equal to zero. The normal distribution of the
day-to-day fluctuations in spot exchange rate provides the participants equal
chance to profit in foreign exchange market. If the foreign exchange market
is efficient (in Levich’s sense), then X(t) follows no pattern that might be
exploited to produce profits.
We develop a statistical analysis of the daily changes in the spot
exchange rate X(t) as well as of the relative daily changes in the spot
exchange rate:

7
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(2)

The data set consists of daily nominal exchange rate, quoted in term
of Albanian lekë, for euro during the 1 January 2002 – 31 December 2012 in
Albanian’s exchange market. The data source is Bank of Albania
(http://wwwbankofalbania.org). Table 1 lists summary statistics for the X(t).
We use SPSS (version 2009), see Field (2009).
Test the hypothesis
H0: The successive differences (changes) of the daily nominal exchange rate
euro / Albanian lekë over the period 01 January 2004 – 31 December 2012
follow a normal distribution.
H1: The successive differences of the daily nominal exchange rate euro /
Albanian lekë over the specified period follow a non-normal distribution.
Table 1: Statistical parameters for X(t) during the period
01 January 2004 – 31 December 2012
Sample size
Sample mean
95% confidence interval for mean
Median
Variance
Standard deviation
Coefficient of variation
Maximum
Minimum
Range
Interquartile range
Skewness
Kurtosis

n = 2244
0.002487
-0.010377;0.015350
-0.000000
0.097
0.3107259
124.94
2.2000
-1.9400
4.1400
0.2400
0.109
6.878

We apply Kolmogorov – Smirnov – Lilliefors test as well as the
Shapiro – Wilk test for normality. The observed value of the KSL test is 0.110
and the observed value of the SW test is 0.905.
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Decision Rule
Reject the null hypothesis H0 at the confidence level 99.99%. In other
words, at the confidence 99.99%, the Albanian foreign exchange market was
inefficient and the daily nominal exchange rate process s(t) was an unfair
game, during the period 1 January 2004 – 31 December 2012.
Now, we consider the relative daily changes in the nominal
exchange rate, denoted by r(t), quoted in terms of Albanian lekë, for euro
during the period 01 January 2004 – 31 December 2012 in Albania’s exchange
market. Table 2 lists summary statistics for the r(t).We use SPSS (version
2009), see Field (2009).
Table 2: Statistical parameters for r(t) during the period
1 January 2004 – 31 December 2012
Sample size
Sample mean
95% confidence interval for mean
Median
Variance
Standard deviation
Coefficient of variation
Maximum
Minimum
Range
Interquartile range
Skewness
Kurtosis

n = 2244
0.000020
-0.000080; 0.000120
-0.000000
0.000
0.0024086
120.43
0.0161
-0.0141
0.0302
0.0019
0.158
6.430

Test the hypothesis
H0: The relative daily changes r(t) in the nominal exchange rate euro /
Albanian lekë over the period 1 January 2004 – 31 December 2012 follow a
normal distribution.

9
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H1: The relative daily changes r(t) in the nominal exchange rate
euro / Albanian lekë over the specified period follow a non-normal
distribution.
We use KSL as well as SW test for normality. The observed value of
the KSL test is 0.111 and the observed value of the SW test is 0.906.
Decision Rule
At the confidence level 99.99%, reject the null hypothesis H0. That is, the
Albanian foreign exchange market was inefficient regarding to the relative
changes in the daily nominal exchange rate euro / Albanian lekë during the
period 1 January 2004 – 31 December 2012.

Statistical analysis of the Monthly Exchange Rate Euro /
Albanian Lekë
The data set consists of the successive differences of the monthly exchange
rate euro / Albanian lekë during the period 1 January1994 – 31 December 2012
in Albania’s exchange market. The source of the data is Bank of Albania.
Table 3 lists summary statistics for successive differences of the monthly
exchange rate. We use SPSS (version 2009), see Field (2009).
Table 3: Statistical parameters for successive differences of the
monthly exchange rate
Sample size
Sample mean
95% confidence interval for mean
Median
Variance
Standard deviation
Coefficient of variation
Maximum
Minimum
Range
Interquartile range
Skewness
Kurtosis

10

n = 131
0.1252
-0.1024; 0.3528
0.060
1.734
1.317
10.52
5.30
-2.78
8.08
1.36
0.545
1.703
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The symbol X(t) denotes the successive differences of the monthly
exchange rate euro/Albanian lekë during the period 01 January 2002 – 31
December 2012 in Albania’s exchange market.
Test the hypothesis:
H0: X(t) follow a normal distribution.
H1: X(t) follow a non-normal distribution.
Using the Kolmogorov – Smirnov – Lilliefors test as well as Shapiro
– Wilk test for normality, we obtain the following results: the observed value
of KSL test is 0.082; the observed value of SW test is 0.966.
Decision Rule
At the 99.7% confidence level reject the null hypothesis H0. In other words,
the Albanian foreign exchange market was inefficient regarding to the
monthly euro / Albanian lekë during the period 01 January 2002 – 31
December 2012, at the 99.7% confidence level.
Now, we consider the relative monthly changes, quoted in terms of
Albanian lekë, for euro during the period 01 January 2002 – 31 December 2012
in Albania’s exchange market. Table 4 lists summary statistics for this
random variable, denoted by r(t).
Table 4: Statistical parameters for the relative monthly
changes of the exchange rate
Sample size
Sample mean
95% confidence interval for mean
Median
Variance
Standard deviation
Coefficient of variation
Maximum
Minimum
Range
Interquartile range
11

n = 131
0.000977
-0.000733; 0.002727
0.000000
0.000
0.0101242
10.34
0.0420
-0.0220
0.0640
0.0100
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0.649
1.949

Test the hypothesis:
H0: r(t) follow a normal distribution.
H1: r(t) follow a non-normal distribution.
Using the Kolmogorov – Smirnov – Lilliefors test as well as Shapiro
– Wilk test for normality, we obtain the following results: the observed value
of KSL test is 0.095 and the significance is 0.006. The observed value of SW
test is 0.963 and the significance is 0.001.
Decision Rule
Therefore, at confidence level 99.8%, the Albanian foreign exchange market
was inefficient regarding to the relative changes in the monthly exchange
rate euro / Albanian lekë during the period 01 January 2002 - 31 December
2012. Equivalently, the exchange rate process was an unfair game over the
specified period in Albania’s exchange market.

Conclusions
The main objective of the study is to test the efficient foreign exchange
market hypothesis in the sense of Levich for the exchange rate process euro/
Albanian lekë during the time period 01 January 2002 – 31 December 2012 in
Albania’s exchange market. There is a contradiction between the
fundamental regularities of the contemporary float exchange rate theory and
our findings. Although it is hard to distinguish the nominal exchange rate
process from a martingale, we showed that the martingale model for the
nominal exchange rate euro / Albanian lekë is inconsistent with the data set
over the specified periods.
An important problem is the severity of rejection of the efficient
currency market hypothesis; because the Albania’s foreign exchange market
is inefficient at the 99.99% level of confidence. We strongly reject the fair
game hypothesis regarding to daily nominal exchange rate as well as
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monthly exchange rate process euro / Albanian lekë during the specified
periods in Albania’s market.
A substantial evidence leads us to reject the F_t^0 – martingale
model of the nominal exchange rate process euro / Albanian lekë during the
specified periods. According to Theorem 2, the nominal exchange rate
process euro / Albanian lekë has not also been Ft – martingale during the
specified periods.
We believe (make the conjecture) that there might be two reasons
why the Albania’s currency market is inefficient. First: the existence of
speculative activities and the emergence of a parallel black exchange market.
Second: the euro / Albanian lekë nominal exchange rate is not set at the
Bayes – Nash – Harsanyi equilibrium level for the game with incomplete
information. Therefore, there is a difference between the equilibrium level
for euro / Albanian lekë exchange rate and corresponding spot exchange
rate reported by the Bank of Albania.
These findings are noteworthy because it has long been thought of
that the movements in the euro / Albanian lekë nominal exchange rate must
be represented by a fair game.
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Empirical research has underlined high variability cases of equity-raising
through the placing of shares in the primary market in the course of time,
considering both new enterprises’ quotations, and increases for the alreadyquoted ones in regulated markets.
Different periods and markets at different development stages have
been taken in exam, resulting in the discovery of high concentration of such
operations in specific time-slots.
Focusing on China, India, Brazil and South Africa’s stock markets
trends between 2003 and 2011, the research aims to verify if:
a) The collected capitals are concentrated in years of high share
indexes’ levels;
b) The collected capitals increase in presence of high market average’s
price- earnings.
Keywords: windows of opportunity; price-earnings; irrational exuberance;
Initial public offerings; emerging markets
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Introduction
Pointing the market to gain equity rising is a core decision for any
enterprises, both already quoted or newly listed ones.
It’s a choice that affects their financial structure, aka the
composition of their funding sources, and it can be the “turning” point of a
strategy, determining its success or failure.
Deciding to be quoted in a specific period other than others, as for
IPOs (Initial Public Offerings) or to start a capital increase in a specific stage
of the market can be useful to understand the dynamics behind an
enterprise’s strategic workability. At the same time, analyzing market’s
reactions to such choices can clarify its operation.
Empirical analysis for different periods and markets at different
development stages reveal a huge confluence of such operations in specific
time-slots, where stock market’s general indexes were particularly high. An
explanation for this phenomenon can be the will of both active parts’ –
enterprises and stockholders – to take advantage of market’s high indexes,
1
placing stocks at prices higher than their “inner value’’ so exploiting the socalled “windows of opportunity”.
From the lender’s point of view, high demand even for more
expensive stocks can derive from investors’ extreme optimism, explicable
through the behavioral finance that creates “speculative bubbles” with the
consequent effect to keep prices away from the core values of an enterprise.
Such phenomenon is further amplified by informative asymmetries between
investors and offeree companies.
This essay focuses on the stock markets of the “emerging countries”,
because of their role in the global economy – high GNP growth rate in clean
contrast with the global recessive phase, and low-level correlation with the
stock markets of the most industrialized countries that encourages
investments and represents an interesting alternative, speaking of asset
allocations.

It is a value that results from the applying of evaluation criteria commonly accepted by the
financial community. Among these, the Dividend Discount Model, consists in discounting the
expected dividends, using risk capital cost as discount rate, because it considers, among other
things, the enterprise activity’s level of risk.

1
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In time, US, Europe and Japan will not be the main source for
consumers, capitals and resources, as a great re-alignment has led to a new
multi-polar balance. At the same time, the economic strength of the onceso-called Developing Countries has grown up fast, thanks to advantageous
demographic conditions and labor costs, and the rise of a vast middle-class.
During the 90’s the impact of these economies on the global GNP
has always been under the 20% while, starting from 2003, a progressive
growth has led them to a solid 36% in 2011. And the trend is going to
strengthen further, according to the IMF (International Monetary Found),
till it will reach the incredible Global GNP percentage of 41% in 2016. The
recent financial and economic crisis has, in fact, fastened the above
mentioned process, underlining the core role of such Countries in the global
economic growth compared with the dramatic problems the Industrialized
Countries are fighting with now, connected with negative demographic
dynamics and high level of Public Debt.

Reference Economic Sources
IPOs high in-time-variability has been spotted in Ibbotson and Jaffe’s work
in 1975, among the first ones to study the phenomenon. More recent
analysis, Lerner et al. (2003), show scarce volumes of collected capitals in the
stock market when enterprises can’t access it in propitious conditions and
they choose other sources of finance.
A particularly interesting study comes from Lowry (2003), because
of the extent of the time series considered and the importance of the
analyzed market. The author checks a very long period, 37 years, from 1960
to 1996, during which he scans the listing of new enterprises on American
stock markets. Between 1973 and 1979, a period of low quotations’ levels,
only 329 new enterprises were quoted; in the previous 7-years’ period they
were 2.644, while between 1980 and 1986 they were 3.805. This study
explains, through specific parameters, how the enterprises’ capital demand
and the investors’ “sentiment”, also measured through stock markets’
previous years’ profits can be crucial variables to “justify” this phenomenon.
Referring to the Italian stock market, in 1998 Pagano et al. analyzed
the reasons that led the enterprises to quote themselves in the years 19821992. The study’s results underline a confluence of new quotations in
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correspondence of particularly high levels of “market-to-book ratio” –
referred to the specific enterprise’s operability sector. This indicator is
calculated dividing the market price of a title and the accounting net capital
share referred to the single stock. It can be considered a proxy for a stock’s
over/undervaluation level. High levels of market-to-book ratio, can be a
symptom of a potential enterprise’s overvaluation. Furthermore, the authors
underline how the high mean level reached by this indicator can’t suggest
future fruitful opportunities for the enterprises to invest, because these, after
their quotation, have used the collected capitals in the following years
mostly to reduce the leverage level rather than make new investments. So,
the quotation timing could be related to convenience in taking advantage of
an overvaluation ascribed by the market to stocks of specific sectors rather
than encourage the enterprise’s future growth.
The price-earnings ratio, aka the relationship between stock price
and earnings per share, is the proxy for market’s over/undervaluation level
considered in this essay.
Given that any index or multiple factors that aim to synthetize a
complex reality are necessarily limited, price earnings is surely no exception
but it can be a better proxy because it is widely available, it allows easy
comparisons among titles and builds up an accuracy of some core
enterprises’ elements, like risk and growth, that are useful to develop our
research.
The phenomenon here analyzed is also supported by an asymmetric
distribution of info’s between stocks owners and investors.
Such situation, and the circumstance that it can interfere on the
functioning of markets, is known in the economic literature as the lemons
problem, since its author, the Nobel winner George Akerlof, wrote an essay
in the 1970 in which he explains it through a similitude between the stock
market and the secondhand cars’ markets. The offeree company, given its
better knowledge, compared to the potential investors, about the real
enterprise’s financial and economic perspectives, could be tempted to place
stocks when the market conditions can guarantee a price that is superior to
their effective value. Since the investors, confused by informative
asymmetries, are in general disposed to pay stocks on the base of valuations
that refer to market’s present average value parameters, enterprises with
great potential could renounce to quote themselves; as a consequence, only
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worse quality stocks could enter the market, so determining an inefficient
resource allocation by the financial markets.
In Myers and Majluf’s work (1984) they suppose managers can take
advantage of their informative superiority over the potential investors to
favor the elder stockholders, issuing new shares rather than turn to debt,
without reaching – obviously – levels of risk that could result in a financial
crisis, only if they consider that the issue price is superior to their effective
value. Ahead of this decision, investors, otherwise, aware of managers’ better
knowing, could feel a negative signal about the real enterprise’s value
compared with its placing price. So, in general, a capital increase could be
seen in the financial market as a signal of potential stocks’ overvaluation. As
a consequence, investors could accept to endorse them only at a price lower
than market’s. All this could lead to sub-optimal choices in an enterprise’s
financial structure. An excess of optimism from the investors in the placing
of securities phase could be one of the reasons for another phenomenon
known as “Long–Run underperformance”. A huge empirical literature –
where the work of Ritter (1991) arises – he underlines how the average
returns resulted from the stocks’ endorsement in the placing phase are, in a
long period, inferior to those achievable through the acquisition of similar
stocks in the market.
Shiller (1990 et al.) considers that the ‘70’s theories, all based upon
investors’ rational expectations and the existence of markets characterized
by informative efficiency, cannot explain the stocks’ price trend; he,
furthermore, underlines the need for an integration of such theories with
the behavioral finance. He proposes the concept of “irrational exuberance”,
that should be a core element for the creation of financial bubbles. The
“financial bubble” is a situation where the stocks’ price turns considerably
from their “intrinsic value” and it should be caused by a widely-broad
investors’ enthusiasm, a sort of collective psychological contagion, amplified
by the media news about high market returns that, generating optimism,
make investors believe they can be repeatable, at least in part, in the
following periods. The market increase, justified at the beginning by actuals
and perspective improvements of enterprises’ fundamentals and
macroeconomic conditions, should auto-feed itself, losing in time any
connection with the real economy. These market situations can last years
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before their reshaping, producing huge losses for those investors who
acquired stocks during their quotations peak.
A research by De Bondt and Thaler, 1985, shows how, in many cases,
investors’ predictions tend to be optimistic towards stocks that overperformed the market index in a specific period, while they are pessimistic
towards the under-performing ones.
Seddighi and Nian (2004), focus on the extreme volatility in the
Chinese market, a phenomenon that seems to be caused by governmental
regulation and market-related imperfect information.
The riskiness for an investment cannot be seen as a mere statistic idea
related to the potential return’s variability over an expected average value,
because it concerns psychological implications too. And this is true for both
stock investments and debt securities, and among these last ones, those with
particularly complexes remuneration clauses (Visconti, 2012). And even
previous market trends can modify investors’ risk perceptions. The
behavioral finance has deeply analyzed a phenomenon known as
“overconfidence”. It’s an investors’ overvaluation of their own capabilities to
make efficient portfolio choices (Gervais and Odean, 2011), so determining a
distortion in the risk perception.
In a bull-market, many investors think that gained high returns
derive from their ability in making wise choices, so they feel confident in
taking more risks for future investments. This situation is also supported by
the circumstance where many investors may have a more cautious approach
towards the initial capital, while they may tend towards a more aggressive
approach – and higher risks - in case of re-investment of previously made
profits.
That is said “to gamble”, it is as they are “playing with casino’s
money”. Aside from our study, a consideration must be done about the
influence of the financial development on the economic growth, given that
we have focused our attention on those countries that have, in a very short
time, gained unbelievable results.
Two contrasting opinions arose, in time, from this debate. On one
side, Schumpeter (1912) underlined the core role of the financial
intermediation in the investment decisions and, later, Gurley and Shaw
(1960) reaffirmed it underlining the importance of the financial flows as
driven by the mediators. On the other side, Goldsmith (1969), McKinnon
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(1973) and then many followers, related the mediators’ role to the general
growth. A bond between the evolution of the financial sector and the
economic development has been widely empirically verified, Atje and
Jovanovic (1993) for example.
While such verifications usually spot a relation that moves from the
finance to the growth and not vice-versa, different scenarios arise depending
on the countries, and markets’ or banks’ relative importance depending on
specific cases. The positive relation between finance and growth is generally
confirmed, even if opposite or bi-univocal causalities’ relations cannot be
excluded (G.C.Masvana, 2006).

Data analysis
Two are the essential source data for diagrams’ and tables’ elaboration:
• World Federation of Exchanges, market-related association of 58
official
stock-markets
available
at
www.worldexchanges.org/statistics.
• World Bank’s database, for GNP’s annual growth, available at
www.worldbank.org.
We took in account the main Emerging Countries’ stock markets
and their trend’s most representative indexes.
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For Brazil, Sao Paolo SE (Stock Exchange), through Bovespa Index.
Table 1: BRAZIL
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

GDP growt %

2,70

1,10

5,70

3,20

4,00

6,10

5,20

-0,30

7,50

2,70

Bovespa

11.268

22.236

26.196

33.455

44.473

63.866

37.550

68.588

69.304

56.754

97,34%

17,81%

27,71%

32,93%

43,61%

-41,21%

82,66%

1,04%

-18,11%

132,48%

50,45%

69,77%

90,90%

-15,57%

7,39%

84,56%

-17,25%

196,90%

100,00%

143,80%

12,24%

54,22%

8,51%

51,14%

SAO PAOLO SE

Return to one year
Return in two years
Return in three years
Return since the
beginning of period
New Capital raised by
shares in USD millions

5.244

Market

31,20

Capitalization/GDP %

%

Price-earnings

7,00

97,34%

132,48%

196,90%

294,68%

466,79%

233,24%

508,70%

515,05%

403,67%

1.955

3.788

10.886

16.241

41.853

25.735

41.017

97.751

37.619

46,00%

49,60%

57,30%

65,30%

104,30%

37,60%

85,00%

73,90%

48,80%

8,40

10,20

10,50

10,90

14,60

9,80

24,20

11,10

13,50

Source: Our elaboration from “World Federation of Exchanges”

For China, Shanghai SE through SSE Composite Index.
Table 2: CHINA
SHANGHAI SE

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

GDP growt %

9,10

10,00

10,10

11,30

12,70

14,20

9,60

9,20

10,40

9,30

SSE Composite Index

1.358

1.497

1.266

1.161

2.675

5.262

1.820

3.277

2.808

2.199

10,24%

-15,43%

-8,29%

130,40%

96,71%

-65,41%

80,05%

-14,31%

-21,69%

-6,77%

-22,44%

111,30%

353,23%

-31,96%

-37,72%

54,29%

-32,90%

-14,51%

78,69%

315,64%

56,76%

22,50%

-46,64%

20,82%

Return to one year
Return in two years
Return in three years
Return since the beginning of period

10,24%

-6,77%

-14,51%

96,98%

287,48%

34,02%

141,31%

106,77%

61,93%

7.048

6.777

5.520

3.664

16.552

87.166

32.309

47.700

83.164

49.626

Market Capitalization/GDP %

24,80%

25,50%

19,10%

12,70%

34,20%

112,60%

32,90%

54,30%

46,20%

33,70%

Price-earnings

34,40

36,50

24,20

16,30

33,30

59,20

14,90

28,70

21,60

13,40

New Capital raised by shares in
USD millions

Source: Our elaboration from “World Federation of Exchanges”

For India, National Stock Exchange India, through S&P CNX Index
Table 3: INDIA
National Stock Exchange India

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

GDP growt %

3,90

7,90

7,80

9,30

9,30

9,80

3,90

8,20

9,60

6,90

S&P CNX

1.093

1.880

1.804

2.459

3.295

5.355

2.296

4.329

4.940

3.598

72,00%

-4,04%

36,31%

34,00%

62,52%

-57,12%

88,55%

14,11%

-27,17%

65,05%

30,80%

82,65%

117,77%

-30,32%

-19,16%

115,16%

-16,89%

124,98%

75,27%

196,84%

-6,63%

31,38%

-7,75%

56,71%

Return to one year
Return in two years
Return in three years
Return since the beginning of period

72,00%

65,05%

124,98%

201,46%

389,94%

110,06%

296,07%

351,97%

229,19%

4.688

7.612

8.370

10.568

14.145

33.344

22.876

18.801

36.960

11.118

Market Capitalization/GDP %

23,50%

42,50%

50,90%

65,90%

83,00%

150,80%

49,70%

99,00%

97,80%

53,40%

Price-earnings

14,60

19,20

16,30

17,20

21,30

27,60

21,30

23,20

22,20

15,60

New Capital raised by shares in USD
millions

Source: Our elaboration from “World Federation of Exchanges”

For South Africa, Johannesburg SE, through FTSE/JSE All Share Index.
Table 4: SOUTH AFRICA
Johannesburg SE

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

GDP growt %

3,70

2,90

4,60

5,30

5,60

5,50

3,60

-1,50

2,90

3,10

FTSE/JSE All Share Index

9.277

10.387

12.657

18.097

24.915

28.958

21.509

27.666

32.118

31.985

11,97%

21,85%

42,98%

37,67%

16,23%

-25,72%

28,63%

16,09%

-0,41%

36,43%

74,23%

96,85%

60,02%

-13,67%

-4,46%

49,32%

15,61%

95,07%

139,87%

128,79%

18,85%

11,04%

10,91%

48,71%

Return to one year
Return in two years
Return in three years
Return since the beginning of period

11,97%

36,43%

95,07%

168,57%

212,15%

131,85%

198,22%

246,21%

244,78%

9.806

3.047

6.533

12.964

12.823

17.853

9.289

13.139

11.087

12.115

Market Capitalization/GDP %

88,00%

163,10%

181,30%

228,10%

290,30%

292,50%

174,40%

278,20%

254,40%

187,00%

Price-earnings

12,60

11,30

14,80

15,10

16,80

15,10

10,90

19,40

19,20

15,00

New Capital raised by shares in USD
millions

Source: Our elaboration from “World Federation of Exchanges”

In Table 5 we can see, from 2003 to 2007, a constant and consistent collected capitals raise in all the markets except
Shanghai in 2004-2005, where initial market returns, calculated as index’s percentage change since 2002, were negative.

Table 5: New capital raised by shares in USD millions
Deviazione

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Media

SAO PAOLO SE

5.244

1.955

3.788

10.886

16.241

41.853

25.735

41.017

97.751

37.619

28.209

27.454

SHANGHAI SE

7.048

6.777

5.520

3.664

16.552

87.166

32.309

47.700

83.164

49.626

33.953

30.301

National Stock Exchange India

4.688

7.612

8.370

10.568

14.145

33.344

22.876

18.801

36.960

11.118

16.848

10.495

Johannesburg SE

9.806

3.047

6.533

12.964

12.823

17.853

9.289

13.139

11.087

12.115

10.866

3.839

Source: Our elaboration from “World Federation of Exchanges”
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Source: Our elaboration
Speaking of China, it’s good to know that among the distinguishing
imperfections of its stock markets impetuous growth, there is excessive price
volatility in presence of intense speculation.
Such phenomenon can be ascribed to various reasons:
Government’s imposed restrictions; low level of transparency; early levels of
structure’s organization, particularly related to a lack of market makers and
institutional investors, i.e. subjects designated to manage supply/demand
constant flows; extreme price reactions for any shock; irrational euphoria
and, consequently, distorted risk perception from Chinese agents who
determined short-term speculation and divergences from fundamentals.
China is a very particular market where some kind of stocks, Class
“A” named, can be exclusively negotiated by local investors and a very few
selected and licensed foreign ones, listed with the QFII (Qualified foreign
institutional investors) acronym. Then, there are not negotiable securities,
known as NTS (No tradable shares), introduced to facilitate the partialprivatization of state owned enterprises but, in the same time, guarantee the
preservation of corporate control to the public sector. From the demand’s
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point of view, this market presents a huge number of private operators,
neither informed nor prepared, who tend only to short-term speculative
profits, and a lack of institutional investors. Furthermore, it is not liquid and
it is subject to frequent and amplified variations; as a result, it is
characterized by a wide bid-ask price spread.
The variation of new equity rising in 2005 and 2006 in SouthAfrican market is not relevant.
The table 6 underlines a positive and significant level of correlation
between in-time collected capitals in the primary market and indexes’ return
calculated since the beginning of the reference period.
Table 6: Table of Correlation
Brazil

China

India

South Africa

0,84

0,81

0,80

0,74

-0,27

0,17

0,01

0,26

-0,03

0,55

0,49

0,34

-0,57

0,40

-0,04

0,65

New capital raised - P/E

0,35

0,28

0,81

0,51

New capital raised - P/E previous year

0,89

-0,05

0,60

0,41

New capital raised - Return since
beginning of period (2002)
New capital raised - Return to one year
New capital raised - Return in two
years
New capital raised - Return in three
years

Source: Our elaboration
In 2007, when returns respect to 2002 were included between
+212,15% for South African market and +466,79% for Brazilian’s, we can
observe the highest level of collected capitals for the whole period 20032007. For Brazilian and Chinese markets, 2007 capitals have been so huge to
overtake the sum of the whole 2003-2006 period. In 2008 the rise of the
global crisis led to a drastic reshaping of equity’s collection; the crisis’ effects
were relevant for these countries, although not so dramatic as in the
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industrialized ones. Losses, comparing indexes’ values for 2008 and 2007’s
ends, have been consistent, going from -25,72% for the South African market
to -65,41% for the Chinese’s one. Relevant losses affected those investors
who, motivated by past years’ high profits, underwrote stocks in the initial
placing. Establishing the impact of macro-economic variables – and, then,
minor enterprises’ demand for capitals for new investments -, or the impact
of changed investors’ market sentiment - and minor chances for offering
operators to place stocks at higher prices - on the reduction of stock placing,
it is not what matters here. For sure, we believe that both these factors had a
role.
In 2009 and 2010 the stock placing increased together with stock
indexes. Such situation could be derived by a better portfolio’s
diversification on a geographic basis by the institutional investors and a
more sophisticated retail customer.
So our first research hypothesis seems to be confirmed here.
Following is reported a chart that refers to the main Chinese market and
that shows the existing correlation between equity’s collection on the
primary market and the return gained since the beginning of the reference
period.
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Source: Our elaboration
Regarding market’s average price-earnings relations, as reported in
the table 7, there are no particularly high values, considering that we are
talking about companies with great development potential and
profitability’s increment for quoted enterprises operating in countries with
high levels of GDP growt.
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Table 7: Average market Price-earnings
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Media

Deviazione standard

SAO PAOLO SE

7,00

8,40

10,20

10,50

10,90

14,60

9,80

24,20

11,10

13,50

12,02

4,81

SHANGHAI SE

34,40

36,50

24,20

16,30

33,30

59,20

14,90

28,70

21,60

13,40

28,25

13,71

National Stock Exchange India

14,60

19,20

16,30

17,20

21,30

27,60

21,30

23,20

22,20

15,60

19,85

4,04

Johannesburg SE

12,60

11,30

14,80

15,10

16,80

15,10

10,90

19,40

19,20

15,00

15,02

2,92

Source: Our elaboration from“World Federation of Exchanges”
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In the Shanghai case, years 2006-2007 marked high values in
correspondence with a 59, 20 peak of market’s average P/E. In our opinion it
is exactly for this reason that the Chinese Market suffered the biggest losses
among the others here analyzed. High levels of P/E that is a proxy, as
mentioned above, for under/overvaluation of a single stock or the whole
market could generate a speculative bubble, reshaped by reductions
registered in 2008. The Chinese market index went from 5.262 points at the
end of 2007 to 2.199 points at the end of 2011. Referring to 2011’s end, P/E
values tend to aggregate to 15 for all the 4 markets covered.
Table 6 shows a positive correlation level between the amount of
share-placing and market’s P/E average for the same year. The values are,
however, substantial only considering India (0,81) and South Africa (0,51). If
we consider the correlation between equity raising in the year “n” and the
P/E data for the previous one, “n-1”, the result is a significant positive
correlation for Brazil (0,89) and India (0,60). This last approach is more
correct, because when an enterprise decides to quote itself, months must
pass before it can effectively happen.
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So we believe that the second research’s hypothesis given at the
beginning of this essay is only partially confirmed and only considering
specific covered markets.
Table 8 underlines the percentage relations between market
capitalization and GDP.
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Table 8: Market capitalization/GDP%

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

SAO PAOLO SE

31,20%

46,00%

49,60%

57,30%

65,30%

104,30%

37,60%

85,00%

73,90%

48,80%

SHANGHAI SE

24,80%

25,50%

19,10%

12,70%

34,20%

112,60%

32,90%

54,30%

46,20%

33,70%

23,50%

42,50%

50,90%

65,90%

83,00%

150,80%

49,70%

99,00%

97,80%

53,40%

88,00%

163,10%

181,30%

228,10%

290,30%

292,50%

174,40%

278,20%

254,40%

187,00%

National Stock Exchange
India
Johannesburg SE
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This marker quantifies the relative role of a stock market in a
country’s economy. All the values gained till 2011 are consistent with those
related to the traditional markets of the industrialized countries – except for
South Africa where, on the other hand, a number of enterprises operating
for the most part in other Countries are quoted.
The advantages of a well-developed financial sector, with multiple
financial instruments available, efficient and complete markets and multiple
financial institutions, are the basis of the theoretical aspect of the literature
about the covered subject; such advantages derive from the confidence
about the system’s capacity to reduce informative asymmetries and
transaction costs.
Indeed, through these functions the system allows the optimization
of resources placing as well as investments’ choices, favoring the
introduction of technological innovation and, through this, a development
speed-up.
Equally important is, in literature, the chance to spot, while
performing these functions, the relative importance of markets and banks.
The debate is still ongoing.

Conclusions
From data analysis result high concentration of stock placing on the primary
market during years where market indexes reached maximum levels.
Estimating the role of macroeconomic reasons - and, therefore, the capitals’
demand’s cyclic nature from the enterprises – or, rather, the role of the
investors’ sentiment - influenced by returns obtained in the stock market in
the past years and by the chance for issuing companies to place stocks at the
highest prices - to explain this circumstance, goes beyond the purpose of the
present work.
In our opinion, the second reason has a core role in determining
this phenomenon. This is confirmed, partially at least, by the high level of
correlation between equity raising and markets average P/E for the year
before. Such circumstance could be determined by issuing companies’
opportunistic decisions about the timing of their stock market’s quotations
or the increase in the capital stock.
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This in-time high equity raising’ variability is not an exclusive of the
emerging markets here considered. It exists in the previous works of
eminent researchers and we recalled them in this essay, although they
analyze different times, and consider countries with advanced economic
development, organizational microstructures, and long-tradition stock
markets. And even if they lie outside the present work, it’s important to
mention the consequences of this phenomenon on the enterprises’
investments’ cycle and the macroeconomic dynamics in the countries here
considered. All this keeping in mind the strong interrelation between
financing and investment choices made by the enterprises.
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Income and wealth distribution affect stability of a society to a large extent
and high inequality affects it negatively. Moreover, in the case of developed
countries, recently has been proven that inequality is closely related to all
negative phenomena affecting society. So far, Econophysics papers tried to
analyse income and wealth distribution by employing distributions such as
Fermi-Dirac, Bose-Einstein, Maxwell-Boltzmann, lognormal (Gibrat), and
exponential. Generally, distributions describe mostly income and less wealth
distribution for low and middle income segment of population, which accounts
about 90% of the population. Our approach is based on a totally new
distribution, not used so far in the literature regarding income and wealth
distribution. Using cumulative distribution method, we find that polynomial
functions, regardless of their degree (first, second, or higher), can describe
with very high accuracy both income and wealth distribution. Moreover, we
find that polynomial functions describe income and wealth distribution for
entire population including upper income segment for which traditionally
Pareto distribution is used.
Keywords: polynomial; cumulative distribution function; decile; mean
income; upper limit on income
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Introduction
Wealth and income distribution are among the most important issues in a
society considering that an optimal level ensures social stability, while a
high degree of inequality causes multiple problems.
A recent study by Wilkinson [1] shows that for the developed
countries there is a direct relation between economic inequality and all
problems that impact negatively on society such as criminality, social trust,
obesity, infant mortality, violence, child poverty, mental illness,
imprisonment, and many others that characterise the quality of life. Thus,
the countries with the lowest inequality, such as Scandinavian countries and
Japan, have the best indicators regarding the social phenomena that affect
the quality of life. The opposite is represented by the USA, which has the
highest inequality among developed countries. Thus, the USA is
characterised by the highest impact of negative phenomena affecting the
society.
In the more recent years, a distinct field of Econophysics emerged.
This one deals with size of firms, macroeconomic aggregates, income and
wealth distribution [2], [3]. Traditionally, in Economics literature Gini
coefficient is the most used measure of inequality. So far, the most used in
Econophysics literature were Maxwell-Boltzmann, Bose-Einstein, FermiDirac, lognormal (Gibrat), and exponential distributions.

Short History and Theoretical Background
The modern approach of income and wealth distribution first appeared in
the articles of Yakovenko [4], [5], [6], and [7]. Main findings of his work are
about Bose-Einstein distribution, lognormal distribution, and exponential
distribution which explain income and wealth distribution for low and
middle tier income population.
Kusmartsev, while exploring possible applications of Bose-Einstein
distribution in the income distribution, tries to analyse possible correlations
with other statistical physics variables such as chemical potential and
activity coefficient [8], [9].
While most of papers claim to cover income and wealth distribution
only for low and middle income part of population, there are two
exceptions. Fermi-Dirac distribution [10] and Tsallis distribution [11] claim to
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be robust enough in order to explain income distribution for the entire
range of income, including for upper income segment of population which
traditionally is described by a Pareto distribution.

Methodology
The data used in our analysis is about nominal or real income, and wealth of
the population, where income or wealth of each person/household is ranked
in increasing order of the values. Next, a segmentation of the population is
performed by dividing the entire range of income in ten segments. Each
part/segment of the population represents 10 % of the total population.
Thus, the lowest income segment is considered to be the first one, while the
highest income one is the tenth. These segments are known in the relevant
literature as deciles.
In our case, we consider data from several countries such as France,
Finland, Italy, and Romania. For each country there are certain
particularities.
Firstly, for each segment/part of population there are two methods
for income measurement by using deciles. Thus, it can be calculated a mean
income which is total income earned by all individuals/households from a
certain group/segment of population (decile in our case) divided to the total
number of individuals/households belonging to that segment of population
(decile). Also, for each segment can be calculated upper limit on income,
which represents the highest income of an individual or household from an
income segment (decile). The latter term was coined by the National
Institute of Statistics from Finland.
Secondly, is about kind of income considered analysed. For all the
countries, data is about net (or disposable) income which is the income that
remains available after paying taxes and (if the case) benefits received by
individual or household. In the case of France, we have an additional set of
data about mean wealth.
Thirdly, in the cases of France and Finland, the data are about real
income which means that nominal income is adjusted with Consumer Price
Index (CPI), which correlates the evolution of nominal income with the
inflation rate. For Italy and Romania, we deal with nominal income.
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Fourthly, the basic element in the analysis of income and wealth is
individual (in case of France and Finland), while for Italy and Romania is
about households.
The methodology used in order to calculate the probability
distribution for the allocation of money for each segment of population is
cumulative probability distribution function (cdf). From a variety of
definitions we chose the one that describes the cumulative share of
population which has an income or wealth greater than a certain threshold.
∞

𝑃(𝑥) = ∫𝑥 𝑝(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

(1),

P represents fraction of population with nominal or real income or wealth
greater than x. Thus, for income equal to 0, the cumulative density
probability is 100 % as it is considered that everyone has an income higher
than 0. For the first decile (the lowest income decile), P represents the
population that has an income higher than mean income or upper limit on
income of the first decile, hence equals 90%. Subsequently, for the highest
income the cumulative distribution function is 0 % (in case of mean
income). For the upper limit on income data set, we do not represent the
upper decile as the value corresponding for it was not made available by any
of the statistical bodies.
Thus, on the x-axis we represent cumulated nominal or real income,
or wealth of the population divided in ten deciles (or nine deciles for upper
limit on income data set), while on the y-axis we represent the cumulative
probability density of the population (in percentages) having certain income
or wealth above a certain threshold.
The distribution that we found to fit best for income the data from a
variety of distributions and with minimum number of parameters is first
degree polynomial function
(2)
y=P1*x + P2
In the case of mean wealth, we used second degree polynomial
which has a significant goodness of fit compared to first degree polynomial.
The cumulative distribution function is as follows:
2

y= P1*x + P2*x + P3
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Data analysis
For France, Finland, and Italy we have two sets of data. Thus, one set is
about mean income and the other set is about upper limit on income. For
Romania, we have data only about mean income. All the data mentioned
before are about net/disposable income. Lastly, in case of France we analyze
data about mean wealth.
Income
France
The data available for France are about mean income [12] and upper limit on
income [13]. The detailed findings are exhibited in the Appendix 1. The data
from France is in euro 2009, which means that for the previous years, the
nominal income was converted to real income by using CPI with reference
to the prices from the year 2009.
Using cumulative distribution function, we got a very good fitting to
the data. Thus, for mean income set of data the annual coefficient of
determination (R2) has the lowest value 94.73% for the year 2006, while the
highest value is 95.07% for the data from the year 2003. In the case of upper
limit on income, the annual coefficient of determination was the highest for
the year 2004 (97.27%), while the lowest is 97.13% for the year 2009.
We can notice that the values for the coefficient of determination
are higher in the case of the upper limit on income data set.
In Figure 1, we present an example in order to observe graphically
the goodness of the fit to the data.
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Figure 1 : Cumulative distribution probability for upper limit on
income in the year 2009
The equation describing the distribution is
2

Y= (-0.0004861)*x+ 91.52, where R =97.13 %
The value for the coefficient of variable x from the fitting function
(P1) is very small considering that the values for income are high compared
to the values from the y-axis.
Finland
The data about income is about mean income [14] and for upper limit on
income [15]. The detailed findings are exhibited in the Appendix 2.The data
about Finland is real income expressed in euro to the value from the year
2009, which implies that the values of real income from the previous years
has been adjusted by taking into account the CPI.
The annual values for coefficient of determination resulting from
the cumulative distribution function in order to fit the data yielded were
very good. Thus, for the mean income data set, the lowest annual value was
95.17% (corresponding to the year 2007), while the highest value was 97.64%
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corresponding to the year 1987. For the upper limit on income data set, the
annual values for the coefficient of determination were as follows: the
highest value was 98.56% for the year 1992 and the lowest was 97.52%
corresponding to the year 2007.
We can notice that generally the annual values of the coefficient of
determination were higher for upper limit on income than in the case of
mean income data set.
In order to illustrate with an example, we chose the year that
presented the lowest annual value for the coefficient of determination from
the upper limit on income data set (1992).

Figure 2: Cumulative distribution probability for upper limit on
income in the year 1992
The equation describing the probability distribution is
2

Y= (-0.0005679)*x+ 93.95, where R =98.56%
We can notice that the values for the parameter P1 of the variable x
is very small. This is due to the high values of income and subsequently P1
acts as a normalization constant.
Italy
The data sets describe income distribution by using mean income [17] and
upper limit on income [18]. The detailed findings are exhibited in the
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Appendix 3. However, we are dealing with two different currencies. Thus, for
the time interval 1989-1998 the currency used was Italian lira, while for the
time interval 2000-2008 the data are expressed in euro. Italian Lira was a
currency characterized by high inflation, though the inflation in the 90s was
not as high as in the previous decade. Euro can be considered a very stable
currency compared to Italian lira.
The first degree polynomial cdf fits the data very well. For mean
income data set, the coefficient of determination has the highest annual
value 93.19% for the year 1991 and the lowest one is 91.03% for the year 1998.
Similarly, for the upper limit on income data set, the highest annual value is
95.44% for the year 1991 and the lowest one is 94.28% for the year 1993.
We can notice that generally the annual values of the coefficient of
determination were higher for upper limit on income than in the case of
mean income data set.
In order to illustrate these evolutions, we chose the year 1993 from
the upper limit on income set which is exhibited in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Cumulative distribution probability for upper limit on income in
the year 1993
The equation describing the probability distribution is
-7

2

Y= (-2.686*10 )*x+87.59, where R =94.28%
We can observe that the values for the parameters of the x variable
(P1) in the cdf are significantly lower for the time interval when Italian lira
was the official currency. This statement is true when we compare it to the
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values of coefficients for euro values from Italian data and to the values of
the coefficients of variable x (P1) from fitting the data from the countries
previously considered. Moreover, this is valid for both types of data sets
(mean income and upper limit on income).
Romania
The data set about Romania contains information about nominal income
using mean income data set [16]. The detailed findings are exhibited in the
Appendix 4.
Similarly to the Italian data, we are dealing here with two different
currencies. Thus, up to the year 2005, the national currency of Romania was
leu. After middle of the year 2005, the new currency introduced was called
heavy leu and 1 heavy leu=10000 leu. The time interval considered before
2005 was inflationary (inflation rate was up to 30%).
Cumulative distribution function used to fit the data has yielded the
following annual values for coefficient of determination: the lowest was for
the year 2007 (95.24%), while the highest value was 96.81% for the year 2010.
In order to have a graphical image about the goodness of the fit, we present
the function fitting the upper limit on income data set from the year 2007 in
Figure 4.

Figure 4 :. Cumulative distribution probability for mean income in
the year 2007
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The equation describing the distribution function is
2

Y= (-0.006014)*x+88.62, where R =95.24%
Regarding the values of the parameter P1 for the variable x, we can
notice that its values are significantly lower for the time interval before the
year 2005 compared with other countries considered in this paper. This case,
similar to the Italian data in the case of Italian Lira, is explainable by the
higher prices and higher inflation in the time interval before the year 2005.
Wealth
Unfortunately, the only data regarding wealth we have available is from
France. In the following, we present our findings regarding mean wealth
from the years 1998, 2004, and 2010.
For the data set about wealth [19], we used mean wealth in order to
represent the wealth distribution. The detailed findings are exhibited in the
Appendix 5. Unfortunately, the first degree polynomial does not fit very well
the data, the annual values for the coefficient of determination being around
70 %. Therefore, we decided to use second degree polynomial to fit the data.
Subsequently, the annual values for the coefficient of determination were
88%-89%, so without large variations.
In order to illustrate that, we present the case for the year 2010 in
Figure 5.

Figure 5: Second degree cdf probability for mean wealth in the year
2010
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The equation describing the probability distribution is
-11

-5

2

Y= 2.276*10 + (-8.817*10 )*x+ 78.16, where R =88.94%
In spite of the limited quantity of data (unlike the case of income),
we can notice that the second degree polynomial distribution yields high
annual values for the coefficient of determination.

Results
The annual values for coefficient of determination are above 88% (in case of
wealth analysis), while all the annual values are above 94% in the case of
income analysis.
In the case of the upper limit on income data sets, the annual values
regarding coefficient of determination are generally higher than in the case
of mean income data sets. A possible explanation for this is due to the fact
that upper income population (which is comprised in the tenth decile) is not
included in the upper limit on income data sets. Moreover, upper income
population depends not only on income but on assets prices as well, so the
underlying mechanism for this segment of population works differently than
in the case of the low and middle income part.
Generally, the values of the parameters of the fitting functions look
similar with no relative great discrepancies. There are two exceptions in the
values of the parameter P1 of the x variable. This occurs in the case of
Romania for time interval before the year 2005 and in the case of Italy for
time interval before the year 2000. Thus, both cases are characterized by the
introduction of a new and more stable currency. For these currencies and
time intervals, the values of the parameter P1 of the x variable obtained from
fitting the function were significantly lower. This could be explained by the
fact salaries and prices are high in nominal terms, and inflation was
relatively high.
We performed the same analysis using a log-log scale for the values
on both x and y axes. Surprisingly, the results were very similar regarding
both coefficients of the distribution functions and the values obtained for
coefficient of determination.
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In the case of Italy for the time interval before the year 2000
(introduction of euro) and Romania for the time interval before the year
2005 (introduction of heavy leu), the annual values for coefficient of
determination were very high. Thus, we can say that goodness of the fit did
not change significantly for currencies and time interval marked by
inflation. Moreover, if we compare the values for coefficient of
determination for Italy from Italian Lira on one hand and Euro on the other
hand, no significant differences can be observed.
First degree polynomial can describe successfully the income
distribution. In the case of wealth distribution, the first degree polynomial
cannot describe it with very high accuracy. The second degree polynomial
can be used successfully to fit the wealth data. However, the third degree
polynomial and higher degree polynomials can fit even more successfully
the data. But since all the annual values for the coefficient of determination
are higher than 88%, we chose for distribution a function with minimum
number of parameters.

Conclusions
Polynomial cumulative distribution function fits well the data.
Subsequently, this function is robust and can describe with fairly high
accuracy the wealth and income distribution for population. Moreover, the
different economic characteristics of the countries considered (such as
different levels of development, different macroeconomic characteristics,
data reliability) and similar values obtained when log-log scale was used can
be considered as an additional proof regarding the robustness of the
distribution function.
It is very important that polynomial distribution function can
describe successfully both wealth and income distribution. Thus, most of the
distributions can solely explain income distribution. This is remarkable
since the underlying mechanism for both economic variables is different and
may suggest a partial resemblance. However, wealth distribution can be
described with high accuracy by second degree polynomials unlike income
distribution which is explainable using first degree polynomial. A possible
explanation for this phenomenon is that the underlying mechanisms for
wealth and income are different.
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Polynomial distribution function confirms the main findings of the
analysis performed on the same set of data by using Fermi-Dirac distribution
regarding income distribution [10].
Given the high values obtained for coefficient of determination, we
can conclude that first and second degree polynomial distribution functions
(as well as higher degree ones) can be used with a high degree of success to
explain income and wealth distribution for the entire range of income and
wealth among population. Thus, both low and middle income part of
population and upper income part that traditionally were explained by
different distribution functions can be explained by a single polynomial
function.
Polynomial distribution function is not affected by inflation, so
slightly lower values for coefficient of determination from the annual
analyses may indicate a lower degree of credibility regarding data.
Upper limit on income data can be used more successfully to
explain the income and wealth distribution than mean income data for low
and middle income segment of population. However, if the analysis aims to
look at the entire income and wealth range, mean income data is more
suitable.
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Appendix 1. Coefficients from fitting a first degree polynomial
distribution to data regarding mean income and upper limit on
income from France
France upper limit on income
France mean income
2

P1

P2

R (%)

P1

P2

2003

-0.0004894

87.84

95.07

-0.0005206

91.67

2004

-0.0004905

87.88

95.07

-0.0005226

91.76

2005

-0.0004844

87.61

94.93

-0.0005169

91.68

2006

-0.0004733

87.46

94.73

-0.0005073

91.59

2007

-0.0004653

87.48

94.78

-0.0004977

91.59

2008

-0.0004569

87.56

94.81

-0.0004897

91.74

2009

-0.0004549

87.41

94.77

-0.0004861

91.52

2

R (%)
97.21
97.27
97.24
97.16
97.17
97.27
97.13

Appendix 2. Coefficients from fitting a first degree polynomial
distribution to data regarding mean income and upper limit on
income from Finland
Finland upper limit on income
Finland mean income
2

P1

P2

R (%)

P1

P2

1987

-0.0006026

90.99

97.64

-0.0006152

93.71

1988

-0.0005874

90.88

97.52

-0.0006021

93.65

1989

-0.0005584

90.8

97.45

-0.0005731

93.55

1990

-0.0005328

90.92

97.5

-0.0005464

93.64
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R (%)
98.49
98.45
98.41
98.42
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1991

-0.0005265

90.96

97.54

-0.0005396

93.77

1992

-0.0005534

91.19

97.61

-0.0005679

93.95

1993

-0.0005698

90.83

97.29

-0.000589

93.83

1994

-0.0005688

90.84

97.28

-0.0005876

93.73

1995

-0.0005547

90.59

97.12

-0.000575

93.58

1996

-0.0005407

90.7

97.05

-0.0005619

93.32

1997

-0.0005186

89.76

96.53

-0.0005431

93.04

1998

-0.0004994

89.33

96.24

-0.0005246

92.76

1999

-0.0004791

89.04

95.9

-0.0005092

92.74

2000

-0.000471

88.72

95.62

-0.0005024

92.49

2001

-0.0004641

88.91

95.95

-0.0004903

92.53

2002

-0.0004511

88.93

96.00

-0.0004753

92.51

2003

-0.0004382

88.84

95.87

-0.0004638

92.46

2004

-0.0004172

88.57

95.66

-0.0004429

92.29

2005

-0.0004043

88.55

95.65

-0.000429

92.25

2006

-0.0003996

88.32

95.44

-0.0004259

92.13

2007

-0.0003892

88.03

95.17

-0.000416

91.99

2008

-0.0003918

88.43

95.64

-0.0004159

92.21

2009

-0.0003808

88.7

95.92

-0.0004012

92.27
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98.04
97.93
97.92
97.78
97.83
97.83
97.78
97.71
97.7
97.6
97.52
97.69
97.73
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Appendix 3. Coefficients from fitting a first degree polynomial
distribution to data regarding mean income and upper limit on
income from Italy
Italy nominal mean income
P1
1989
lire
1991
lire
1993
lire
1995
lire
1998
lire
2000
euro
2002
euro
2004
euro
2006
euro
2008
euro

2

Italy upper limit on income

P2

R (%)

P1

P2

-7

84.5

92.57

-3.046*10

-7

84.96

93.19

83.06

-7

88.82

-2.808*10

-7

88.95

91.34

-2.686*10

-7

87.59

83.33

91.52

-2.504*10

-7

87.98

82.81

91.03

-2.233*10

-7

87.77

-0.0003776

83.43

91.66

-0.0004098

88.21

-0.0003541

83.57

91.68

-0.0003842

88.22

-0.0003371

84.12

91.95

-0.0003672

88.68

-0.0003124

84.41

92.24

-0.0003404

88.99

-0.0003082

84.01

91.96

-0.000334

88.52

-2.837*10

-2.647*10
-2.48*10
-2.3*10

-7

-7

-2.039*10

-7

2

R (%)
95.21
95.44
94.28
94.64
94.49
94.79
94.75
95.01
95.33
94.92

Appendix 4. Coefficients from fitting a first degree polynomial
distribution to data regarding mean income from Romania
2
Romania
R (%)
P1
P2
mean income
96.21
-6
2000 leu
-2.994*10
89.98
55
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-6

2001 leu

-1.967*10

2002 leu

-1.55*10

2003 leu

-1.29*10

2004 leu

-9.412*10

2005 heavy leu

-0.008409

89.08

2006 heavy leu

-0.00733

88.28

2007 heavy leu

-0.006014

88.62

2008 heavy leu

-0.004752

89.2

2009 heavy leu

-0.004379

90.03

2010 heavy leu

-0.004408

90.7

96.43

90.78

-6

90.31

-6

90.72

-7
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96.39
96.45
96.16

90.18

95.44
94.88
95.24
95.83
96.41
96.81

Appendix 5. Coefficients from fitting a second degree polynomial
distribution to data regarding mean wealth from Italy
2
France mean
R (%)
P1
P2
P3
wealth
89.77
-10
1998
1.044*10
-0.0001886
78.8
-11

-0.0001352

78.22

-11

-8.817*10

-5

78.16

2004

5.423*10

2010

2.276*10
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Effects of the Economic Crisis on the
Romanian Consumer

Badea Mihaela, University ‘’Alma Mater’’, Sibiu, Romania,
badea_m2000@yahoo.com

My purpose for this study is to analyse the Romanian consumer’s behaviour in
the context of the economic crisis that our country as well as other countries
have gone through after 2008. The post-crisis Romanian consumer’s
behaviour is also going to be approached in comparison to that in the period
preceding the economic crisis (2005-2008). I will show the consequences
brought by the changes in the consumer’s behaviour and attitude for retailers
and how crisis forced them to apply new strategies and to reinvent some of
them in order to cope with the crisis and to record increase in sale despite the
crisis.
Keywords: consumer’s behaviour; crisis; comparison; change; fast adaptation

Introduction
An increased complexity of the economic life led to the necessity to know
the mechanism of the human economic behaviour which becomes more
ample and complicated day by day and it asks for a separate study of the two
intrinsic components: behaviour of man as manufacturer of goods and
services and behaviour of man as consumer.
If we were to talk about attitudes, we can presently observe a
dominant uncertain behaviour, which is completed by hesitation,
scepticism, frustration and a „wait and see” attitude. All this comes after the
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pre-2008 period dominated by enthusiasm, effervescence, growth, certainty,
optimism, initiative and courage, a period in which anybody could by
anything and retails sold anything.

The crisis shock in Romania
This passage between the two periods was suddenly felt in Romania, it came
rather like a shock. It took everybody by surprise, analysts and economists,
consumers and retailers. There is no doubt that, beyond the psychological
shock, attitudes split up in two large categories: „the atheists” – those who
did not believe in the crisis and denied its existence, considering it an
invention or a global conspiration – and „the believers” – those who not only
believed in its existence, but also feared it. Regardless of who was right or
wrong, „atheists” or „believers,” one thing is for sure: all of them experienced
its strength. Some of them felt it directly, other indirectly, through the
actions of those who felt it directly, dictated by attitudes as those mentioned
above: uncertainty, hesitation, scepticism, fear, retreat. This phenomenon
developed owing also to media: all newspapers and news channels only
discussed of one thing, the economic and financial crisis, so the idea of crisis
entered deeply in the Romanian consumer’s mind, but also in the retailer’s,
both reacting in consequence. Normally, most people have the same needs
and motivations, but they express them differently based on psychological,
personal and external factors, regardless of crisis or non-crisis.

Differences of behavior relative to the economic crisis
Although they were guided by a general attitude of fear, Romanian
consumers experienced several types of behavior, slightly different based on
their financial resources, income level and education.
For consumers with high and above average income, the crisis and
its effects were felt rather on an emotional level. Their consuming behavior
did not suffer major changes. Consumers in this category were rather
cautious, realizing what was going on, being ready to take action and
preparing strategies.
The crisis experience was not the same for consumers with low and
below average income. They felt the crisis more deeply because it had direct
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consequences on their wage income (e.g. budget employees), social benefits
(maternity grant). Lower income determined consumers to spend less
money. On a psychological level, this category of consumers experienced
uncertainty, fear, anxiety, stress, self-helplessness.
No matter how crisis was understood and felt on a psychological
level and regardless of the every single consumer’s awareness degree of the
crisis, it remains a reality, an exhausting period to be crossed by many
countries, among which our country too. This is what we will look at in the
following section which is meant to be an analysis of Romanians’ income in
2005-2012..

Salary level: before the crisis and the present time
If we take a general look at a longer period of time, starting before the crisis,
say 2005, until the present time, the monthly average net wage income has
increased more than twice in this 8-year period, from little over 600 lei to
almost 1.600 lei. However, we can see in the chart below that the most
significant growth was right before the financial crisis began. During
recession, Romanians’ income stagnated and even sleckened in some
months.
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The period 2005-2008 records an obvious growth which stops right
at the moment the crisis began – the end of 2008. The beginning of 2009
records a slight growth, followed by stagnation and decrease tendencies. It is
thus obvious for the economic sector that it is expected an oscillating period
present all through the period until the end of 2012 when revenues try to
break the 1600 lei borderline.
But to truly realize how much the average Romanian earned all this
time, the inflation rate should be taken into account.
Starting with 2005 and ending with 2012, the consumer price index increased
with 60%, weigh below the growth rate of the average net wage income
(over 200%). However, if we analyze the last five years of crisis (2008-2012)
in the chart below, we can observe that the average inflation increased with
more than 30% while Romanians earned significantly less.

Also, GDP adjusted to the purchasing power has increased with 45%
in the last 8 years which is less than the average inflation rate. Moreover, as
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a consequence of the financial crisis, the GDP returned to the 2008 level
only last year.
In conclusion, we have two distinct trends which gravitate around
the financial crisis: the growing and economical explosion trend before the
crisis and the stagnation and involution trend after the crisis. In the second
period, the monthly average revenues increased insignificantly as they did
not have the power to overcome the inflation rate while the economy was
moving slowly.

Consequences of changes in the consumer’s behavior
These attitudes led to stagnation and decrease of the national consumes
level. The direct effect is on employers. In order to compensate for the loss
caused by the decrease in sale, they reduced costs regardless their nature:
wages, bonuses, premiums, less personnel etc.). Of course, all this affected
the consumer who applied the same strategy of reducing personal expenses.
In this sense, the financial crisis could be considered „catch22”.
The proof is another consequence consumers dealt with –
devaluation of the national currency as to the Euro currency, which led to
increased prices of goods and services and to loan obstruction.
Under less favorable economic conditions, the local reality however
can greatly differ from the general perception, so that some banks managed
to close 2011 with a net profit with 16% over the previous year results.
Romanian banks recorded growth on all credit lines, but it is worth
highlighting is the 26% increase in credit portfolio granted to small and
medium enterprises (SME) while several voices were saying that bank do not
grant loans to SME.
Deposits from clients also increased with 7%, and deposits of
physical persons increased even more, with 15%. This result defines a good
reputation for banks on the local market, banks that did not aim at giving
the highest interests, but rather at ensuring decent interests both for
deposits and loans.
Decreased investments are another consequence of the economic
crisis and of a cautious attitude. Business people stopped investing in their
company development, they postponed extension plans made before the
crisis and they adopted the „wait and see” attitude. On the other hand,
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consumers also gave up investing in projects like purchasing houses and
fields, vehicles, small businesses, house reconditioning, holidays.
The weak part of Romanians is their incapacity of thinking in
perspective. Thinking in perspective might have been the attitude that
would have helped them cope with the crisis, but few of them adopted it.
The Romanian consumer thinks „here and now” and makes plans for the
near future, avoiding long term projects, this attitude coming from the same
uncertainty. If there are problems, they prefer to solve them „on the go,”
finding temporary solutions.

How did the consumer cope with the crisis?
Once the crisis was accepted, the Romanian consumers found their
own solutions to deal with it. This solution is directly related to the income
level and definitely determines a change in the buying behavior.
Consumers in the lower and below average income category
reduced the quantity of goods they bought, they changed their habits and
their life style in order to reduce consumption of energy, gas, etc., they
chose to buy cheaper and less qualitative products or they completely
eliminated some goods from their shopping list, they reduced the number of
visits in supermarkets, they paid more attention to promotions.
Unlike the category above, consumers in the higher and above
average income category did not change their behavior significantly. They
did not spend less; they did not choose cheaper or less qualitative products
and did not shorten the shopping list. Instead they felt the crisis in their
savings. Most of the times, savings are for major purchase projects, so
change in their case means postponing house or car purchasing or choosing
a cheaper holiday destination.

Changes in the consumer’s buying behavior and retailers’
reaction
The solution some retailers and manufacturers came up with as a reaction to
the consumer’s tendency of spending less is diversity of products, was
packing them in larger packs meant to determine the consumer to save
money by buying more or combining different products in the same pack.
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Retailers and manufacturers did not forget about the consumers
with lower and below average incomes who, in order to have better control
on their budget, prefer to buy products in smaller packs. Promotions are
another way to cope with the crisis. Promotions determined consumers to
change their buying behavior, that is to choose a product that would not
otherwise buy and use.
All these strategies are clearly in the advantage of the large
department stores: supermarkets, hypermarkets, while small stores are
affected. Large department stores can offer the consumer the possibility to
minimize the risk and to control their shopping, two attitudes that suited
both consumers and retailers during the financial crisis.

Conclusions
Therefore, we can conclude that Romanians as consumers approached crisis
differently, mainly based on their income level and adapted their behavior in
consequence. Consumers in the lower and below average income category
adapted by reducing the quantity of products they bought, by preferring
products in smaller packs, by preferring a smaller price to quantity, by
changing their life style to save gaze and electricity consume. On the other
hand, consumers in the higher and above average income category felt the
financial crisis in their savings. They were not able to save money for larger
projects anymore, but they did not have to buy fewer products or to give up
quality and they did not change their life style with the purpose of reducing
the amount of money spent on bills.
According to the growing tendency shown in the first chart, we
could say the coming months should reestablish an economic growth.
However, this does not mean that consumers will suddenly go back to their
behavior before the financial crisis. Most certainly caution will characterize
consumers’ attitude in the following period.
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Romanian tax legislation continues to contain contradictory provisions that
give it a strong ambiguity and which often generates controversy in
interpretation and application. The authors of the research show the
situations of tax income from royalties obtained by a French non-resident
from a Romanian beneficiary. Thus, are addresses the taxation from the
perspective of (i) the law, (ii) the avoidance of double taxation (CEDI)
concluded by Romania with other countries and (iii) the EU legislation. Also,
the authors present one of the cases of controversy generated by the
Romanian tax legislation, which create controversy and maintain a high level
of uncertainty in the business environment.
Keywords: royalty; French non-resident; income tax; double taxation
convention; the most favorable rate; European legislation.
JEL: H32 - Firm; M41 - Accounting
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Introduction
According to the Romanian Fiscal Code - Law 571/2003, a taxpayer has the
right to choose between applying domestic law in terms of tax revenues
obtained in Romania by non-residents, the double taxation conventions
(CEDI) concluded by Romania with other states or EU legislation to apply a
more favorable tax rate. The decision is up to the taxpayer, conditioned only
by the contractual provisions on pricing and taxation of his payment, ended
with non-resident partners.
Under these provisions a taxpayer Romanian legal entity that pays income to
a legal resident in another EU member state can theoretically be found in
one of the following cases:
Case 1 - Taxation with the tax rate stipulated in the Romanian tax
legislation
Case 2 - Taxation with the tax rate provided in CEDI (if any)
Case 3 - Application of the provision of the EU legislation
For example we will analyze the hypothetical case in which a
taxpayer SC R SA - Romanian legal entity, tax payers of corporate tax- pays a
company F SA - French legal entity, paying the "impot sur les societies" income from industrial royalties, French legal entity being the actual
recipient of such income.
Under the agreement concluded between the parties the amounts
stipulated in the contract are gross income, any taxes and / or tax
obligations provided by law in such amounts being retained. In the contract
there is no reference to Obligation of the French Provider to provide the
Romanian beneficiaries' tax residence certificate "or other document
attesting tax residence in France of the Provider F SA.

Taxation according to domestic tax legislation
Billing is done at the beginning of the month in equal monthly installments
in the amount of € 1,000 and payment takes place in the same month. In
November 2012, the French non-resident issue the invoice in the amount of
Euro 1.000 non-taxable for VAT, as B2B rule applies, that the transaction is
taxable in Romania and the Romanian beneficiary of the services is liable to
pay VAT under the VAT self-liquidation mechanism.
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Hypothesis 1: Income is taxed in Romania

Between the two companies there is no mutual holding of shares. Also, the
provider F SA has not submitted to R SA the tax residency certificate (CRF)
for 2012.
b.1.1) are taxable income in Romania?
According to article 115, para. (1) let. d) of the Tax Code, the taxable
income obtained from Romania, whether revenues are received in Romania
or abroad, are also the royalties from a resident.
b.1.2) who bears the tax on income obtained by the French nonresident?
Article 113 of the Tax Code states that non-residents who obtain
taxable income from Romania have the obligation to pay tax under Chapter I
of Title V of the Tax Code, being named contributors.
b.1.3) who pays income tax for the income obtained by French nonresidents?
From art. 116 para. (1) of the Tax Code it shows that the beneficiary
of the services-Romanian legal entity-, as a payer of income, has the
obligation to calculate, withhold and pay tax to the state budget for the
taxable income obtained by non-residents in Romania.
b.1.4), which is the tax base?
Tax revenues from Romania obtained by non-residents applies to
the taxable gross income obtained from Romania, based on art. 114 of the
Tax Code. Conversion into currency RON tax on income obtained from
Romania in the form of industrial royalties is made at the exchange rate of
the currency market by the NBR for the day in which the non-resident
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license fee is paid according to item 9 index 5 let. a) of the Rules for the
application of art. 116 of the Tax Code.
b.1.5) which is the rate prescribed by the Tax Code?
According to art. 116, para. (2) let. d) of the Tax Code, the tax rate is
16%, applicable to gross income from Romania.
b.1.6) which is the accounting treatment in case of the withholding
tax?
In these circumstances, the Romanian entity R SA will perform the
following records:
- Recording royalty bill (issued on 01.11.2012)
612
401
„Expenses with royalties, management
Suppliers”
and rentals locations”
=

4.564 lei
(1.000 euro * 4,564
lei/euro)

- VAT auto-liquidation registration (4,564 lei * 24%):
4426
„Input VAT”

=

4427
„Output VAT”

1.095,36 lei

- Registration of bill payment of November 25, 2012 (840 euro * BNR
exchange rate 4,5313 lei / euro):
401
„Suppliers”

=

%
5124
„Cash at bank in foreign
currencies”
765
68

3.833,76 lei
3.806,30 lei
(840
euro * 4,5313 lei/euro)
27,46 lei
[840 euro * (4,564 – 4,5313)
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lei/euro]

- Registration of withholding income tax (160 euro * BNR exchange rate
4,5313 lei / euro):
401
„Suppliers”

=

%
446
„Other taxes and similar
liabilities”
768
„Other financial
revenues”

730,24 lei
725 lei
(160
euro * 4,5313 lei/euro)
5,24 lei
[160 euro * (4,564 – 4,5313)
lei/euro]

Profit and Loss Account for the month of November 2012 is affected
with 4.5313 lei (operating expenses of 4.564 lei minus financial income of
32,70lei ).
- Recording of payment of income tax (20/12/2012) based on the payment
order and Form 100 for the month of November 2012:
446
„Other taxes and similar liabilities”

=

5121
„Cash at bank in lei”

725 lei

b.1.7) which is the accounting treatment in case of not withholding
the tax at source?
In these circumstances, the Romanian entity R SA will perform the
following records:
- Recording royalty bill (issued on 01.11.2012)
612
401
4.564 lei
„Expenses royalties, management and =„Suppliers" (1.000 euro * 4,564
rentals locations"
lei/euro)
- Registration of VAT self-liquidation ( 4.564 lei * 24%):
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1.095,36 lei

- Registration of bill payment of November 25, 2012 (1.000 euro * BNR
exchange rate 4,5313 lei / euro):
401
„Suppliers”

=

%
5124
„Cash at bank in foreign
currencies”
765
„Foreign exchange gains”

4.564 lei
4.531,30 lei
(1.000

euro * 4,5313 lei/euro)

32,70 lei

[1.000 euro * (4,564 – 4,5313)
lei/euro]

- Recording income tax (1.000 euro * BNR exchange rate 4,5313 lei / euro *
16/100-16)
635
„Other taxes, duties and similar
expenses”

=

446
„Other taxes and similar
liabilities”

863,10
lei

In case of not withholding at the source, is considered that the sum
paid to the French non-resident is the net income, which means that for
calculating corporate tax the company R SA, as payer of royalty shall
determine, by recalculation, the gross income to which would apply the tax
rate in the domestic law (1,190.476 euro: 1.000 euro / (100-16/100)).
In case of not withholding at the source by the payers of royalty of
the taxes related to income from Romania by non-residents, the costs
recorded in the accounting records of the taxes paid to the state budget by
legal residency - paying tax on behalf of the legal person - beneficiary of
royalties are not deductible in calculating income tax, according to Art. 21,
para. (4), let. a) of the Fiscal Code, read in conjunction with section 38 of the
detailed Rules for the application of Title II of the Tax Code, as it is believed
that Romanian resident suffered unduly a tax which is the responsibility of
the French resident.
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Profit and Loss Account for the month of November 2012 is affected with
5394.40 lei (operating expenses 5427.10 lei minus financial income of 32.70
lei).
- Recording of payment of income tax (20/12/2012) based on the payment
order and Form 100 for the month of November 2012:
446
„Other taxes and similar liabilities”

=

5121
„Cash at bank in lei”

863 lei

Hypothesis 2: Income is exempt in Romania
Company F SA sent to R SA the tax residency certificate (CRF) for 2012,
given that it owns 01.06.2008 - 65% of the shares issued by R SA.
Article 117 let. j) of the Tax Code states that "are exempt from tax on
income obtained from Romania by non-residents the following revenues: j)
starting on January 1, 2011, income from interest or royalties, as defined in
art. 124 index 19 obtained from Romania by legal persons resident in EU
Member States [...] shall be exempt from tax if the beneficial owner of
interest or royalties (entity F SA, nn) holds less than 25% of the value /
number units of the Romanian legal person (entity R SA, nn) for an
uninterrupted period of at least 2 years ending on the date of payment of
interest or royalties ".
Because the two entities affiliated analyzed, Company F SA can
benefit from income tax relief obtained in Romania, which means that the
company R SA from Romania will pay to the French non-resident the entire
bill, because it should not withhold an income tax of 16%. In this case, the
accounting records are identical to the first three entries in section B.1.7) on
the registration of the royalty bill, self-liquidation and payment in full of the
invoice VAT by the French non-resident. The profit and loss account for the
month of November 2012 is affected with 4531.30 lei (operating expenses of
4,564 lei minus financial income of 32.70 lei.
Hypothesis 3: Revenues are exempt from payment in Romania
Company F SA sent to R SA the tax residency certificate (CRF) for 2012.
There is a third company, T SA that owns, since 2005, over 50% of shares
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(units) at each of the two companies F SA and R SA. In November 2012,
industrial R SA pays royalties for the current month to F SA. Under the
contract invoice value is 1.000 € (issued without VAT).
Residence is known and proven by the existence of CRF and the
existence of T SA gives two companies F SA and R SA status of "associate" in
the meaning of Art. 124 index 20 of the Tax Code. The two companies have
organizational form "joint stock company (JSC)'' for the Romanian legal
entity R, respectively" Anonymous Company (AC)” for the French legal
entity F SA.
According to art. 124 index 20 letters. a) of the Tax Code, in the
purpose of this chapter "the term enterprise of a Member State means any
company:
i.
to take one of the forms listed in this regard in the list
referred to in art. 124 26 index, and
ii.
that, in accordance with the tax legislation of a Member
State shall be regarded as resident in that Member State
and is not considered for the purposes of a double taxation
convention on income and on capital signed with a third
country, as being a resident for tax purposes outside the
Community, and
iii.
which is subject to the following taxes without being
exempt from tax, or a tax which is identical or essentially
similar and which is imposed after the date of entry into
force of this Article, in addition or in place of those existing
taxes [...] - - impot sur les societes, in France [...]. "
According to art. 124 index 20 letter. b) (iii) of the Fiscal Code "a
company is an associated company of another company if, at least: (iii) a
third company has a direct minimum holding of 25% both in the capital of
the first company and in the one of the second. Participation capital must be
owned only by company’s resident within the European Community; Art 124
index 26 letter. f) of the Tax Code states that among the companies covered
by the provisions of art. 124 index 20 letter. a) (iii) are also the companies
"known in the French law as" société anonyme, société en commandite par
actions, société à responsabilité limitée" and public entities and industrial
and commercial enterprises."
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The form of organization of those two companies (according to art.
124 index 26) with tax residence in the EU and the type of tax they pay
(according to art. 124 index 20) describes the two companies in the category
of companies of a Member State perspective of art. 124 index 20 letter a).
Thus, accumulating the quality of "associated companies" with the
status of each of the "enterprise of a Member State" for economic
transaction undertaken by the two companies may apply the provisions of
article 124 index 18 of exemption from any tax on royalty payments arising
from Romania, either through withholding or by declaring:
According to art. 124 index 18 par. (1) of the Tax Code "payments of
interest and royalties coming from Romania are exempt from any taxes
imposed on those payments in Romania, either through withholding or by
declaration, provided that the beneficial owner of interest or royalties is a
company from another Member State or a permanent establishment of an
enterprise of a Member State in another Member State".
According to art. 124 index 18 par. (7) of the Tax Code "this Article
shall apply only if the company is paying (in our case R SA, nn) or company
whose permanent establishment is treated as the payer of the interest or
royalties is an associated company of the company who is the beneficial
owner (in our case, F SA) or whose permanent establishment is treated as
the beneficial owner of those interests or of those royalties." Moreover, para.
(10) of the same article cited above states that "the provisions of this chapter
shall not apply to a company of another Member State or a permanent
establishment of an enterprise of another Member State if the conditions
laid down in art. 124 index 20 letter. b) have not been maintained for an
uninterrupted period of at least 2 years. "
According to art. 124 index 18 par. (11) in conjunction with para. (13)
of the Tax Code, it must be provided the evidence of meeting the
requirements set on payment of royalties by a certificate valid for one year
from the date of issue. Specifically, the company F SA will send the
certificate which shall contain the following information: (i) proof of
residency in France for tax purposes, (ii) having the right of beneficial owner
of the royalties, (iii) F SA is a company associated with R SA because it holds
a 65% to R SA, since 06/01/2013.
In these conditions, the accounting records are identical to those of
section B.2).
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Case 2: Taxation according to the conventions for the
avoidance of double taxation
The French non-resident F SA sent to the customer R SA the tax residence
certificate (CRF) for 2012. From the data presented in case 1, because
residency is known and proven by CRF, we believe that can be applied to the
provisions of Article 118 Tax Code that limits the rate of tax to be withheld at
the lower of levels provided by the Tax Code and CEDI in that the country,
namely France when analyzed:
Article 118 par. (1) of the Tax Code, "[..] If a taxpayer is resident of a
country in the European Union, the tax rate applying to taxable income
derived by that taxpayer in Romania is the most favorable rate in the
domestic law, EU law or double taxation conventions. EU legislation is
applied in Romania's relations with the European Union Member States or
European Free Trade Association."
Moreover, the "International Convention will apply only when
internal law does not provide necessary or sufficient legal solution" (Costa,
2011, pg 248). In addition, CEDI object is to provide a unique formula for the
taxation of taxable value transfer between the two signatory countries
excluding the risk of being subject to double taxation [...]. Double taxation
International tax is "submission to taxation of the same taxable materials
and the same time by two different tax authorities of the two countries"
(Gherghina, Cretan, 2012, pg.94).
Which are the provisions of the convention for the avoidance of
double taxation?
Decree 240 of 27/09/1974 ratifying the Convention between the Socialist
Republic of Romania and the Government of the French Republic for the
avoidance of double taxation on income and wealth, says in Article 12 para.
(3) the term "royalties" as "the term royalties as used in this Article means
payments of any nature paid for the use or right to use a copyright in a
literary, artistic or scientific work including cinematography films, any
patent, a brand factory or trade, design or model, plan, a secret formula or
process, as for use or right to use industrial, commercial or scientific
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equipment or for information having the character of experience in the
industrial, commercial or scientific field."
The rule of taxation is found in art. 12 para. (1) CEDI "Royalties
arising in a Contracting State (Romania, nn) paid to a resident of the other
Contracting State (France, nn) be taxed in that other Contracting State
(France, nn)".
However, is applicable, without exception to art. 12 para. (2) CEDI:
"However, such royalties may be taxed in the Contracting State where they
come from (Romania, nn) and according to the law of that State, if the
person receiving their royalties is the beneficial owner, the tax so charged
shall not exceed 10 percent of the amount of the royalties. The competent
authorities shall agree on the modalities for the implementation of this
paragraph." Confirmation comes from the wording of section 12, para. (1) of
the Implementing rules of art. 118 of the Tax Code: "The provisions of
paragraph 2 of Articles "Dividends","Interests","Fees","Royalties"of double
taxation conventions concluded by Romania with other states that regulate
taxation in the source country of those income, are applied with priority."
Under what conditions are applied the provisions of the convention
for the avoidance of double taxation?
The answer is provided by art. 118 para. (2) of the Tax Code which states that
"for the application of the convention for the avoidance of double taxation
and EU legislation, non-resident is required to submit to the income payer,
at the time of income, the tax residence certificate issued by the competent
authority from his state of residence, and, if necessary, an affidavit in which
the indicating the fulfilment of the beneficiary conditions in case of
enforcement of the legislation of the European Union [...]. "
Which is the accounting treatment?
In these circumstances, the Romanian entity R SA will perform the following
records:
- Recording the royalty bill (issued on 01.11.2012)
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612
401
4.564 lei
„Expenses with royalties, management and =„Suppliers” (1.000 euro * 4,564
rentals locations”
lei/euro)
- Registration of VAT self-liquidation(4.564 lei * 24%):

4426
„Input VAT”

=

4427
„Output VAT”

1.095,36 lei

- Registration of bill payment of November 25, 2012 (900 euro * BNR
exchange rate 4,5313 lei / euro):
401
„Suppliers”

=

4.107,60 lei
4.078,17 lei

%
5124
„Cash at bank in foreign
currencies”
765
„Foreign exchange gains”

(900
euro * 4,5313 lei/euro)

29,43 lei

[900 euro * (4,564 – 4,5313)
lei/euro]

- Registration of withholding income tax (100 euro * BNR exchange
rate 4,5313 lei / euro):
401
„Suppliers”

=

%
446
„Other taxes and similar
liabilities”
768
„Other financial revenues”

456,40 lei
453,13 lei
(100

euro * 4,5313 lei/euro)

3,27 lei

[100 euro * (4,564 – 4,5313)
lei/euro]

Profit and Loss Account for the month of November 2012 is affected
with 4.5313 lei (operating expenses 4.564 lei minus financial income of 32,70
lei).
- Recording the payment of income tax (20/12/2012) based on the
payment order and Form 100 for the month of November 2012:
446
„Other taxes and similar liabilities”
76

=

5121
„Cash at bank in lei”

453 lei
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Please note: Item 12 paragraph. (9) The rules for the application of art. 118 of
the Tax Code states that "the provisions of Title V of the Tax Code apply
when the beneficiary of the income obtained from Romania is a resident of a
state with which Romania has concluded a double taxation convention or
when the beneficiary of the income obtained from Romania, resident of a
state with which Romania has concluded a double taxation convention, does
not have a tax residence certificate or document referred to in section 13
para. (1) or when the tax payable by non-resident is borne by the payer of
income ".
Therefore, the use of the rate of CEDI is possible if and only if (i) is
made the withholding of income tax of non-residents and (ii) the certificate
of tax residence, respectively the declaration indicating the capacity of
beneficiary is presented when paying the income to the non-resident. In
other words, the tax rate to be used is 16% if payment when Romanian entity
does not have a tax residence certificate of its provider in France. Obviously
that the Romanian law allows the use of CEDI and regulate tax rate within
the statutory period of limitation from the moment Romanian entity owns
the certificate.
Note: Taxation with 10% of royalties based on art. 12 para. (2) of
CEDI between Romania and France providing for taxation in the source
state (Romania) does not lead to double taxation on the same income,
because the state of residence (France) grants tax credit for tax paid in
Romania, in accordance with Article 24 of Decree 240/1974.
Case 3: Taxation according to European legislation
European legislation aims to Council Directive 2003/49/EC of 3 June 2003 on
the common system of taxation applicable to interest and royalty payments
made between associated companies of different Member States, as
amended. This directive was implemented in the head. IV of Title V
"Royalties and interest in associated companies" (art. 124 index 18 - art. 124
index 27) of Law no. 571/2003 regarding the Tax Code, to which I referred in
the content section B3) of this material.
According to art. 118 para. (2) of the Tax Code, "the capacity of
beneficiary in order to apply EU legislation will be proved by the certificate
of tax residence and, if applicable, its affidavit of meeting the conditions
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relating to: the minimum holding period, condition of Minimum
participation in the share capital of the Romanian legal entity, framing in
one of the forms provided in Title II or Title V, as appropriate, the quality of
taxpayer of income tax or a similar tax, without the possibility of an option
or of being exempt."
What happens when the company F SA has the organization form
SAS? In the EU legislation there is the proposal for inclusion in the category
of enterprise of a Member State and businesses with SAS form of
organization, regulation that Romania is not required to implement in the
near future.
The following question arises: the Romanian state will accept the
application of European legislation?, Given that:
• according to art. 118 of the Tax Code, the taxpayer can choose the
most convenient regulation of the three (Romanian, CEDI and the
EU);
• EU shall adopt the amendment of the Directive 2003/49/EC starting
with 01/01/2013;
• Romania shall not implement the decision of amendment of the
Directive 2003/49/EC (it is not obliged to implement it);
• art. 118 para. (2) conditions the application of the most favourable
rate of European legislation only if the organization form of the
French beneficiary is provided for under national law, in which
organizational form is found SAS (simplified joint stock company)
among those listed in Article 124 index 26 of the Tax Code that a
company can have to be known as "enterprise of a Member State".
Which is the applicable tax treatment? If we assume that there is a
third company T SA that owns, in 2005 over 50% of shares (units) at each of
the two companies R F SA and SAS. As art. 118 para. (2) conditions - wrongly,
in our opinion - the application of European legislation (which requires,
starting with 01/01/2013, the SAS organizational form) of the forms required
by Title V of the Tax Code (which never took the shape of SAS), there is a
risk that tax inspectors do not consider the conditions for the application of
European law and tax by 16% the transactions of the entities R SA and F SAS.
The forms provided by art. 118 and art. 120 of Law 571/2003 regarding the Tax
Code and the establishment of the competencies in terms of signing these
forms are approved by Order 724/2011. However, considering that in Annex
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15 of the aforesaid order it stated that "the declaration of the beneficial
owner - under Section A foreign legal entity (company F SAS, nn) says that
with it has the following status / takes one of the forms listed in the list in
Directive / Agreement", we consider that the Romanian payer may apply
European legislation when French non-resident beneficiary F SAS submitted
to the Romanian company before settlement of royalty bill: (i) the EU fiscal
residence certificate (which proves that his tax domicile is the European
Union), and (ii) the affidavit indicating the fulfilment of the condition of
beneficiary in case of application of European Union legislation.

Reporting obligations
For each period during which the company R SA calculated and withheld
income tax obtained by the non-resident, there is the obligation to report in
form 100 "Statement on payment obligations to the state budget", in which
case there must be a correlation between creditor turnover of the account
446 "Other taxes and similar payments" and the amount stated in that tax
period.
Yearly, until 28/29 February this year for the previous year, the payer of
revenue R SA must prepare and submit Informative statement on tax
withheld and paid for income subject to withholding / income exempted
non-resident income beneficiaries. This is provided in the Annex, according
to the form approved by section 15 index 1 of the Methodological Norms for
the application of art. 119 para. (1) of the Tax Code. In this Declaration shall
also be registered the income obtained by the non-resident in Romania and
exempt from tax under the Tax Code or the avoidance of double taxation, as
appropriate.

Conclusions
Revenues from royalties are exempt in Romania if the company F SA holds
at least 25% of the capital of the company R SA for an uninterrupted period
of two years.
Revenues from royalties are exempt from payment in Romania if the two
companies expressly comply with the provisions of the Tax Code relating to
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(i) the quality of associated companies, (ii) the organization and (iii) tax
status of tax payer.
In case the exemption or exemptions under national law conditions are not
met, income from royalties are imposed:
• either according to CEDI, by withholding a share of 10% of gross
income, if the company holds at the time of payment the certificate
of fiscal residence of F SA in France;
• either according to the Tax Code of Romania, by (i) retaining a tax
rate of 16% applied to gross income if holding tax residence
certificate or (ii) applying a rate of 16% applied to gross income
recalculated, in case the tax payable by French non-resident borne
by the company R SA , whether "is attested the tax residence of the
non-resident who derives income from Romania, [...] because from
the CEDI benefits should benefit non-residents (especially in terms
of lower tax odds of the conventions) and not Romanians payers
who assume this tax that does not return to them "(Iordache et al,
2006, pg 152).
We believe that the spirit of the law as defined in Article 118 is to permit
taxpayers, qualifying for resident and present documents proving the
information expressly required, to benefit from the most favourable rate in
the domestic law, EU law or conventions for the avoidance of double
taxation without conditioning this right to transpose EU legislation into
national legislation.
To remove ambiguities and possibilities of different interpretations of this
principle identified by letter. D) of this material on the forms of organization
that are not taken into domestic law but are found in European legislation
(as applicable SAS ) we suggest:
• either updating operative articles of Romanian Tax Code which
transpose the provisions of the EU legislation, meaning completing
art. 124 index 26 letter. f) of the Tax Code, "among the companies
covered by the provisions of art. 124 index 20 letter. a) (iii) there are
[...] also other companies constituted under French law - for
example, SAS - subject to French tax";
• either the inclusion in Title V of the Tax Code of a provision
clarifying information on the character of Chapter IV of this Title,
and the fact that the provisions of EU law is applied first.
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Well-being of the territorial systems with rural vocation can be compromised
by climate change, but they also can influence, both positively than negatively,
the factors that determine climate change. Starting from this dichotomous
vision of the relationship between climate change and rural development, this
study focuses on the role that Internet and the web mar-kiting strategies can
develop in the mitigation and in the adaptation to climate change trough the
spread of information on virtuous behaviour by individuals and firms. In such
optics, the study provides a survey to evaluate the propensity of firms to use
the web in order to promote responsible behaviour among the users of
websites (suggesting virtuous behaviours) or to valorise their commitment in
the fight against climate change.
Keywords: Rural system; climate change; web marketing; sustainability;
social responsibility.
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Introduction
Among the environmental factors that could jeopardize the well-being of
rural systems we have climate changes [1], [2], [3].
In the last years, in fact, global issues have exposed rural systems to
challenges that have be-gun to pretend a declination in key of sustainability
of the relative development processes. These challenges are very complex:
management of natural resources and the fight against climate change, the
balanced development of territories and the availability of healthy and safe
foods, ask for strategic, but above all sustainable answers, based on the
integrated and shared vision of all the stakeholders in the territory.
After industrial revolution, the strong increase in the greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions indicated the existence of an unbalance among the
different economic sectors, society, environment and the different territories
with their specific particularities. The relationship between climate change
and progress has always been considered from two points of view: both in
terms of the impact that well-being determines on the climate and in terms
of the effect that climate change can have on the progress of society [4].
Starting from this dichotomous vision of the relationship between
well-being and climate change, this study focuses on the rural development,
looking at the role of agriculture. In this regard, it focuses on agritourism
like an innovative form of multifunctional agriculture projected towards
sustainability. In fact, climate change can compromise the well-being of the
territorial systems with rural vocation, but, vice versa the agricultural
component of these systems can influence the factors that determine
climate change, either positively or negatively. In particular, with the
purpose of emphasizing the strategic role that today these rural systems
could play, in order to develop and overcome this challenge, the study looks
at the principal levers which are able to sustain their development by
projecting them in a perspective of sustainability. Among these, the modern
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) constitute more and
more the representative tools of an innovating society moving towards an
economy based on ever increasing knowledge and information. In
particular, considering the role that Internet and the web marketing
strategies can develop in the mitigation and in the adaptation to climate
change trough the sharing or the spread of information on the causes of
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climate change or on virtuous behavior by individuals and firms, a survey
has been conducted with the aim to provide useful reflections for policy
makers, evaluating the diffusion of Internet among the agritourisms of the
Campania Region and, especially, the marketing strategies they’ve
implemented through the web with the aim to share information on climate
change, suggesting virtuous behaviors to users or valorizing the
commitment of the firm in the battle to fight climate change.
All this, to testify the propensity of agritourisms to assume
responsible behavior toward the society, or better, toward a global and
worrying question for the well-being of all the society.

Territorial systems with rural vocation and climate
change: the role of ICTs
Territorial systems with rural vocation are very important areas for
individual and common well-being, representing development systems
directly interested in the consequences of climate change: increase of mean
temperature and extreme meteorological phenomena, diminution of water
resources, biodiversity loss and degradation of ecosystems. At the same
time, rural systems could determine climate change because of an incorrect
management of their physical and anthropic components, for example: the
natural systems - like parks, reserves, forest ecosystems, etc. - or the
biological systems modified by mankind like the agricultural ecosystems. In
fact, in such optics, rural systems would be ecosystems resulting from
interaction between the environment and man. Man, would have modified,
in particular, some original features of the natural resources and, at the
same time, helped in determining its specificities, both in terms of
biodiversity and in socio-cultural terms (that is all the competences, uses
and traditions that mark out the local communities). In other terms, the
rural and agricultural areas are not only considered in systemic key due to
their complex structure constituted by re-sources and relationships
(exchanges of material, energy, information) that they establish among
them; but also and above all since they show an inside organization that
varies with their degree of development and a behavior (maintenance,
reproduction, self-regulation, cycle of life) that according to the theory of
the systems, would aim to the equilibrium and the reproduction of the same
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system, in face of climatic, demographic or technological changes. Finally,
external relationships, the presence of institutions (among which the
marketplace), help in determining these areas as an open system [5], [6].
The relationship between rural systems and climate change is very
complex, due to a multiplicity of interrelations and interdependences
involving environmental, social and economic aspects that evolve
dynamically and in an unpredictable way. Besides, this complexity
subsequently increases when we try to classify the responsibilities of the
different components of the same system (e.g. agriculture and other
productive sectors, traditional handicraft, land-scape and architectural
excellences, local institutions, wine-gastronomic tourism) towards climate
change, and when we try to classify the impacts of climate change on the
rural systems.
This study focuses only on the agricultural component of a rural
system.
It’s now broadly recognized that agriculture develops a double role
towards climate change because it passively suffers its effects but at the
same time it can increase or limit global warming [7]. In fact, agriculture
represents a source and a reservoir of GHG, because it causes emissions in
the atmosphere and removes carbonic anhydride from the atmosphere
through photosynthesis and the memorization of the same process in
vegetation and in the ground (a process known as sequestration) [8], [9].
Due to the link between nature and agriculture, from the production point
of view soil becomes a mix of biological, cultural, social values, a source of
biodiversity and hydrogeological equilibrium, setting itself as nerve center of
the system of natural, human and social capital that creates a territory and
that from it takes energies.
In such optics, rural systems sustainability would be more and more
connected to the quality of life, or better: sustainability would represent the
ability of rural systems to assure economic, social and environmental
wellbeing to the community living in a territory, both for the present and for
the future [10]. In this respect, traditional measures for the wellbeing of the
rural territory claim an innovative model of rurality, able to develop and to
know how to take opportunities for example by ICT and this, above all, in
light of the need to overcome more and more complex global challenges
like, for instance, climate change [11], [12], [13] [14].
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So, the overcoming of the challenge of climate change imposes new
strategies and tools on rural systems which are able to reread the territories
of reference in light of a multidimensional and integrated vision of their
specificities, but especially in view of a new culture of rurality. This last, in
particular, has to be intended as an expression of:
• a more and more diversified and multifunctional
agriculture, strongly rooted in the territory;
• Environmental and landscaping resources which are
increasingly more integrated in identity and innovating
matrixes;
• relational and institutional assets based on systems of
sustainability oriented values.
According to Hodge [15] rural development can be defined as "a
general increase in the well-being of the residents of the rural areas and, in
general, in the contribution that the rural re-sources give to the wellbeing of
the whole population". Just because of this last contribution, all the
components of a rural system, in particular the agricultural ones (e.g.
agritourisms, farms, agricultural and territorial institutions, tourist
agencies), have to contribute in the over-coming of the challenges to the
sustainability, including precisely climate change [16], [17]. In particular, this
becomes the key to interpreting the ability of development of a territory and
of its typical elements. This is true for the rural territories, for which the
challenge of climate change is a real constraining factor of development that
requires a substantial review of the territorial strategies with a view to
sustainability. Literature has consolidated the strategic vision of the territory
in which the analysis of all the present components, their different
combinations and their different levels of radiation provide a more
appropriate theoretical picture in the study of context with rural and
agrifood vocation. At the same time, the analyses to support the rural
development strongly underline the territorial features, considering the
development as a socio-economic, cultural and environmental phenomenon
deriving from "local" features. All of this, obviously, pushes towards the
recognition of the non-homogeneity of the territory, and of the necessity to
read and interpret the differences of the rural areas and to undertake
trajectories of sustainable development calibrated on the specificities of each
one.
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So, the complex meaning attributed to rural development must,
necessarily, consider the changes in the role of the agriculture in the
economy of a territorial system. Today, agriculture has a multifunctional
role, so it not only provides for the production of foodstuffs and none, but
also for the production of protection and conservation services for the
territory, receptive and recreational services, through the valorization of the
local resources.
In the last few years, the multifunctionality of agriculture has
attracted the specific attention of the people responsible for the politics of
agricultural and rural development, both in industrialized and in developing
countries, and on the definition of such functions. The key functions of the
agriculture are the following: food safety; environmental function; economic
function; social function [18]. The importance of multifunctionality of
agriculture can be examined in relation to specific global environmental
problems, such as climate change, desertification, biodiversity, the quality
and the availability of water and pollution [19]. Agriculture can contribute to
reducing the greenhouse effect, through better management in the use of
nitrate fertilizers and replacing coal with the use of bio-fuels. The no-till
land, the minimum till-age, establishment of grasslands and permanent
crops, the cultivation of a deep root, the use of manure and compost, crop
residue management including their use for energy production, improving
techniques of fertilization and irrigation, the reintroduction of rotations, the
spread of organic and all so-called land use changes that characterize the
transformation of farmland into forests, meadows and pastures.
Moreover, agriculture supports the development of "green
economy" by promoting a model of energy production by small or mediumsized cogeneration plants powered by renewable sources. The efforts for
agro-energy, in reference to the overall development of renewable energy is
one of the main challenges of the new agricultural and environmental policy
that will contribute significantly to CO2 reduction and the achievement of
the 2020 objectives of Kyoto-to and the European ones. On the wave of the
new orientations of Common Agricultural Policy founded on the
multifunctional and sustainable European agricultural model, rural systems
are living a moment of strong innovation, starting with the rediscovery of
the multifunctional nature of agriculture and with the new awareness that
the farmer has of this, with the development of agricultural practices with
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smaller environmental impact or new approaches to consumption and to
distribution (for instance, km0 or biological products), and the spread of
new productive and consumption models more and more inspired and
founded on innovation [20]. Therefore today, more than ever rural systems
have to testify on their ability to innovate themselves and to offer their own
contribution to the construction of a productive system able to answer social
claims on environmental issues, like the struggle to combat climate change,
besides the need to obtain margins of sustainable competitiveness on the
markets.
It is in the sphere of this process that ICTs play an important role.
Their advent (in particular of Internet) has become an important production
and organizational factor in the search for new opportunities both for
enterprises and for rural systems, but also an important tool for the
environmental, social, economic and territorial sustainability. Many
companies, for example, are developing projects on Green ICT, but this last
play also a significant role in enhancing rural development in developing
countries and in general as a key enabler of renewed and sustainable growth,
given that it has become an essential element of the infrastructure
underpinning competitive economies. The formulas of Enterprise 2.0, for
example, allow reducing significantly costs de-locating their data and using
social platforms Software-as-a-Service. [21].
In this way, ICT can play an equally central role in promoting
environmental and social sustainability, both as an industry and as a key
element of enabling infrastructure [22], [23], [24], [25]. From the phases of
production to processing and marketing, the firm has the opportunity to use
precision farming or web marketing tools and to adopt a variety of
technological applications: all this for the pursuit of their sustainability and
for the sustainability of society.

A case study in Campania Region
The challenge of climate change exposes the rural systems and farms that
operate in them to constant search of innovative approaches, in terms of
managing internal and external relations. To support these requirements are
involved:
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the new formulas of increasingly multifunctional and
diversified agriculture;
• ICT as an undisputed lever of sustainability.
As regards the first aspect, a multifunctional farm innovates itself
developing a series of activities besides the traditional ones. The agricultural
entrepreneurs have to rethink their own activity not only so that it can be
more and more competitive, but also because they are called to take upon
new responsibilities in society, aiming more and more to innovation. In the
last decades the most remarkable example of multifuntionality is
represented by agritourism which is also seen as the most important
innovation of product which has involved Italian agriculture. The
remarkable spread of agritourisms in Italy has indicated on, one side, new
possibilities of economic development in agriculture, and on the other, the
role of the agricultural sector in the promotion of the territory and in the
satisfaction of the claims of society in terms of environmental and social
sustainability.
Agritourisms are determinant and "innovative" components of the
development of the rural systems and so they assume a key role in the
orientation of such territories to sustainability and therefore, they can also
affect, in a significant way, the contribution that rural systems can give to
the fight against climate change.
As regards the second aspect, instead, among the numerous
applications of ICT, the Internet is now widely used at individual and
institutional level and very important for the sharing of economic, social,
environmental or territorial information [26], [27], [28]. In the companies,
Internet can be used with different modalities, not only for e-commerce but
also in support of commercial activity in pre- and post-selling phases and as
a channel of communication to and from markets as a means of promotion
and marketing [29], [30], [31].
Company policies have evolved, focusing on “information” and on
company-client relations in an integrated vision that may produce value. In
such optics, enterprises have developed web marketing strategies with high
potential for agrifood products (especially for highly differentiated
products), giving enterprises located far from the main commercial areas
access to direct and short commercial channels and visibility with the evergrowing public of web surfers. As recognized by Canavari et al. [32] Italian
•
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agrifood companies although recognizing that Internet increases their
visibility in the world markets, have yet to exploit it as a relational tool to
increase competitiveness, or better, they must invest more in websites that
are more coherent with more general communication and promotional
strategies. Among the latter, averages or the new opportunities of exploiting
knowledge and information offered by the Web 2.0, blogs, forums, online
videos, are innovative web marketing tools.
Based on the spread of Internet, the use of web marketing has
increased with the evolution of relational marketing (innovative web
marketing tools, for example are linked to the Web 2.0) that allows
enterprises to understand consumers and to adapt their strategies to the
consumers’ needs. In this way, the possible applications offered by Internet
represent important tools for the implementation of strategies that aim to
satisfy collective and more global interest (e.g. consumer health) because it
allows enterprises to keep a fine tuning with society’s needs. As regards rural
areas, however, it is indisputable that the provision of infrastructural
networks and telecommunication services, accompanied by access to
Internet at high speed (broadband) by now constitutes an essential
condition for the development of such areas, as they are able to reduce
isolation, stimulate and transfer innovation to improve the quality of life
[33].
So, one of the most pressing challenges facing humankind and in
particular the rural systems is climate change. Taking this into account, we
have investigated the diffusion of Internet in agritourisms as an innovative
form of the farm business which, in multifunctionality, find its orientation
to the sustainability of development.
In particular, this study wants to investigate on the propensity of
these firms to implement web marketing strategies that testify their
responsibility towards the challenge of climate change [34]. In such optics it
focuses on the type of information they provide by the websites to give a
contribution in the fight to climate change, promoting responsible behavior
among the users of websites (suggesting virtuous behaviors) or valorizing
their commitment in the fight against climate change. Especially, the survey
has aimed to evaluate the diffusion of Internet among the agritourisms of
the Campania Region by their presence on the world wide web, the
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characteristics of the websites and, overall, their capability to share
information on climate change [21], [35], [36], [37].
Brief presentation of Campania agritourism
According to the data of the National institute of Statistic (Istat), in 2009, in
Italy there are 19.019 farms authorized to exercise agritourism (539 more
(+2,9%) in comparison to the previous year). The major increases regard
catering and accommodation, increasing respectively of 407 and 347 units.
The 44,9% of agritourisms are located in the North of the Country,
35,2% in the Centre and the remaining 19,9% in the South. In particular, the
highest percentage of farms with catering (respectively 44,2% and 31,4% of
the total) are in the northern regions and in the South, while in central Italy
59,1% of the agritourisms also have tasting.
In the Campania Region, the agritourist activity has significant
dimensions.
Considering that a firm can be authorized to exercise one or more
typologies of the agritourism activities (e.g. lodging, catering or tasting).
Istat data (2009) observes that in Campania there is 7% (in comparison to
the National total) of the firms authorized to exercise catering. Those firms
however represent around 22% of the firms of the Southern of Italy. Whilst
as regards the firms authorized to exercise tasting, Campania represents
about 8% of the National total, but 50% in comparison to Southern Italy. In
regards to lodgings the percentage of representative decreases significantly,
to about 4% in comparison to the National total and to 19,6% in comparison
to the South.
On the basis of the typology of the majority of lodgings some
regional specializations can be distinguished and, as regards full board, it is
more available in Campania (480 lodgings, i.e. to 78,9%).
The combination of restoration with lodging and other activities,
although present in all regions, is mostly diffused in Campania (besides
Tuscany, Emilia-Romagna and Sardinia).
However, the Campania Region is a territory in which a strong rural
vocation persists, especially in the inside zones, where the wealth of
biodiversity, local wisdom and popular traditions, have preserved its winegastronomic patrimony which only in the last few years is receiving
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adequate valorization through the development and the diffusion of the
agritouristic activity.
In July 2009, there were 1.345 farms registered in the regional
register authorized to exercise the activity of agritourism. In the five
provinces of the Region the number of authorized farms is distributed as
follows: 14.3% in the Province of Avellino, 21.9% in the Province of
Benevento, 13.2% in the province of Caserta, 10.9% in the Province of Naples;
39.7% in the Province of Salerno.

Main findings
Internet provides two different ways of online presence of agritourisms: an
active presence and a passive presence. The first concerns the presence of
web sites of the owner of the firm. The second provides the availability of
informative elements (e.g. mail address, phone contacts, photo, video) or
comments on the firm that circulate on the web through forum, blog or
other portals.
Starting from these considerations, the study has aimed first of all to
investigate the attention that agritourisms of the Campania Region give to
the use of Internet, defining the kinds of participation in the network in an
active or passive way.
In particular, research aims to give some indications about the
tendency of Campania Region agritourism to employ the web as a
supplementary instrument for marketing policies, trying to understand the
consistency of planned offline marketing strategies with web marketing
tools in order to inform users or to suggest virtuous behavior regarding the
commitment of the firm in the fight against climate change.
Specifically the empiric analysis proposal was to achieve the
following goals:
• Verify the presence of Campania Region agritourism on the
world wide web;
• Illustrate the use of Internet in agritourism marketing
strategies, analyzing the typology of diffused information.
• To analyze the web marketing strategies and their possible
correspondence with the management model of the firm.
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Firstly, to achieve these goals, the analysis has identified, surfed,
directly observed and evaluated the web sites of Campania Region
agritourism.
From the research, in particular, it has emerged that only 20% (271)
of the 1.345 farms on the regional register and authorized to exercise
agritourism is online. As regards the kind of involvement online,
unfortunately, the percentage of active presence is rather modest: in fact
only the 61% (or, only 166 firms) is online with a well-structured web site,
while the remaining firms use the net with the purely promotional purpose
of the activity providing principal information such as location, e-mail
contacts and phone numbers and the typology of services offered (lodging,
restoration, spoken languages, number of seats) or extras such as swimming
pool, park for children or solarium. Primarily, such firms are on other
portals that sometimes simply allow users to get directly in touch with the
agritourism, whilst others contain a whole lot of information for each
agritourism such as:
• clients’ comments about their stay;
• location and proximity sites of interest;
• prices;
• Equipment and facilities offered.
We are speaking substantially of information of a structural and
economic type useful to the client that substantially expresses the
potentialities of the Net in transmitting the vitality of the firms and which
cannot be considered satisfactory not even from the touristic point of view.
Starting from this data a casual sample composed of 25 agritourisms
reflecting the regional distribution and representing about 40% of the total
number of regional agritourisms with an active online presence has been
extracted.
The devices of the virtual retailing mix have been used to observe
and analyze the elements used in the web marketing strategies. The analysis
has substantiated that most of the agritourism websites have an informative
and promotional character.
The information commonly found in the websites is essentially
related to the description of the offered services, the prices, and the
equipment of the structure. Rarely (only in 10% of the cases) the web sites
draw the attention of the consumer to the management philosophy of the
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firm or to the values and the traditions of the territory of reference. On the
other hand, video and virtual visits (60% of the cases) to the agritourism to
see the eventual bedrooms and the structural equipment of the firm are
used. Only in one case the site offers the possibility to purchase products of
the firm through a service of e-commerce, while in all the other cases for
information or for bookings (which is obligatory in 87% of the cases), the
site promotes e-mail contact or telephone contacts.
Moreover, the websites don’t offer advanced and interactive services
to the guests, like discussion forums, blogs, virtual visits, and so on.
Finally, it is significant to underline that in about 90% of the cases
the websites visited have an English version and only in 10 cases is the
website available in another language, mainly German.
In other words, the sites resemble business cards in which the active
role of the agritourism doesn't appear and that substantially it denotes a
state of backwardness in marketing strategies which, in fact, seem to offer
only a tourist answer, giving little importance to the agricultural
component.
With the aim to analyze the strategies of web marketing and their
possible correspondence with the model of management of the firm, a focus
group with 6 managers of the investigated firms has been conducted.
In particular, two farms were chosen for the province of Salerno,
while for the other four provinces one farm. The choice of the six
entrepreneurs was made on the basis of:
• the presence of the farm on the world wide web with a wellstructured site;
• the territorial relevance of the company;
• and finally, above all the willingness of the entrepreneur to
participate in the focus.
Have partecipated in the focus the following agritourisms: Di Meo
(Avellino:
http://www.dimeo.it/);
Torre
Gaia
(Benevento:
http://www.torregaia.net/home.php); Masseria Giò Sole (Caserta:
http://www.masseriagiosole.com/masseriagiosole/); La Villanella (Napoli:
http://www.lavillanella.it/); Petrosa and Scaraiazzo for the province of
Salerno (www.lapetrosa.it; http://www.loscaraiazzo.it/).
First of all, the managers were asked, in particular, to express their
interest regarding the fight to combat climate change. Further topic of
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discussion regarded their trust in Internet and the role that they assigned to
it. In fact, the focus group showed the elevated attention and worry of the
managers of the agritourism in regard to climate change even if, in effect,
none of the firms tries any specific actions to mitigate the effects of such
changes. In other words, it appears evident that the firms consider
themselves more the victims than the cause of the changes of climate
because they still haven’t acquired awareness of their role. The lack of
information on the sites (concerning the theme of climate change) is
therefore justified by the fact that none of the firms undertake concrete
actions in the fight to combat climate change denouncing thus a substantial
backwardness of the rural systems of reference. However as regards Internet,
the managers of the 6 firms recognize the importance of such tool to
communicate commercial information to tourists (not only foreigners but
also local) while they don't give any value to the use of such tool to
communicate information that we could define as extra-commercial, as for
example those connected to the themes of health, environment, territory
and so on.

Conclusions
This study wants to offer some points of reflection for the future of
agritourisms in Campania Region. In fact, we are faced with a clear case of
scarce exploitation of the potentialities offered by Internet to share
information, but also with an evident case of educational indifference, by
part of the firms, in regard to the theme of environmental order of notable
interest for the rural society.
The main findings of this survey on one hand encourage a deeper
research on the typologies of firms investigated to verify their propensity to
innovation but overall on their real interest to participate to the fight to one
of the most pressing challenges facing humankind and in particular the rural
systems like climate change. Moreover, these findings push to understand if
really the agritourisms have consciousness of their responsibility towards
the environment and the society.
On the other hand, this study aims to offer important suggestions to
the policy makers of the Campania region regarding the necessary actions to
redirect the agritourist sector towards more responsible web-marketing
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strategies. These latter, in particular, have to find foundation in a more
aware use of Internet that is, the employment of Internet has to consist of
exploitation both of its informative potentialities and its educational ones.
In this optics, fundamental will be the territorial governance to make the
tools of ICT the lever for sustainability of its territorial system with rural
vocation, promoting a responsible use of them by the enterprises and in this
case by the agritourisms.
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This paper is intended to develop some conditional credit risk models through
a cursory approach in which any quality deteriorations in banks’ cash credit
portfolios, measured as unfavourable changes in the ratio of delinquent credits
to total credits, are considered to be a signal for an increase in overall credit
risk and the weights of credit segments in entire portfolio are used as
predictors. In modelling, two separate studies with consolidated and nonconsolidated financial statement data covering the time period between March
2003 and March 2009 have been carried out. Our models based on Neural
Networks and Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines provide significant
evidence that dynamic structure of credit portfolios are among the important
determinants of credit risk. Furthermore, there exist some findings supporting
the active role of macroeconomic conditions and our network models yield
sound proofs suggesting that corporate governance concerns are influential
on credit risk and quality.
Keywords: Credit quality; credit risk measurement; conditional models;
Neural Networks; Multiple Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS)
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Introduction
Banks are confronted with a wide variety of risks that must be delicately
handled by them in order to sustain their operations and to have an evident
competitive advantage in the industry. These risks, in fact, emanate from
some important performance dilemmas shaping the nature and scope of
bank decisions. Therefore, the triangle trade-off among profitability,
liquidity, and the ability of repaying debts matters much more for banks as
compared to non-financial sector firms. In other words, considering the fact
that high profitability can be maintained only through generating more
revenues, banks must concentrate on investments which yield high returns,
but contribute more to the overall risk exposure. However, any investment
extension necessitates the allocation of available capital to specified asset
classes, which relatively restricts solvency leading to important liquidity
problems. These problems may result in the difficulty of repaying bank’s
debt obligations provided that the bank does not have a prosperous policy
for provision-making against expected losses and adequate capital to meet
unexpected losses.
A credit transaction is simply defined as transferring wealth via the
current provision of commodities, services or purchasing power to
individuals or institutions for a certain period of time to enable them to
meet their private or commercial needs. Guarantees and pledges as well as
cash can be treated as a credit transaction. Whatever is considered to be a
credit, banks have to bear a certain degree of risk due to that transaction.
So far, credit portfolios have always constituted a relatively large
fraction of total asset portfolio of deposit banks producing a big portion of
bank revenues. For instance, it is known that 67 % of total revenues of the
American banks came from interests and commissions imposed on the loans
given during the late 1990s [1]. Similarly, the ratio of interest revenues to
total revenues in the Turkish Banking System from 1988 through 2010 was
about 70 % on average. For this reason, effective management of the risks
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resulting from credit placements (lending transactions) has always been one
of the core concerns of banking institutions.
Quality of credit transactions is strongly correlated with both how
successfully to estimate the likelihood of repayment of a credit and how
effectively to establish harmony among credit culture and organization,
lending policies, and credit-related strategies. The reliability of credit risk
measurements mainly depends on the extent to which proper risk
measurement techniques are designated and measurement applications are
kept up-to-date. Moreover, the decisions related to credit transactions must
be made in light of relevant legal arrangements and bank’s inner dynamics
and authorities should regularly monitor and control the risks associated
with lending function [2].
The fashion in that lending decisions are taken determines success
in balancing liquidity and profitability [3]. Put another way, ascending
profitability because of lending more without concentrating on supervision
and controlling activities likely leads the bank to a less liquid position and
causes diminution in credit quality [4]. Regarding the fact that an illiquid
position is undesirable for bank performance and huge credit placements
may have a contractionary effect on liquidity, all the decisions to be taken in
the process of lending turn out to be more essential and challenging.
Lending process involves a set of tasks carried out to make a healthy
analysis, called credit analysis, about whether a loan should be made to a
certain applicant and how likely the funds given as loan are going to be
repaid by the borrowers [5]. This process resembles the basic methodology
of bankruptcy and financial distress prediction studies. Loan application,
evaluation of the application, credit pricing, and monitoring of repayment
performance constitute the four fundamental phases of a typical lending
process [6]. However, the evaluation phase including the task of predicting
the likelihood of borrower’s default takes place at the heart of the entire
process because evasion of wrong lending decisions via successful evaluation
helps minimize or fully eliminate some additional costs directly or indirectly
attributed to these decisions [7].
Evaluation of loan applications mainly focuses on the analyses to
determine applicant’s credibility in terms of the five criteria known as 5Cs;
applicant’s practice of repaying (Character), his financial power to repay
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(Capacity), his wealth (Capital), short and long term cyclical developments
expected possibly to affect the financial position of borrowers (Cyclicality),
and the presence of any collateral (Collateral). The past studies have showed
that customer selection holds key to reducing credit risk and selection of
right applicants to lend might decrease credit risk exposure by 80 % [8].
Since the oversimplifying assumption underlying many of the credit
risk models previously proposed and the Asymptotic Single Risk Factor
(ASRF) model used by Basel II that credit portfolios are well diversified and
no single borrower’s behaviour can significantly affect the portfolio quality,
challenges prediction accuracies in credit risk assessment, determining the
marginal effect of a lending decision on total credit risk exposure comes up
as another of essential tasks in risk management [9]. To monitor and control
the risk contribution of concentrating on specific credit products, namely
concentration risk which results from extreme credit placements to specific
sectors or individuals, it is vital to carefully identify homogeneous credit
groups making up the entire credit portfolio [10]. At this point, it plays a
significant role how the entire credit portfolio is grouped and the way that
capital is allocated to those sub-portfolios becomes a critical issue.
Within this context, our paper is focused on detecting any possible
relationship between changing structure of credit portfolio and credit
quality presenting some nonparametric model proposals developed by using
Neural Networks and Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS)
technique to serve for credit risk projections with a relatively simple
approach.
The paper consists of three main sections: The first section includes
a broad literature about capital adequacy and credit risk measurement
concepts while the second section covers the methodological issues and
results of our empirical research. The last section is devoted to the
concluding remarks and findings relating to the research hypotheses.

Literature Framework
Banks are purely engaged in so tough a business of managing risks in a way
that profitability and liquidity are insured and maintained so as to respect
the interests of all related parties and continuously enhance corporate value
as a whole. In addition, it is one of the major determinants on economic
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stabilization how efficiently banks operate because of their financial
intermediation role between lenders and borrowers. Put another way, bank
failures and any possible financial collapse caused mainly by having
inadequate capital in meeting unexpected losses could give way to a
systemic crisis that would influence also the industries other than banking
[11]. As a matter of fact, the problems observed in the global banking
industry especially during the last three decades of the 20th century which
led to seriously destructive impacts on almost all economic units were
regarded as important symptoms of danger proving the need for urgent
redeeming steps to be taken in order to resolve the risk of payment system.
The foremost of concrete attempts made to address this issue has been
formation of the Basel Committee that is supposed to best serve in building
a dynamic environment required to facilitate desired conditions under
perfect competition. As the average capital adequacy ratio of the banks
operating in such developed countries as Canada, England, and United
States of America decreased sharply and hit its historical record of 5 per cent
just after the termination of the World War II, the committee was also
assigned some duties toward both developing new techniques to be used in
supervision of banks and setting their special standards related with capital
adequacy [12].

Basel I: First Capital Adequacy Framework
The first Capital Accord, namely Basel I, was designated and published by
the Basel Committee in 1988 to satisfy the need for standardization of
supervision activities on capital adequacy in big banks operating
internationally, but unfortunately couldn’t produce what really had been
intended since it does not include sufficient arrangements for all the risks to
which banks become exposed and ignores possible losses due to operational
inefficiency and risks other than credit and market risks already captured.
Despite its imperfectness, Basel I brought in a lower limit of 8 % for capital
adequacy ratio which is computed through using the elementary formula in
Equation 1 and this limit has been taken as a base value by the subsequent
capital adequacy convergence, namely Basel II, as well.
CB
(1)
CAR =
CRE + MRE
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In the above equation, CAR refers to Capital Adequacy Ratio whilst
CB represents Capital Base that is calculated in a certain way proposed in
the Accord. Eventually, CRE and MRE are acronyms of Credit Risk Exposure
and Market Risk Exposure.
Even though Basel I was considered the first crucial effort to fix
banking concerns sticking to capital adequacy subject and revised several
times until 1998 to adopt recent shifts in risk management approaches [13],
rapidly changing nature of bank operations, rise in variety of financial assets
in the wake of developments in secondary markets and derivative
instruments, and recognition of new risk concepts such as interest rate risk,
operational risk, and liquidity risk after the issuance of Basel I constitute
other rationales for why the Accord became unable to cope with the
problems [14]. In addition to that, it is another problematic aspect of Basel I
that the effect of diversification on portfolio risk is not accounted for [15].
Academicians and practitioners also agreed to the point that Basel I could
not adequately manage risk separation among asset classes and failed to deal
with the differences in accounting practices across countries. For example,
attributing arbitrarily low risk weights to the transactions with the OECD
countries regardless of country risk variations among them is considered to
be the weakest feature of the Accord. The circumstance that provisions for
credit risk were not cared to a required extent by Basel I also challenged its
functionality [16].

Basel II: A More Comprehensive Capital Accord
To protect the parties with any stake in banks, especially depositors, against
possible costs and losses arising from asymmetric information and moral
hazard problems, it is vital that those parties are regularly well informed
about the financial position of bank and all the risks it entertains. Moreover,
bank managers and staffs must be monitored permanently to be sure
enough that they are acting for stakeholders’ interest as a matter of
corporate governance concept [17]. As supporting this argument, past
research showed that high accord with corporate governance principles
yields remarkable improvements in financial performance [18]. Resultantly,
the Basel Committee has issued eight principles to enhance corporate
governance in banks that emphasize such important subjects as required
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features of the board of directors, corporate goals and their supervision,
responsibility culture, compatibility with corporate policies, internal control
system and utilization of external auditors’ services, human resources
policies and their harmony with long-term goals, transparency of
management, and impediments before effecting transparency [19]. The
committee also requires that all banking risks be managed as to best serve
the basic requirements of corporate governance framework.
Considering
preponderant
concerns
about
effective
implementation of governance rules and previously mentioned deficiencies
of Basel I in coping with problems relating risk management practices, the
Basel Committee prepared a new Capital Accord known as Basel II in 1999
with an effort to fully cover all the ambiguous matters related to bank
operations concentrating particularly on risk management [20]. As a
consequence of rising variety of risks that banks confront and along with the
announcement of this new Accord, risk management practices in banking
are merely targeted to handle banking risks in a more centralized and
integrated manner, instead of treating each risk factor individually, rather
focusing on banks’ capital adequacy for maintaining robustness of banking
industry.
Basel II as a new and more comprehensive capital adequacy
framework was revised twice in 2001 and 2003, which finally resulted in
declaration of its final text in 2004, thereby comprises three pillars;
minimum capital requirement, supervision of capital adequacy and market
discipline. Apparently, it can be considered a fascinating breakthrough for
risk management practices of banks because it has broadened the related
framework concerning risk management as well as providing academicians
and practitioners with a more detailed and complicated view into capital
adequacy phenomenon which was covered also in Basel I, but with a
relatively lesser emphasis. Along with the announcement of this latest
capital adequacy framework, the most recent trend in risk management
practices of banking institutions as a consequence of rising variety of risks
that banks are confronted with has been to handle these risks in a more
centralized and integrated manner instead of treating each risk factor
individually, rather focusing on banks’ capital adequacy for maintaining
robustness of banking industry. Although it spells no material amendments
on the reference figure of minimum capital adequacy and the way of
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computing proposed in Basel I, maybe the most important of its radical
innovations is a more discrete separation and identification of the major risk
components affecting banks and their operations. In other words, Basel II
has added a new risk concept, called operational risk, and defined total risk
as the sum of the three major risk components; credit risk, market risk, and
operational risk. Moreover, within scope of the new convergence, the risk
profiles of separate asset classes and risk types attributable to them are
treated more elaborately. On the other hand, some slight deviation from
strict concentration on minimum capital requirement has been observed
and instead, the concept of economic capital as a more risk-oriented
performance measure has become more considered in assessing optimal
capital level that must be realized in the long run [21].
For measuring each risk component, Basel II proposes several
alternative techniques with differing degrees of complexity. The
standardized approaches available for all three components - standardized
approaches for credit and market risks, and basic indicator approach and
standardized approach for operational risk - are the simplest options
including mandatory and subjective risk weighing procedures. Despite their
simplicity and ease of comprehending, their results may be misleading.
However, the advanced measurement approaches provided within the
Accord - foundation and advanced internal ratings-based approaches for
credit risk measurement, advanced measurement approach for market risk,
and internal model-based approach for operational risk - allow for the use of
more sophisticated risk measurement techniques such as VaR (Value-atRisk) which is used especially for calculation of market risk exposure, and
other user-specific mathematical tools, and produce better results, but may
cost much to banks. The Accord also suggests special tests – stress tests and
back-testing - to justify the accuracy and reliability of the predictions to be
obtained using these advanced methods. Furthermore, the past research
showed that the accuracy of risk and capital adequacy estimations could be
increased if selecting more sophisticated techniques (22).
The formula depicted by Basel II to use in calculating capital
adequacy ratio as including and integrating all three risk components takes
the simple form shown in Equation 2:
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(2)

In the equation, CAR and CB stand for Capital Adequacy Ratio and
Capital Base correspondingly while CRE, MRE, and ORE represent the
exposures for credit risk, market risk, and operational risk. The number of
0.08 refers to the proposed minimum level of capital adequacy ratio.
Credit Risk Measurement Approaches in Basel II
Credit risk measurement is regarded as a considerably significant part of
risk management procedures defined in Basel II. To measure credit risk
accurately, the structure of credit portfolio, characteristics of portfolio
components, lending limits, the tools used for purpose of reducing risk, and
rating results are the core issues to be finely dealt with. Robustness of
measurements are closely related with data reliability and appropriateness
of technique employed.
As stated also before, Basel II presents two alternative approaches to
be undertaken for measuring credit risk: Standardized Approach and
Internal Ratings-Based Approach. The latter is composed of two alternative
approaches; namely, the foundation and advanced approaches. Standardized
approach with its mandatory and subjective arrangements regarding credit
placements to sovereigns, banks, companies and other related parties is
easiest to use and interpret [23] whereas advanced internal ratings-based
approach in which many statistical and mathematical computation methods
can be used is the most difficult one, but with the highest prediction
performance. Empirical research suggests that advanced approaches turn
out to be more preferable and functional as the size and scope of bank
operations expand [24].
The standardized approach suggests computing minimum capital
requirements simply by multiplying total value of risk weighted assets with
8 %. Separately, total value of risk weighted assets is calculated as the sum of
the products of values of credit portfolio components and their
corresponding risk weights to be specifically assigned according to either the
arrangements in this approach or the credit rating reports published by
prestigious rating agencies, if available. Nevertheless, since the approach
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uses fixed risk weights for specific credit classes, it fails to sufficiently
distinguish between credit components in terms of their risk contributions
to the entire credit portfolio. Consequently, it becomes more convenient to
use internal approaches more sensitive to differences in risk profiles of
banks for such cases that credit portfolios are highly diversified.
Presence of internal ratings-based options in Basel II means banks
are allowed to use their own internal credit rating systems as long as they
can prove and sustain the reliability and accuracy of these systems. It is also
an important condition that internal credit rating systems must be approved
and ratified by local supervisory authority. Internal rating-based approaches
are more risk-sensitive and can produce more accurate measurement
results, but are multi-faceted to apply in comparison to the standardized
approach. Put another way, they enhance more realistic capital
measurements by lowering the projections about minimum capital
requirement that might be estimated relatively higher in case of employing
the standardized approach [25].

Loss Definitions
Approaches

and

Calculations

in

Advanced

Since risks cause banks to suffer losses which are considered to be the core
topic also in managing credit risk, the advanced credit risk measurement
requires that loss definitions and calculations be made more precisely. Thus,
Basel II sets a concrete basis to classify and loss events that suggests losses at
first to be categorized as expected (EL) and unexpected losses (UL) and
computed separately by using the subsequent two formulas including three
fundamental risk parameters; probability of default (PD), exposure at
default (EAD), and loss given default (LGD).

EL = PD * EAD * LGD

(3)

Expected loss (EL) is defined as the average of loss distributions
which is likely to happen at any time and it is assumed that with successful
provision policies, banks can succeed to cover all expected losses without
needing extra funding. Nonetheless, banks must consider the likelihood to
encounter some unexpected losses that would lead to huge damages on
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their financial position. The amount of capital to be needed for meeting
unexpected losses is referred to as the standard capital level associated with
minimum liquidity level [26]. These unanticipated losses are computed the
below equation also including the same three risk parameters.
UL = σ EL = EAD * LGD * PD * (1 − PD)

(4)

PD is, maybe, the most important parameter in measuring
minimum capital requirement and represents the probability that borrower
will fail to repay the loan. PD estimations should be computed as long-term
average of default probabilities. The task to predict PDs is left to banks so
that they are allowed to determine PD using their own prediction models
only if they can make these models authenticated by the relevant
authorities. Furthermore, it is paid attention that banks should develop
functional models to derive estimations taking into consideration possible
cyclical movements in general economy and provide different risk
classifications that will effectively reflect these likely economic scenarios in
order to cover risk appetite when trying to overcome moral hazard problem
[27].
The parameter of EAD can be defined as the expected amount of
credit receivable that would be lost if default event occurred. This amount is
a function of the amount of loan already utilized (CEAD) and the portion of
currently unutilized loan which would probably be utilized by borrower
until the default event [28]. To obtain a good prediction of unutilized loan
amount (ULOAN) likely to be utilized, an appropriate loan equivalency
factor (LEF) must be assigned using the past data on identical loan
transactions and currently unutilized loan amount is multiplied with that
factor value. Succinctly, EAD calculations are carried out following the basic
process presented in Equation 5:

EAD = CEAD + LEF * ULOAN

(5)
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LGD as the last parameter in the equations implies the expression of
possible losses to be incurred if borrower defaults as a certain percentage of
EAD estimation. This parameter is also very critical to the accuracy of
capital adequacy measurements because the value of risk-weighted assets is
taken as a core variable in calculating minimum capital requirement and
very sensitive to LGD assessments [25].
Following the determination of the risk parameters mentioned
above, the next step is to calculate total value of risk-weighted assets and
finally to determine minimum capital requirement. In this stage, Basel II
brings in a general formula (Equation 6) that enables to reach a final figure
representing capital requirement as a matter of Asymptotic Single Risk
Factor Model that forms the basis of almost all of the practices in the Accord
(25). This model assumes that banks’ credit portfolios are well diversified
and that there is only one systematic risk factor affecting default
probabilities of all credit components [29].

 1
K = ( LGD ) N 
G ( PD) +
 1− R


R
1− R

  1 + ( M − 2,5)b( PD) 


G (0,999) − PD( LGD) ∗ 

  1 − 1,5b( PD) 

(6)

In the above equation, N(X) denotes cumulative normal distribution
function and G(X) stands for the reverse of cumulative normal distribution
function. b(PD) represents maturity adjustment function which has been
clearly formulized in Basel II as a function of PD estimations according to
the results of the quantitative impact studies performed throughout the
world [30] while R is referred to as the assumed correlation coefficient
between default events. Different proposals for correlation coefficient
estimation in functional forms as a function of estimated default
probabilities regarding different credit classes are supplied in the text of
Basel II [31]. Moreover, the letter M in the equation constitutes effective
maturity value which can be computed in a fashion similar to that in
duration calculation by taking an average of loans’ maturities suing collected
amounts as weights. In addition, decreasing effects of provisions, guarantees
and derivative instruments on credit risk exposure are addressed in detail.
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Credit Risk Modeling: Approaches and Practices
Although the use of internally developed models in credit risk measurement
is an option allowed by Basel II, it is a very challenging task to create reliable
and consistent internal models. Model accuracy is strongly affected by the
choices and decisions made on such conceptual modeling issues as
assumptions regarding loss distributions, horizon of analysis, modeling
approach for loss estimation, probability distributions, use of conditional or
unconditional models, and researcher’s approach to correlations between
loss events [32].
In credit risk modeling, the first step is to select the most
appropriate probability function for credit losses that best represents the
relationship between targeted PDs and economic capital [33]. The next
decision following the determination of proper probability function is about
the choice on modeling approach - micro and/or macro modeling
alternatives - to employ. Micro models mainly try to establish a separate risk
model for each credit transaction or loan whereas macro or portfolio-based
models work to produce risk measurements for the entire credit portfolio or
sub-portfolios. For the cases where binary analyses based on good-bad credit
classification fail, portfolio-based models become more preferable [34].
Then, the researcher must measure credit losses using any of two different
conceptual approaches: Default Mode Paradigm and Mark-to-Market
Paradigm. Default Mode Paradigm assumes credit losses will appear only if
borrower is in default. On the other hand, Mark-to-Market Paradigm
approaches such as Discounted Cash Flow Approach and Risk-Neutral
Approach suggest that any deterioration in asset’s credit quality may be
viewed as an omen of degradation and could pave the way to credit losses
[35]
Most of currently applied models attempt to identify a suitable
probability density function for each case, regarding central tendency
measures. However, standard probability density functions may also be
preferred even though this alternative likely reduces prediction accuracy in
many cases [36]. At this point, it is advisable to keep the reference
confidence level so large that the estimation errors could be minimized [37].
Another critical point in credit risk modeling is to decide on
whether the model should be conditional or not. The models in which only
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borrower-related data are included call for unconditional models, but the
models that consider the effect of some relevant systematic risk factors such
as macroeconomic factors on credit risk are named as conditional models
[38]. In fact, the previous empirical findings show that the choice on model
conditionality impacts model performance. For instance, Cipollini and
Missaglia [39] point out that dynamic factor analyses allowing for the
consideration of country risk in risk estimates may positively affect model
success.
To analyze the correlations between default events or credit
migrations, two main approaches can be undertaken. One of these
approaches is the Structural Approach in which a microeconomic model is
derived to investigate and quantify the relationships between default events
or migrations. The second one is called Reduced-Form Approach that
assumes the presence of a functional relationship between default events or
credit risk migrations and suggests these factors comprise both some
observable variables such as macroeconomic factors and unobservable
random risk factors.
Just after handling those methodological issues mentioned before,
the modeler should begin to generate estimations relating to LGD changes,
expected PD (or change in credit rating), credit spreads, and EAD changes.
In estimating LGD changes, any of gross LGD, Bianco LGD and market LGD
[40] can be preferred while it is possible to apply actuarial methods or
equity-based methods so as to estimate PDs or rating changes. Alternatively,
as mentioned before, the reports and relevant figures provided by the
professional institutions for these estimates can also be taken as a proxy.
Subsequent to the formation of a proper estimation model, it is vital
for the success of any modeling effort to evaluate model performance. The
assessment on model accuracy is characterized as a process that is
composed of four particular components, which are back-testing, stress
tests, sensitivity analysis and the evaluation of the model by an independent
authority or agent. In the face of difficulty in using back-testing in credit risk
modeling due to insufficient data, if applicable, back-testing helps ascertain
the extent to which model estimations are sensitive to any changes in model
assumptions and data used. Moreover, a researcher may undertake stress
tests and scenario analysis to overcome some model-related uncertainties by
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observing how the model reacts to unprecedented trends in model
parameters, within the context of some predetermined scenarios.

Conventional versus Contemporary Credit Risk Models
Although there are a myriad of credit risk models that have been derived for
different purposes using various techniques, the existent models generally
employing the VaR phenomenon are divided into two separate groups with
respect to the measurement approaches considered in modeling: Portfoliobased models and models towards pricing credits individually. Initial
examples of credit risk models were developed with the help of option
pricing theories due to unavailability of sufficient internal data, but actuarial
methods recently have turned out to be more preferred with the advent of
more advanced econometric techniques. In accordance with the research
methodology adopted, it is also possible to classify credit risk models as
conventional and unconventional, or modern.
Conventional Credit Risk Models
The conventional models merely include risk measurement techniques that
emphasize PD - LGD forecasts and default mode paradigm in which any
small changes in credibility are ignored and strict classifications in respect of
a preset definition of financial distress are being made. Contrary to the
conventional models in which some qualitative and quantitative factors in
accordance with 5Cs are appraised intuitively by lenders to assess a
borrower’s credibility, the models based on rating and grading procedures
involve the use of certain cardinal econometric methods such as binary
logistic regression, discriminant analysis, and profit technique as well as
some mathematical methods that are more sophisticated and provide
nonparametric solutions, such as Inductive Learning Algorithm, Recursive
Partitioning, Chaos Theorem, Neural Networks, Genetic Algorithm and
MARS. Furthermore, there also exist in the finance literature some
anomalous modeling studies that combined efficiency measurements with
credit risk via the use of Data Envelopment Analysis, a special measurement
technique conducted for assessment of efficiency, simultaneously with the
methods mentioned above [41]. In practice, it is also probable to see few
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unique models based on judgmental approaches integrated with focus group
and brainstorming studies, in which experts’ opinions become more
important and influential.
Some of the empirical studies that were carried out on credit risk
models aimed to explore the superiority of modeling techniques over one
another, many of which especially dealt with a performance comparison
between parametric and nonparametric model proposals. Most of these
studies have led to a preponderant opinion that nonparametric models
significantly excel their parametric counterparts in predicting credit risk. As
the examples to such studies proposing the supremacy of nonparametric
models, Coasts and Fant [42] revealed important results suggesting the
predominance of neural networks over discriminant analysis in forecasting
corporate financial distress. Sharma, Kamath and Tuluca [43] performed
another research to compare the performance of neural networks and linear
regression and provided proofs supporting the relative superiority of neural
networks. Similarly, Bensic and others [44] reported some convincing results
supporting slight dominance of neural networks over logistic regression and
decision trees. In addition, [45] presented some relevant findings in their
study featuring inductive learning algorithm and probit technique that
encourage them to conclude that probit models were outperformed by the
models based on inductive learning algorithm.
Even though most of the comparison-oriented studies are with the
empirical findings that back up nonparametric model specifications, in the
literature are some rare studies destroying the common belief that
nonparametric models could perform better. For instance, Altman, Marco
and Varetto [46] suggest that neural networks and discriminant analysis can
be regarded as equally worthy models while Kaya [47] reports no significant
difference between the performances of logistic regression and neural
networks.
In the conventional models involving especially corporates, specific
financial ratios that are considered to be good measures for such financial
performance criteria as liquidity, profitability, efficiency, and financial
flexibility, can be included as predictors of credit risk. For example, K & P
Default Risk Model created by Koundinya and Puri takes such financial
ratios as inputs and puts them into a decision process in order to make a
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three-level risk categorization – high, moderate, and low - through a
judgmental analysis [48].
Contemporary Credit Risk Models
Being characterized as very distinct from the conventional models, modern
(or, contemporary) credit risk models can be basically categorized as
Structural Approach Models and Reduced Form Models. The structural
models developed as based on Black & Scholes Option Pricing Model
directly relate a firm’s credibility to its net market value. The foremost
advocate of this approach is Merton [49] who developed a model in 1974
that is exactly identified with his name. In his model, Merton assumes credit
risk to be a European-type call option on borrower’s assets with an exercise
price equal to the amount of loan borrowed. According to the model, default
event could exist at the end of maturity only. If the exercise price exceeds
total market value of the assets, the borrower is supposed to be in default. In
this manner, the distance to this critical point or situation is computed as a
probability figure by a special function derived from the option pricing
model, which could be accepted as an approximate measure of the
borrower’s default risk.
Following the Merton’s Model, the next breakthrough, First Passage
Models, was carried into effect by Black and Cox [50] in 1976 by relaxing the
strict assumption of Merton’s Model about the type of call option. They
assume an American call option with the suggestion that the default event
may exist at any time until the maturity date and state that since bankruptcy
costs, interest rate volatility, assurances and priorities given in bond issues,
and restrictions relating to interest and dividend payments might have some
relative effects on option price, default should be supposed to have occurred
at any time when total market value of borrower’s assets falls below a certain
lower cut-off value which can vary time to time.
Another of the most famed contemporary models belongs to
Altman, known with the name of Historical Default Rate Model and
concentrates on the performance of the bonds previously issued by
borrowers to determine their default probabilities. After the separation of
the bonds with respect to their currently assigned ratings, the model is
constructed taking into account the rates of the bonds in default and
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durations left to their maturities. Using the default rates and probabilities
computed, a loss projection is made for each bond [6].
The third group of structural models is composed of Factor Models
that resemble a typical regression model employing specific risk factors as
exogenous explanatory variables over total asset value. In the models of this
type, all the factors peculiar to borrower are considered and nonparametric
estimation techniques as well as parametric ones can be undertaken in
model formation.
From a practical perspective, structural models may become more
convenient and preferred because they provide a quantitative view into the
subjects relevant to credit risk measurement and help easily produce PD
estimations. However, it makes them unattractive and a futile effort that
researchers are usually confronted with serious troubles and limitations
regarding the application of accuracy tests on these models. Highly volatile
credit spreads suspicion about whether bonds are priced truly in the market,
and the need for very large horizons to foresee default events are among the
other critics against structural models.
Reduced Form Models as another alternative for credit risk
modeling ultimately deviate from the structural models as they rely on the
assumption that a default event is a random and unexpected phenomenon.
These models are also known as Density-Based Measurement Models,
developed by Jarrow and Tumbull in 1992 [51]. In establishing a reduced
form model, it is assumed that firm’s debts consist of only one bond with no
interest payments and then, PD and LGD components are separated for
calculation purpose. The product of these parameters gives credit spread
that is considered to be the cost of default. To separate and calculate PD and
LGD, some survival statistics provided by rating agencies may be used.
In addition to structural and reduced form models, there is another
category of credit risk models that try to combine pros of the former two,
which is called Incomplete Information Models. The pioneer model
proposals in this category were provided by Duffie and Lando [52] in 2001,
followed by the model proposals of many other researchers. Incomplete
information models assume that all relevant information is available to
public and that information about firm valuation process, valuation
parameters and default frontiers is in blur. Additionally, default event is
deemed to be unpredictable.
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Nowadays, the credit risk models commonly used in practice
depends on the consideration of risks as a whole at portfolio level. Their
major focus is on assessing default probabilities of debt instruments in order
to understand what portion of credit portfolios constitutes the credits with
no chance to collect. Moreover, increases in the variety of off-balance-sheet
risks, intense competition in banking industry, volatility of asset values, and
technological developments have encouraged market participants and
players to discover and use more advanced techniques and systems in credit
risk assessment which is one of the crucial functions of financial
engineering. Among the contemporary systems of credit risk measurement
which are prevalent and robust are Moody’s KMV Model, CreditMetrics,
CreditRisk+, and CreditPortfolioView.

Recent Revisions in Basel II Regulations and Basel III
Declaration
Despite the fact that BASEL II introduces standard and internal rating based
credit measurement techniques and encourages the use of advanced
techniques in credit risk assessments, some extensive and gradual
amendments on it were issued in the course of time to satisfy the needs of
rapidly growing banking industries all around the world. In this manner, the
Basel Committee issued some revisions on the initial text of BASEL II
convergence regarding such matters as modification respective of SMEs’
varying risk profiles, more risk sensitivity for retail credits, effective
information sharing and collaboration about operational risks, making the
convergence more easily understandable, shortening of average maturity to
2,5 years instead of 3 years and allowance for decreasing computed LGD
values by at most 5 %, and decreasing the minimum capital base from 90 %
to 80 %.
Since the latest global economic crisis had disruptive influences on
especially the developed economies, the leading banks of these economies
were put upon scenario and stress tests. In accordance with the results of
these tests performed, it was noticed that a further radical review on the
existing capital adequacy regulations must be done to get rid of any
potential problems that those banks could experience during the epochs
with substantial economic fluctuations. Resultantly, the Basel Committee
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has declared several significant changes concerning reference capital
adequacy ratios and decided to heighten the existing minimum ratios to
some extent. For instance, the minimum Tier I capital ratio is desired to rise
by 2,5 % from its old level of 2% while total capital requirement will be kept
at 7 % as minimum [53].

Empirical Research
Although the BASEL II Capital Adequacy Convergence has equipped
practitioners and academicians with an appreciable amount of information
about the ways of assessing credit risk and capital requirements through
standard and advanced approaches to credit risk measurement, various
difficulties and challenges confronting the users when they employ these
approaches in their estimates and calculations make it necessary to search
for new techniques and models that are relatively simpler and easily
applicable. In our study, it is aimed to develop user-friendly, conventional
and conditional credit risk models using nonparametric estimation
techniques. By the reason that Turkish Banking Industry is dominated by
deposit banks whose main field of activity is to collect funds from depositors
and lend them to real persons and enterprises in need of raising funds, the
study has been concentrated on domestic and foreign deposit banks
operating in Turkey.
Research Purpose
As stated before, assessing judicious default probabilities for credit
customers is a task crucial to successful credit risk measurements in which
borrowers’ credibility and intent are of great importance. Notably in the
developing countries such as Turkey, unfortunately, the data needed to
construct functional credit risk models are not fully available to the public
and the financial statements reported by banks contain inadequate
disclosures related with their credit portfolios. Herewith, practitioners and
decision makers other than bank staff frequently face hurdles in deriving
practicable models. With the hope of closing a deal, we intend to search for
effortless model designs that we think would best serve the related parties
who are interested in risk estimation practices using a modest methodology
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in which country risk and credit risk components are being integrated and
credit risk is estimated in consideration of banks’ credit placement choices
regarding customer segments, maturity, and currency type. Nevertheless,
our research relies on a restrictive assumption that all the banks within the
scope of our study are averagely efficient in their lending practices and apply
approximately same covenants and procedures in lending.
In this research, some conditional credit risk models are created
using the consolidated and non-consolidated financial statements data of
the domestic and foreign banks operating in Turkey and country ratings
data provided by OECD. Through the models developed, credit risk is
regressed on relative weights of credit groups within the entire cash credit
portfolio and periodic country ratings using Neural Networks and MARS,
two widely used nonparametric techniques. As a further investigation, the
credit risk estimations produced by the models are reprocessed to calculate
a representative amount of minimum capital requirement for each bank.
Finally, those calculated minimum capital requirement figures are compared
to the real figures determined by the independent auditors via some
nonparametric tests of correlation.
Selection of Sample Units and Data Collection
As the concentration of our study is on credit risk measurement considering
dynamic structure of credit portfolios, it is decided to treat all the domestic
and foreign deposit banks, privately owned and state-owned, in the Turkish
banking industry as the population of the research. But, due to the
economic crises experienced and their impacts on the industry, the total
number of deposit banks varied between 31 and 62 from 1988 through 2009.
It gradually decreased because of bankruptcies and merger or acquisition
events among banks following the most destructive crises lived in 2000 and
2001 and finally reached its lowest level in 2009.
On the other hand, data unavailability problem for some of the
banks in the population made it unavoidable to study with a limited number
of banks for which all the relevant data are collectible. Thus, the number of
the banks included in the sample is only 26 for consolidated analysis, but 38
for non-consolidated one. Owing to the fact that no data are accessible for
the periods before December 2002, the horizon of the research has been
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determined to cover the period between December 2002 and March 2009.
As banks’ financial statements are published in three-month intervals, 25
periods could be available for every bank. Unfortunately, for some banks, a
shorter period of observation is the case on account of absence of relevant
financial data and footnotes for certain periods. Besides that, it is another
problematic issue altering the quantity of observations available that
consolidated financial statements have never been issued for some banks
along the entire period which our research is valid for. Eventually, we have
549 immediate observations of 26 banks in case of consolidated analysis and
a set of immediate data consisting of 854 observations that belong to 38
banks in case of non-consolidated analysis. Balance sheets, income
statements, cash flow statements, and their related footnote disclosures
have been obtained and downloaded from the official web site of the
Association of Turkish Banks (www.tbb.org.tr). Then, the ratios to be used
in the models as predictors have been calculated using the data included in
these statements. On the other hand, the series for the explanatory variable
representing Turkey’s ratings assigned by OECD as a ballpark measure of
general economic condition have been generated following the methodology
that was previously adopted in a research study on country risk estimation,
prepared by Topak and Muzir [54]
Model Variables
As in many of conventional credit risk models, the dependent variable,
CREDITRISK, representing default status is a dichotomous variable
reflecting whether, or not any deterioration occurs in credit quality, but
independent variables mainly composed of specific ratios showing relative
importance of the sub-portfolios within the overall cash credit portfolio are
continuous. Table 1 lists all the variables included in the models with their
labels and short explanations.
Table 1: Model Variables

VARIABLE
LABEL

VARIABLE NAME & EXPLANATION

EXP.CREDITS
DISC.CREDITS

Export Credits / Total Credits
Discount Credits / Total Credits
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IMP.CREDITS
BUL.CREDITS
CARD.CREDITS
FINSEC.CREDITS
CONS.CREDITS
AFF.CREDITS
OVSEA.CREDITS
OTHER.CREDITS
OWNER.CREDITS
SPEC.CREDITS
SHORT.CREDITS
LONG.CREDITS
FX.CREDITS
DC.CREDITS
PUBLIC.CREDITS
PRIVATE.CREDITS
COUNTRY.RISK
CREDITRISK
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Import Credits / Total Credits
Bullion Credits / Total Credits
Dues from Credit Cards / Total Credits
Credits to Financial Sector / Total Credits
Consumer Credits / Total Credits
Credits to Subsidiaries and Affiliates / Total
Credits
Overseas Credits / Total Credits
Other Non-Specialty Credits / Total Credits
Credits to Owners and Members / Total Credits
Specialty Credits / Total Credits
LOG(Short-Term Credits)
LOG(Medium and Long Term Credits)
LOG(Credits denominated in foreign
currencies)
LOG(Credits denominated in domestic
currency)
LOG(Credits to public sector)
LOG(Credits to private sector)
Changes in country risk measure derived from
OECD reports
Credit Risk (0: Favorable change in quality of overall
credit portfolio 1: Unfavorable change in quality of
overall credit portfolio)

As can be seen in Table 1, the dependent variable (CREDITRISK) is a
variable with two outcomes that takes the value of 0 whenever no increase
in the rate of delinquent loans to total cash credits is observed and the value
of 1 if any increase in that ratio occurs. Furthermore,
all the independent
variables except the variables concerning credit portfolio segmentation
according to maturity, sector and currency dimensions, and the one
standing for country risk measure comprise such common financial ratios
that can be calculated simply by the amount of each type of credit to the
total amount of credits granted and are designated with respect to the
separation of entire credit portfolio into its sub-portfolios in conformation
with the current accounting practices in Turkey so as to incorporate the
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effect of placement choices into credit risk and quality changes. However,
the variables related with credits in terms of maturity and sector dimensions
have undergone a typical logarithmic transformation whilst country risk
measures have been produced through a conversion process, identical to the
one proposed by Topak and Muzir [54], in which the country ratings
between 0 and 7 – a lower number refers to a better economic condition –
are converted to standard normal distribution scores (Z scores) taking into
account both the average rating of all the countries involved and their
standard deviation, and then cumulative normal distribution probabilities
supposed to infer the riskiness of the country are examined using these
corresponding periodic Z scores. And finally, periodical differences in these
probabilities have been calculated to establish the data set of country risk
variable.
Methodological Issues and Modeling Techniques Employed
To reach robust results and derive more accurate prediction models, Neural
Networks and MARS, two nonparametric numerical techniques with no
restrictive assumptions about variable distribution and linearity of
relationships between dependent and independent variables are preferred as
modeling techniques to be undertaken. Also, Kendall’s tau-b nonparametric
correlation analysis is used to explore the relationships among the model
variables in our Neural Network models. All analyses have been carried out
on the SPSS V.16 software.
Though nonparametric modeling techniques depend on no
assumption regarding variable distribution, an examination on conformity
with standard has been conducted via the Kolmogorov – Smirnov Test.
Neural Network Algorithm is an advanced mathematical technique
consisting of evenly located data processing units with their own memories
that are connected to each other and mimic human brain. The neural
networks structures consist of artificial neurons that are called nodes. The
simplest neural network structure called perceptron contains only one input
and one output layer without any hidden layer. With the addition of hidden
layer(s) to this simplest structure, the neural network becomes more
complicated and sophisticated, but may provide better solutions to such
cases needing more tortuous calculations and examinations. The structures
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with hidden layers are named as Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) requiring
detailed decisions about important model specifications such as optimum
number of hidden layers, number of nodes (variables) on each layer, type
and coefficient of learning algorithm, sort of activation function,
segmentation of available data set as training set, test set, and holdout set,
which are supposed to directly affect model prosperity and accuracy.
Our study employs an ordinary supervised feed-forward neural
network structure with one hidden layer as well as input and output layers
and considers no holdout sample. Therefore, 70 % the data in hand have
been included in the training sample while the remaining 30 % in the test
sample. Sigmoid (logistic) function has been chosen as the activation
function in converting model scores to exact probabilities that help assess
group affiliation of observations. On the other hand, the values in the
samples are standardized in processing them to establish the final model
proposal. In revision of learning coefficients for the purpose of minimizing
estimation errors, the gradient descent algorithm has been preferred.
Additionally, while the number of nodes on input layer equals the number
of explanatory variables, the number of nodes on output layer is assumed to
be 2 as the dependent variable is dichotomous. However, the assignment for
the number of nodes on hidden layer entails a challenging task that can be
accomplished gradually. To determine a proper number of hidden nodes on
each trial, the approach that was initially proposed by Masters and Torsun is
utilized. In conformity with this approach, for each trial, the number of
hidden nodes is accepted to equal the square root of the product of the
number of nodes on input and output layers. Reduction in the number of
hidden layers is achieved through stepwise elimination of the explanatory
variables in such a way that the variables with relatively lower values of
importance are excluded to some extent from the model until the total
importance percentage of the variables still included will be approximately
equal to 95 %. Separately, each trial is continued to result in a better model
proposal as long as a satisfactory level is not maintained for the evaluation
statistic, the sum of squared errors, but ended once this statistic hits its ever
lowest value.
Because no outputs are produced by the Neural Network models to
assess the directions of the relationships between independent variables and
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dependent variable, correlations between the variables have been
determined through Kendall’s tau-b correlation analysis.
The other nonparametric modeling technique involved is the
Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) which assumes no
standard distribution and allows for nonlinear relationships. It starts by
building a linear regression model and then tries to explore and capture
nonlinearities in a functional relationship through investigating basis
functions between each independent variable and dependent variable with
apposite knots or cut-off points and specific locations for each independent
variable at which linearity obviously disappears [55]. The best model is
determined by the extent to which the sum of squared errors is reduced or
adjusted R2 is increased and according to generalized cross validation
statistics betrayed and proposed by Craven and Wabha in 1979 [56].
However, there are such critical decision areas that have significant effect on
the performance of MARS models as maximum number of basic functions or
knots, speed of learning, and whether to consider interactive relationships
between independent variables [57].
Our MARS models have been developed using the MARS software
program provided by Salford Systems Company without altering the default
specification values set in this program. Put another way, maximum number
of basic functions, allowable number of knots, and learning speed have been
fixed at 15, 3, and 4, respectively. Both forward and backward crossvalidation techniques are concurrently applied.
At the next step, the best cutoff points for classification have been
examined and the models have been compared to each other in terms of
their accuracy in predicting through ROC analysis, a method applicable to
make comparisons between models that try to classify the cases with two or
more discrete outcomes. Finally, to illustrate how to use credit risk
projections in calculating minimum capital requirement, an unexpected loss
amount has been computed as based on corresponding credit risk
estimation for each observation separately, using the simple formula given
in Equation 4. The computed loss amounts are then compared to the
authorized amounts that were previously calculated and officially
announced by the independent auditors by Kendall’s Tau-b and Spearman’s
Rho tests in order to argue how successfully the predictions portray the
realities.
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Research Hypotheses
As previously mentioned, this empirical research is intended both to
uncover a possible relationship between the changes in weights of credit
segments in overall cash credit portfolios and credit quality and to
investigate whether corporate governance issue plays an important role in
banks’ exposure to credit risk. On these accounts, we are determined to test
the hypothesis that credit risk and quality are significantly affected by how
well the credit portfolio is diversified through allocation of available funds to
credit sub-portfolios. Secondly, the hypothesis that heavy concentration on
credit placement to owners and other bank-related members engenders
more vulnerability to credit risk will be tested. The third hypothesis to be
tested is the common opinion that general condition of an economy is a
significant determinant of credit risk. On the other hand, out of the main
purpose of this study, we consider an attempt to compare the performance
of Neural Network and MARS models arguing if Neural Networks can create
a significant difference in predicting credit risk changes when compared to
MARS.
Research Findings
Evaluating the results of the consolidated and non-consolidated analyses in
a comparative perspective, it can be squarely said that our consolidated
data-based models prevailed against the non-consolidated data-based
models even though all the models have produced successful results that
convince us about their superiority over a simple naïve model. As will be
understood from the model finding subsequently presented, no satisfactory
evidence has been furnished to conclude that any of the modeling
techniques surpasses the other because their performance is almost same.
Still, there are slightly evident findings that Neural Network models have
done better in the case of consolidate data, but in case of non-consolidated
data, MARS models seem to be more eligible.
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Distribution Tests and Basic Descriptive Statistics
The results summarized in Tables 2 – 5 show that the data sets don’t fit in
with either normal or logistic distributions for most of the variables proving
the rightness of our decision to employ nonparametric techniques. In the
tables, the One-Sample Kolmogorov – Smirnov test statistics are found to be
significant even at 99,9 % confidence level for all the variables, which means
that the distributions of these variables cannot be assumed to be in
conformity with normal and logistic distributions.
Table 2: Normal Distribution Test on Consolidated Data Set

VARIABLE

EXP.CREDITS
DISC.CREDITS
IMP.CREDITS
BUL.CREDITS
CARD.CREDITS
FINSEC.CREDIT
S
CONS.CREDITS
AFF.CREDITS
OVSEA.CREDIT
S
OTHER.CREDIT
S
OWNER.CREDI
TS
SPEC.CREDITS
SHORT.CREDIT
S
LONG.CREDITS

N
54
9
54
9
54
9
54
9
54
9
54
9
54
9
54
9
54
9
54
9
54
9
54
9
54
9
54
9

Normal
Parameters

Most Extreme
Differences

Kolmogoro
v-Smirnov
Z

Asym
p. Sig.

Mea
n

Std.
Deviation

Absolu
te

Positiv
e

Negati
ve

0,154

0,118

0,130

0,130

-0,095

3,054

0,000

0,00
8

0,024

0,366

0,258

-0,366

8,584

0,000

0,001

0,005

0,426

0,402

-0,426

9,992

0,000

0,002

0,026

0,463

0,394

-0,463

10,852

0,000

0,057

0,068

0,198

0,198

-0,198

4,650

0,000

0,06
4

0,122

0,300

0,293

-0,300

7,034

0,000

0,117

0,103

0,129

0,109

-0,129

3,020

0,000

0,002

0,010

0,407

0,394

-0,407

9,547

0,000

0,031

0,067

0,323

0,254

-0,323

7,569

0,000

0,422

0,177

0,097

0,038

-0,097

2,281

0,000

0,030

0,081

0,356

0,303

-0,356

8,351

0,000

0,028

0,094

0,422

0,422

-0,383

9,891

0,000

2,858

0,173

0,147

-0,173

4,042

0,000

3,478

0,122

0,110

-0,122

2,866

0,000

13,85
5
13,03
6
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FX.CREDITS
DC.CREDITS
PUBLIC.CREDIT
S
PRIVATE.CREDI
TS
COUNTRY.RISK

54
9
54
9
54
9
54
9
54
9

13,22
6
14,16
2
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2,745

0,100

0,087

-0,100

2,346

0,000

2,129

0,090

0,066

-0,090

2,120

0,000

6,313

6,090

0,302

0,302

-0,150

7,071

0,000

14,211

3,254

0,159

0,140

-0,159

3,731

0,000

0,029

0,119

0,458

0,293

-0,458

10,733

0,000

Table 3: Logistic Distribution Test on Consolidated Data Set
Most Extreme Differences
VARIABLE

KolmogorovSmirnov Z

Asymp.
Sig.

N

Mean

EXP.CREDITS

549

0,176

0,552

0,552

0,000

10,604

0,000

DISC.CREDITS

549

0,011

0,452

0,452

0,000

9,135

0,000

IMP.CREDITS

549

0,005

5,035

5,035

0,000

48,819

0,000

BUL.CREDITS

549

0,012

3,667

3,667

0,000

41,330

0,000

CARD.CREDITS

549

0,077

0,297

0,297

0,000

6,295

0,000

FINSEC.CREDITS

549

0,076

0,360

0,360

0,000

7,722

0,000

CONS.CREDITS

549

0,132

0,133

0,133

-0,047

3,032

0,000

AFF.CREDITS

549

0,055

3,177

3,177

0,000

39,427

0,000

OVSEA.CREDITS

549 0,044

0,578

0,578

0,000

11,420

0,000

OTHER.CREDITS

549

0,470

0,274

0,192

-0,274

6,360

0,000

OWNER.CREDITS

549 0,029

0,326

0,326

0,000

7,369

0,000

SPEC.CREDITS

549

0,153

3,813

3,813

0,000

42,113

0,000

SHORT.CREDITS

549

0,265

0,226

0,143

-0,226

5,224

0,000

LONG.CREDITS

549

0,206

0,169

0,169

0,000

3,907

0,000

FX.CREDITS

549

0,154

0,212

0,146

-0,212

4,914

0,000

DC.CREDITS

549

0,313

0,241

0,133

-0,241

5,615

0,000

PUBLIC.CREDITS

549

0,114

0,878

0,878

0,000

17,543

0,000

PRIVATE.CREDITS 549

0,381

0,235

0,178

-0,235

5,435

0,000

COUNTRY.RISK

0,001

0,200

0,200

-0,184

3,994

0,000

549

Absolute Positive Negative

128

(2tailed)
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Table 4: Normal Distribution Test on Non-Consolidated Data Set

VARIABLE

N

EXP.CREDITS

85
4
85
4
85
4
85
4
85
4
85
4
85
4
85
4
85
4
85
4
85
4
85
4
85
4
85
4
85
4
85
4
85
4
85
4
85
4

DISC.CREDITS
IMP.CREDITS
BUL.CREDITS
CARD.CREDITS
FINSEC.CREDIT
S
CONS.CREDITS
AFF.CREDITS
OVSEA.CREDIT
S
OTHER.CREDIT
S
OWNER.CREDI
TS
SPEC.CREDITS
SHORT.CREDIT
S
LONG.CREDITS
FX.CREDITS
DC.CREDITS
PUBLIC.CREDIT
S
PRIVATE.CREDI
TS
COUNTRY.RISK

Normal
Parameters

Most Extreme
Differences

Mea
n

Std.
Deviation

Absolu
te

Positiv
e

Negati
ve

0,160

0,151

0,146

0,118

-0,146

Kolmogoro
v-Smirnov
Z

Asym
p. Sig.
(2tailed)

4,253

0,000

0,023

0,072

0,373

0,371

-0,373

10,910

0,000

0,001

0,004

0,443

0,443

-0,430

12,940

0,000

0,003

0,035

0,469

0,409

-0,469

13,709

0,000

0,04
8
0,058

0,070

0,248

0,246

-0,248

7,244

0,000

0,127

0,325

0,318

-0,325

9,500

0,000

0,113

0,151

0,226

0,156

-0,226

6,617

0,000

0,00
6
0,037

0,019

0,375

0,345

-0,375

10,945

0,000

0,126

0,385

0,372

-0,385

11,242

0,000

0,40
0
0,04
4
0,029

0,236

0,045

0,038

-0,045

1,325

0,060

0,171

0,399

0,364

-0,399

11,650

0,000

0,112

0,448

0,448

-0,397

13,089

0,000

12,69
2
10,94
9
11,63
8
12,92
5
4,401

3,366

0,114

0,112

-0,114

3,318

0,000

4,950

0,123

0,102

-0,123

3,583

0,000

3,783

0,112

0,089

-0,112

3,284

0,000

2,925

0,079

0,065

-0,079

2,302

0,000

5,775

0,388

0,388

-0,223

11,344

0,000

13,128

3,518

0,098

0,097

-0,098

2,861

0,000

0,160

0,151

0,146

0,118

-0,146

4,253

0,000

Table 5: Logistic Distribution Test on Non-Consolidated Data Set
VARIABLE

N

Mean

Most Extreme Differences
Absolute Positive Negative

KolmogorovSmirnov Z

Asymp.
Sig.
(2-tailed)

EXP.CREDITS

854

0,194

0,179

0,179

-0,019

4,923

0,000

DISC.CREDITS

854

0,039

0,638

0,638

0,000

16,173

0,000

IMP.CREDITS

854 0,006

5,468

5,468

0,000

63,769

0,000

BUL.CREDITS

854

0,017

5,620

5,620

0,000

65,538

0,000

CARD.CREDITS

854 0,084

0,685

0,685

0,000

15,803

0,000
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FINSEC.CREDITS

854

0,092

CONS.CREDITS

854

AFF.CREDITS

854

OVSEA.CREDITS

854

OTHER.CREDITS

854 0,469

OWNER.CREDITS

854

0,047

SPEC.CREDITS

854 0,099

SHORT.CREDITS

854

LONG.CREDITS

854

FX.CREDITS
DC.CREDITS

0,755

0,755

0,149

0,342

0,342

0,000

9,174

0,000

0,071

2,228

2,228

0,000

39,363

0,000

0,067

0,915

0,915

0,000

21,129

0,000

0,212

0,175

-0,212

6,014

0,000

0,525

0,525

0,000

14,239

0,000

18,530

18,530

0,000

122,915

0,000

0,281

0,115

0,073

-0,115

3,347

0,000

9,181

0,973

0,973

0,000

27,429

0,000

854

0,142

0,162

0,162

-0,094

4,554

0,000

854

0,288

0,154

0,113

-0,154

4,448

0,000

854
PRIVATE.CREDITS 854
COUNTRY.RISK
854

0,091

0,209

0,209

0,000

5,630

0,000

0,346

0,167

0,143

-0,167

4,835

0,000

0,001

0,205

0,205

-0,184

5,098

0,000

PUBLIC.CREDITS

0,000
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17,926

0,000

Results of Neural Network Models
While, in the case of consolidated data, a training sample of 391 observations
and a test sample of 158 observations have been used, 653 observations have
been included in the training sample and only 251 observations in the test
sample for non-consolidated modeling All the data have been standardized
before processing them.
It can be clearly observed that the Neural Network model based on
consolidated data outperforms the model based on non-consolidated data
set. But both models can still be more accurate in comparison to a naïve
model so that their overall prediction performance is found to be significant
at 99,9 % confidence.

Neural Network Model Based on Consolidated Data
The final neural network model derived using the consolidated data set
contains 12 explanatory variables, also including the variable representing
country risk changes. The relative importance of these variables in the
model and other model outputs are given in Tables 6 – 7 that are
accompanied by Table 8 summarizing the results of a correlation analysis.
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According to the network results, it can be said that concentration on
certain credit sub-portfolios, maturity differentiation, sector type to which
credits are placed, and the kind of currency in which credits are
denominated may affect, to different extents, the level of credit risk. The
most and least significant explanatory variables are respectively
OWNER.CREDITS and DC.CREDITS with an increasing effect on credit risk.
In other words, more concentration on credits to owners and members
creates the highest directional effect on credit risk whereas credits in
denominated in TL is of relatively lower importance. On the other hand, the
only credit segment that is supposed to conversely affect credit risk seems to
be credits given for precious metal transactions. In addition, export credits,
credit card dues, credits to subsidiaries and affiliates, other non-specialty
credits, short-term and long-term credits, credits denominated in foreign
currencies, and credits to private sector are all attributed with risk
increasing effect. However, the contribution of short term credits to risk
formation is much more than that of long-term credits. Similarly, credits in
foreign currencies are more accused of increases in credit risk during the
analysis period. The underlying reason for that diagnosis may be the fact
that TL was mainly appreciated against other currencies within this period.
It is a desirable finding that the country risk variable is found to be
significantly effective on risk changes and is expect to proportionally
influence a bank’s risk exposure, which proves the functionality of
conditional models in predicting credit risk.
Table 6: Network Information
Network Information
Input Layer

Covariates
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1

EXP.CREDITS

2

BUL.CREDITS

3

CARD.CREDITS

4

AFF.CREDITS

5

OTHER.CREDITS

6

OWNER.CREDITS

7

SHORT.CREDITS
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8

LONG.CREDITS

9

FX.CREDITS

10

DC.CREDITS

11

PRIVATE.CREDITS

12

COUNTRY.RISK

a

Number of Units

12

Rescaling Method for Covariates
Hidden Layer(s)

Standardized

Number of Hidden Layers

1

Number of Units in Hidden Layer 1a

5

Activation Function
Output Layer

Sigmoid

Dependent Variables

1

CREDITRISK

Number of Units

2

Activation Function

Sigmoid

Error Function

Sum of Squares

a. Excluding the bias unit

Table 7: Model Summary and Variable Importance
Model Summary
Training

Sum of Squares Error

69,622

Percent Incorrect

25,3%

Predictions
Stopping Rule Used

1 consecutive step(s) with no decrease in errora

Training Time
Testing

00:00:00,281

Sum of Squares Error

31,383

Percent Incorrect

29,7%

Predictions
Dependent Variable: KREDİ.RİSKİ
Independent Variable Importance
Variable

Importance

Normalized Importance
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EXP.CREDITS

,086

73,3%

BUL.CREDITS

,111

95,2%

CARD.CREDITS

,082

69,9%

AFF.CREDITS

,064

54,3%

OTHER.CREDITS

,092

78,2%

OWNER.CREDITS

,117

100,0%

SHORT.CREDITS

,102

86,8%

LONG.CREDITS

,064

54,7%

FX.CREDITS

,074

63,2%

DC.CREDITS

,056

48,0%

PRIVATE.CREDITS

,083

70,5%

COUNTRY.RISK

,070

59,9%
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Table 8: Kendall’s Tau-b Correlation Statistics

EXP.CREDITS

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
(significance levels in parantheses)
0,091 (0,000)

BUL.CREDITS

-0,037 (0,000)

CARD.CREDITS

0,209 (0,004)

AFF.CREDITS

0,034 (0,008)

VARIABLE

OTHER.CREDITS

0,257 (0,000)

OWNER.CREDITS

0,085 (0,000)

SHORT.CREDITS

0,389 (0,000)

LONG.CREDITS

0,068 (0,007)

FX.CREDITS

0,086 (0,005)

DC.CREDITS

0,366 (0,009)

PRIVATE.CREDITS

0,489 (0,001)

COUNTRY.RISK

0,327 (0,003)
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Neural Network Model Based on Non-Consolidated Data
In the neural network model eventually obtained using the nonconsolidated data are 12 variables again also including the country risk
variable. Respecting the results given in Tables 9 – 11, it is concluded that all
the variables included in the models are significant at 98 % confidence level.
Moreover, the most important factor affecting credit risk seems to be
maturity choice. Credits with short term maturity make the greatest
contribution to risk in direct proportion while long term credits are of
second rank in influencing risk exposure, again with a direct proportional
effect. Similar to our consolidated model results, export credits and dues
from credit cards prove to be the next two variables with considerable
impact on credit risk. Additionally, credits denominated in foreign
currencies are considered to be instrumental and lead to parallel changes in
credit risk, but no evidence could be found to support significance of TL
credits. The variable representing credits given to private sector actors
appears as an important determinant, which risk exposure is a positive
function of. Furthermore, the results also provide supporting evidence to
assume that credits to affiliates and owners are among the variables having
direct proportional influence. The finding that country risk changes
significantly affect credit risk in the same direction can be deemed to be a
persuasive proof that conditional models are more appropriate to predict
banks’ exposure to credit risk. Differently, import credits and credits to
public sector parties are included in the network model and risk is
considered to be a negative function of these variables.
As can be inferred from the results, it is obvious that Turkish
borrowers are inefficient in fulfilling debt covenants especially in case of
shorter maturities. Plus, they perform poorly to repay their credit card dues
to banks and their inability becomes more apparent in times when general
economic condition has weakened. On the other hand, import credits have
helped Turkish banks improve their performance during the analysis period
whereas export credits make them face increases in credit risk. This
situation can be seen as a natural consequence of the dominance of TL in
value over other currencies experienced specifically in the covered period. In
addition, , our results also show that private sector borrowers, contrary to
public sector borrowers, have exhibited explicitly very poor performance in
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paying their credit debts and more credit placements to public sector have
created a relative advantage for the banks since the concentration the
credits of this segment have enabled them to reduce their vulnerability to
credit risk.
Table 9: Network Information
Network Information
Input Layer

Covariates

1

EXP.CREDITS

2

IMP.CREDITS

3

BUL.CREDITS

4

CARD.CREDITS

5

AFF.CREDITS

6

OWNER.CREDITS

7

SHORT.CREDITS

8

LONG.CREDITS

9

FX.CREDITS

10

PUBLIC.CREDITS

11

PRIVATE.CREDITS

12

COUNTRY.RISK

a

Number of Units

12

Rescaling Method for Covariates
Hidden Layer(s)

Standardized

Number of Hidden Layers

1
a

Number of Units in Hidden Layer 1

5

Activation Function
Output Layer

Sigmoid

Dependent Variables

1

CREDITRISK

Number of Units

2

Activation Function

Sigmoid

Error Function

Sum of Squares

a. Excluding the bias unit
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Table 10: Model Summary and Variable Importance
Training

Sum of Squares Error

98,571

Percent Incorrect

22,9%

Predictions
Stopping Rule Used

1 consecutive step(s) with no decrease in
errora

Training Time
Testing

00:00:00,219

Sum of Squares Error

47,801

Percent Incorrect

26,3%

Predictions
Dependent Variable: KREDİ.RİSKİ
Independent Variable Importance
Variable

Importance

Normalized Importance

EXP.CREDITS

,087

56,4%

IMP.CREDITS

,070

45,5%

BUL.CREDITS

,069

44,8%

CARD.CREDITS

,088

56,7%

AFF.CREDITS

,060

38,5%

OWNER.CREDITS

,069

44,4%

SHORT.CREDITS

,155

100,0%

LONG.CREDITS

,132

85,3%

FX.CREDITS

,073

46,9%

PUBLIC.CREDITS

,070

45,5%

PRIVATE.CREDITS

,068

43,7%

COUNTRY.RISK

,060

38,9%
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Table 11: Kendall’s Tau-b Correlation Statistics
VARIABLE

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
(significance levels in parantheses)
0,163 (0,002)
-0,187 (0,007)
-0,036 (0,007)
0,109 (0,001)
0,101 (0,011)
0,072 (0,008)
0,149 (0,000)
0,040 (0,000)
0,013 (0,007)
-0,212 (0,006)
0,151 (0,009)
0,035 (0,013)

EXP.CREDITS
IMP.CREDITS
BUL.CREDITS
CARD.CREDITS
AFF.CREDITS
OWNER.CREDITS
SHORT.CREDITS
LONG.CREDITS
FX.CREDITS
PUBLIC.CREDITS
PRIVATE.CREDITS
COUNTRY.RISK

Results of MARS Models
Our MARS models, in general, yield some performance satisfactory enough
for us to come to the conclusion that they can be respected as equally
worthy models in comparison with the network models. They have achieved
approximately the same prediction accuracy even with relatively less
number of independent variables. However, the impact of credit
segmentation appears to be less substantial while the role of overall
economic condition is once more found to be present.
Consolidated data-based MARS model outperforms the one based
on non-consolidated MARS model though both of them prove to be
prevalent to a naïve model.

MARS Model Based on Consolidated Data
The eventual MARS model based on consolidated financial statements in
which only 5 independent variables have been proved to be significant is
composed of 10 basis functions that have been derived from these variables.
The model results in an adjusted R2 value of 14 %. Table 12 and Table 13 list
respectively the variables included in the model in order of relative
importance and the regression results containing the basis functions with
their significance test statistics and coefficients. In the accompanying table
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are the basis functions and the regression equation used in calculating group
membership probabilities.
Inferring from the information in Table 12, it can be said that the
variables found significant are the same as the ones included in the network
model, but with two exceptions; specialty credits and discount credits.
Table 12: Relative Variable Importance
Piecewise Cubic Fit on 10 Basis Functions, GCV = 0.22656
Variable
Importance
-gcv
DC.CREDITS
100.00000
0.23389
SPEC.CREDITS
92.14437
0.23216
PUBLIC.CREDITS
72.21899
0.22843
COUNTRY.RISK
61.68829
0.22682
DISC.CREDITS
46.13420
0.22490
The largest effect on credit risk is caused by the variable standing
for credits denominated in TL which is accompanied by, in order, specialty
credits (credits provided for project finance, fixed asset acquisition, and
commodity purchases), credits to public sector, country risk measure, and
discount credits.
Table 13 presents the regression output considering 12 basis
functions included in the model and Table 14 gives both the basis function
explanations and the model equation (Equation 7). According to the table
information, all the basic functions are considered significant at 98 %
confidence.
Table 13: Regression Results
MARS Regression: Training Data
N: 549.00
MEAN DEP VAR: 0.40073
UNCENTERED R-SQUARED =
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PARAMETER

ESTIMATE

S.E.

T-RATIO

P-VALUE

Constant

-1.59792

0.33239

-4.80732

0.00000

Basis Function 3

36.48980

1.64811

3.93773

0.00009

Basis Function 4

-41.26464

8.31609

-4.96203

0.00000

Basis Function 5

21.39402

4.74171

4.51188

0.00001

Basis Function 6

39.39310

8.14532

4.83628

0.00000

Basis Function 8

0.85826

0.21549

3.98279

0.00008

Basis Function 9

0.01165

0.00482

2.41633

0.01601

Basis Function 10

0.10771

0.01853

5.81284

0.00000

Basis Function 11

0.16586

0.03834

4.32626

0.00002

Basis Function 12

-0.49619

0.13160

-3.77056

0.00018

Basis Function 14

-2.83346

0.86080

-3.29164

0.00106

F-STATISTIC = 9.91133 S.E. OF REGRESSION = 0.45490
P-VALUE = 0.00000
RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES = 111.32991
[MDF,NDF] = [ 10, 538 ] REGRESSION SUM OF SQUARES = 20.50980
Table 14: Basis Functions and Model Equation
BF3
BF4
BF5
BF8
BF9
BF10

=
=
=
=
=
=

max( 0, COUNTRY.RISK + 0.0435);
max( 0, SPEC.CREDITS - 0.067);
max( 0, SPEC.CREDITS - 0.024);
max( 0, PUBLIC.CREDITS - 13.8657);
max( 0, 13.8657 – PUBLIC.CREDITS);
max( 0, DC.CREDITS - 11.8556);
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=
=
=
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max( 0, 11.8556 – DC.CREDITS);
max( 0, PUBLIC.CREDITS - 13.1713);
max( 0, DISCOUNT.CREDITS - 3.7334e-010);

Y = -1.59755 + 6.48979 * BF3 - 41.2545 * BF4 + 21.3886 * BF5 + 39.3832
* BF6 + 0.858242 * BF8 + 0.0116462 * BF9 + 0.107712 * BF10 + 0.165861 * BF11 0.496184 * BF12 - 2.83344 * BF14
(7)
The effect of country risk on credit risk level represented by BF3 is
direct proportional, which means that credit risk is increased with any
upward change in country risk. However, explaining the influence created
by specialty credits is not straightforward because it is represented by three
basic functions (BF4, BF5 and BF6). This influence is in reverse direction
when the variable takes on any value above 6,7 percent, but in direct
proportion if it is below that value, until 2,4 %. Any increases within the
range of 6,7 – 2,4 % result in risk decreases. Under that lowest value, the
influence of the variable becomes extinct.
Considering BF8, BF9, and BF13, it can be concluded that credits to
public sector contribute less to risk exposure, a unitary effect of 0,26 as the
difference between the coefficients given in BF8 and BF13, provided that the
variable is over the cutoff point of 13,865, but decreasing marginal
reductions in credit risk is observed if it is between that upper value and
13,171. In other words, upward changes between the values of 13,171 and
13,865 is associated with shrinking risk contributions, On the other hand, a
relatively lower risk increases are forecast to occur whenever the value of
13,171 is not exceeded. A similar inference can be made also for credits
denominated in TL as BF10 and BF11 suggest that the corresponding variable
is expected to cause a rise in risk in case of taking on any value above 11,855,
but shrinking rises in case of any upward trend below that cutoff.
Finally, the findings also show that discount credits lead to a
decreasing effect in risk as long as it does not fall below 3,73e-10.
Nonetheless, no risk change is anticipated below that value.
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MARS Model Based on Non-Consolidated Data
Our MARS model derived from the non-consolidated data set contains 8
independent variables and 9 basis functions based on them. Table 15
provides a list of these independent variables ordered in terms of their
relative importance. In accordance with the statistics obtained, it can be
implied that the most important explanatory variable is dues from credit
cards. Secondly, the type of currency in which credits are denominated plays
an important role in risk exposure so that the variables denominated in
foreign and domestic currencies have been determined to be the significant
model parameters following credit cards. Additionally, credits to private
sectors is selected as the fourth most significant model variable, followed by
the variable referring to country risk level. Other non-specialty credits,
short-maturity credits and import credits are among the included variables,
but with relatively inferior importance by comparison with the others.
Table 15: Relative Variable Importance
Piecewise Cubic Fit on 9 Basis Functions, GCV = 0.19660
Variable
Importance
-gcv
----------------------------------------------------------CARD.CREDITS
100.00000
0.19704
FX.CREDITS
95.55602
0.19667
DC.CREDITS
89.12736
0.19618
PRIVATE.CREDITS
81.14775
0.19561
COUNTRY.RISK
71.46086
0.19499
OTHER.CREDITS
61.79888
0.19445
SHORT.CREDITS
61.62444
0.19444
IMP.CREDITS
55.77682
0.19415
Table 16 containing the regression results introduces some findings
about the robustness of the model, its basis functions, and coefficient
estimates. It can be primarily interpreted from these findings that the model
can be assumed to be statistically adequate with an R2 value of 9,7 % and
that all of the basic functions prove to be significant at 99 % confidence
level.
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Table 16: Regression Results
N: 854.00
R-SQUARED: 0.10661
MEAN DEP VAR: 0.29040
ADJ R-SQUARED: 0.0970
UNCENTERED R-SQUARED = R-0 SQUARED: 0.36605
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
S.E.
T-RATIO
P-VALUE
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Constant
0.76680
0.21516
3.56386
0.00039
Basis Function 1
4.93667
1.03839
4.75417
0.00000
Basis Function 4
60.30600
19.15166
3.14887
0.00170
Basis Function 5
-0.83490
0.24926
-3.34953
0.00085
Basis Function 7
4.66080
1.26428
3.68653
0.00024
Basis Function 9
-0.03513
0.00767
-4.58276
0.00001
Basis Function 10
-0.25376
0.07590
-3.34360
0.00086
Basis Function 12
0.92334
0.23315
3.96036
0.00008
Basis Function 13
-0.03838
0.01294
-2.96658
0.00310
Basis Function 14
+0.06914
0.01712
4.03893
0.00006
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------F-STATISTIC = 11.19042
S.E. OF REGRESSION = 0.43160
P-VALUE = 0.00000
RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES = 157.22030
[MDF,NDF] = [ 9, 844 ]
REGRESSION SUM OF SQUARES = 18.76096
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The statistical expositions pertaining to the basis functions and the
derived model equation given in Table 17 provide essential numeric evidence
for the nature of the relationships between each independent variable and
the dependent variable. According to these expositions, BF1 suggests that
credit card dues could cause dramatic upswings in credit risk if the weight of
this credit segment in the entire credit portfolio exceeds 19,3 percent.
However, below 19,3 percent, no effect is predicted. In addition, other nonspecialty are associated with a decreasing effect on credit risk. Furthermore,
BF4 representing the effect of import credits implies decreases in risk when
the related variable gradually rises up to 0,003, but disappearance of this
increase in cases of exceeding that value. On the other hand, in BF7, country
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risk changes are discovered once more to be effective on credit risk in a
fashion that unfavorable country conditions lead to ascending risk profile.
Credits denominated in foreign currencies are held accountable to
some extent for risk changes and expected to pave the way to risk reductions
while the relevant variable has a rising trend until the value of 16,306.
Though, this assumed effect is supposed to perish for all the values over this
cutoff. Moreover, credits with shorter maturities are considered to have a
reducing impact in the circumstance when the representing variable is
assigned any value over 15,274, but no impact below that cutoff value. As
another inference from the basis functions, it is possible to state that credits
denominated in TL have a direct contribution to credit risk for the cases that
the corresponding variable bears any value over 16,656. Yet, the variable is
associated with a comparatively lower increasing effect provided that it
changes upwardly until reaching the value of 16,656.
Our last determination is about credits to private sector that such
credits take a role of increasing credit risk if the variable takes any value
above 5,953.
Table 17: Basis Functions and Model Equation
BF1
BF4
BF5
BF7
BF9
BF10
BF12
BF13
BF14

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

max( 0, CARD.CREDITS - 0.193);
max( 0, 0.003 – IMP.CREDITS);
max( 0, OTHER.CREDITS - 0.675);
max( 0, COUNTRY.RISK + 0.0435);
max( 0, 16.306 – FX.CREDITS);
max( 0, SHORT.CREDITS - 15.274);
max( 0, DC.CREDITS - 16.656);
max( 0, 16.656 – DC.CREDITS);
max( 0, PRIVATE.CREDITS - 5.953);

Y = 0.766797 + 4.93667 * BF1 + 60.306 * BF4 - 0.834899 * BF5 +
4.6608 * BF7 - 0.0351314 * BF9 - 0.253763 * BF10 + 0.923338 * BF12 0.0383802 * BF13 + 0.0691361 * BF14
(8)
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Comparison of Model Performances
To determine the best cutoff point of classification for each model and to
conduct a comparative analysis on the performance of the network and
MARS models, ROC analysis has been utilized. The results of ROC analyses
performed are summarized in Table 18 and Table 19.

Table 18: ROC Statistics

DATA

CONSOLIDATED

NONCONSOLIDATED

Test Result
Variable(s)

Area

Std.
Error

Asymptotic
Sig.

Asymptotic 95%
Confidence
Interval
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound

NEURAL
NETWORK

0,787

0,020

0,000

0,747

0,826

MARS

0,738

0,021

0,000

0,696

0,779

NEURAL
NETWORK

0,708

0,019

0,000

0,670

0,746

MARS

0,736

0,022

0,000

0,694

0,780

TYPE II ERROR

OVERALL RATE
OF CORRECT
CLASSIFICATION

ACCURACY
t-Value

NONCONSOLIDATED

TYPE I ERROR

CONSOLIDATED

MODEL

BEST CUTOFF

DATA

NUMBER OF IND.
VARIABLES

Table 19: Performance Statistics

NEURAL
NETWORK

12

0,455

35,91

19,14

74,13

11,308

MARS

12
(5)*

0,424

34,55

24,62

71,40

10,028

NEURAL
NETWORK

12

0,373

27,73

27,05

72,68

10,628
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MARS

9
(8)*

0,437

35,00

21,88
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72,86

10,713

*Number of basis functions (number of independent variables)
Type I Error: Rate of the observations that are in fact unfavorable, but classified as unfavorable
Type II Error: Rate of the observations that are in fact favorable, but classified as unfavorable
Accuracy t-statistic = (Overall Correct Classification Rate – 0,50)*n1/2 / 0,50

The above tabular information indicates that all the models perform
better than a naïve model does since the asymptotic significance probability
for all of the models very approximates to 0. On the other hand, the MARS
model seems superior to the network model in the case of nonconsolidated
data, but inferior in the case of consolidated data. In general, no robust
evidence has been obtained to conclude that any of the techniques is more
efficient and successful. So, regarding the complexity of network models and
the difficulty with transforming them to a functional form, MARS models
may pass beyond network models due to their user-friendly and easily
understandable structure.

A Further Examination to Use Model Predictions in
Calculating Minimum Capital Requirements
With the purpose of assessing the convenience of our model predictions for
practical issues, a supplementary attempt has been carried out to test
whether the PD predictions that the models produced can be used
efficiently in calculating banks’ capital requirements and to examine the
extent to which these calculations could be accurate. To accomplish that, a
minimum capital requirement amount has been calculated for each
observation using the unexpected loss formula given in Equation 4 as based
on our PD estimations via the models assuming that EAD equals total
amount of cash credits and LGD is 100 %, which means full utilization of a
credits by borrowers. Then, these amounts have been analyzed in
comparison with the officially stated figures through Kendall’s Tau-b and
Spearman’s Rho tests. Table 20 and Table 21 reflect the results of the
correlation tests.
As can be inferred from the tabular information, all the correlation
coefficients are considered to be significant at 99,9 % confidence. With few
exceptions only, there exist strong correlations (bigger than 70 percent)
among the actual and calculated capital requirement amounts. These
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findings are crucial to the aim and scope of our study and support our
expectation that it may be practicable to construct simple credit risk models
using the publicly available financial statement data of banks.
Table 20: Correlation Statistics for Consolidated Data
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
Kendall's
tau_b

NEURAL
NETWORK
MARS

ACTUAL
Spearman's
rho

NEURAL
NETWORK
MARS

Correlation
Sig. (2N
Correlation
Sig. (2N
Correlation
Sig. (2N
Correlation
Sig. (2N
Correlation
Sig. (2N
Correlation
Sig. (2N

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

1
.
549
**
,688
0
549
**
,668
0
549
1
.
549
**
,862
0
549
**
,842
0
549

NEURAL
NETWORK
**
,688
0
549
1
.
549
**
,756
0
549
**
,862
0
549
1
.
549
**
,898
0
549

MARS
**

,668
0
549
**
,756
0
549
1
.
549
**
,842
0
549
**
,898
0
549
1
.
549

Table 21: Correlation Statistics for Non-Consolidated Models
ACTUAL
Kendall's
tau_b

ACTUAL

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2tailed)
N
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NEURAL
NETWORK
**
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.

0

0

854
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,672
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NEURAL
NETWORK

MARS

Spearman's
rho

ACTUAL

NEURAL
NETWORK

MARS

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2tailed)
N
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2tailed)
N
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2tailed)
N
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2tailed)
N
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2tailed)
N

,668

**
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**

1

,723

0

.

0

854
**
,672

854
**
,723

854
1

0

0

.

854
1

854
**
,861

854
**
,851

.

0

0

854
**
,861

854
1

854
**
,868

0

.

0

854
**
,851

854
**
,868

854
1

0

0

.

854

854

854

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Conclusions
In this paper, some conditional credit models based are introduced that
have been constructed using the data that belong to the Turkish Banking
Industry and an exactly simple and different methodology in which the
quality of cash credit portfolios is measured with the ratio of delinquent
credits to total credits and the changes in this ratio are considered as an
approximate measure for changes in the banks’ credit risk exposure.
Financial ratios representing the weights of credit sub-portfolios in the
overall portfolio as well as a separate measure of country risk are employed
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as independent variables to model credit quality changes by Neural Network
and MARS algorithms.
The empirical findings show that dynamic structure of credit
portfolios in terms of credit segments, length of maturity, and type of
currency is one of the determinants of credit risk so that concentration on
specific credit sub-portfolios may contribute less or more risk. Moreover,
there exists some evidence that overall economic condition of a country may
have a great impact on quality of credit portfolios and credit risk to which
banks would be exposed. Additionally, especially in our network models, we
investigate a parallel relationship between the amount of credits given to
bank owners or members and credit risk, which supports the importance of
corporate governance issues to risk phenomenon in banking. Similarly,
credits utilized by subsidiaries and affiliates are associated with an identical
effect on credit risk and quality. Besides, credit cards and short-term credits
constitute the most problematic credit portfolios that banks must carefully
deal with, merely in developing economies with rapidly changing
conditions. The currency in which credits are denominated and the credits
given for foreign trade transactions become important risk factors under the
circumstances that foreign exchange rates are unsteady and unforeseeable.
Our empirical results provide no convincing proof about the
dominance of neural network and MARS techniques to one another. The
techniques both have produced comparable prediction performances,
anyway better than that of a naïve model. We also obtain some findings
suggesting that the PD predictions produced by these models may
constitute a precedent and can be taken as input in calculating minimum
capital requirement.
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Paper aims at defining the value, taking conceptual ideas from the service
economy, and at designing main conceptual criteria for correcting of routine
approach in economics. It is built as a theoretical questioning and debate,
starting with reminding certain issues from the Mercantilist and Physiocrat
economic thought. The servicity view is thus reasoned, i.e. the respect to the
actual service brought to the whole socio-economic and natural environment,
being a part of a larger research. The actual context of the debate is given by
the knowledge society in the post-industrial era. The results indicate
theoretical clarifying, bringing a renovating interpretative view of value,
particularly concerning the Physiocrat roots of value and productivity, as well
as new questions to be answered, in a heterodox approach, containing the
reserve of new horizons to be developed and applied in concrete
circumstances.
Keywords: value; productivity

Prolegomena
Today's debts crisis compels economics to basic rethinking of its own
foundations: for a better understanding of real life; because, it is very likely
that such tremendous crisis may have come from such routine economic
thinking as well.
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Present research starts a debate on value as a basic concept for
economics; economic growth, probably the most frequently mentioned
concept at such crisis times, ensues than simply as a corollary of such
debate.
The first meaning of value explained by Stanciulescu A. (2005), p.
1446, says: 'In an abstract sense, a characteristic of something that is good,
desirable and important...; in a concrete way, the things themselves that are
good, desirable and important (truth, good, beauty)'.
Naturally, all of the above are relative: truth varies with how much
we know; good and beauty vary with the assessor's personal tastes and
criterions considered. Nevertheless, human values exist indeed, tending
towards the general, i.e. universal, holding actually for us all, especially as
when the temporal dimension is also concerned, i.e. the well is not only for
now or for a passing fashion, but also for the future generations, for the
humanity. We deem humanity to be above all things humane, which is what
made us what we are, different from animals. Assessment of value should
then be made based on humaneness as a criterion. Among such human
values we would quote goodness, the propensity for harmony and mutual
understanding, mercy and helpfulness to thy neighbor, volunteerism and
selflessness as working for a societal ideal, creativity in arts and science,
intelligence, wisdom, rectitude, thoroughness.
The second meaning of value which quoted dictionary mentions,
already takes us to 'efficacy, power' (idem, p. 1446), wherefrom the
connection with a series of economic concepts. A series of meanings
ascribable to trade and finance follow next.
In the same ranking order, in Geddes & Grosset (2006), p. 359, the
first meaning of value is 'worth, merit, importance', later on following the
sense '(pi) moral principles’?
The dimensions of the paper does not allow us to develop the issue,
but we must say that the reason of the reference to the issue of moral values
is the need for widening the horizons of perceiving the world and the life: it
seems like that common economic approaches brought us rather
quantitative analyses and arrived by often overlooking the most important
components of our lives (and of the economy here included; moreover, all
life components have impact on the economic activities, processes and
behaviors). Such limited approach -combined with the importance of the
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economy in our nowadays - tends to simplify our approaches and set of
values, by transforming not only our lives, but mainly the common
understanding, in some much more simplistic than they actually are,
generating non-profound views and, therefore, misunderstandings.
Our option is for not avoiding the main, philosophical, meaning of
the concept of value, whether the issues are economic or not, but even for
judging values (economic included) by or related to such supreme meaning
criterion: such meaning is the most appropriate for any analysis concerning
a human issue. Any relation made for the purpose of particularizing the
general meaning of the word value and any other meanings or
interpretations of it, may come only after and, if not contradicting the main
meaning above. This is the human meaning in which we 'acknowledge some
feature of things as a value [that] is to take it into account in decisionmaking, or in other words to be inclined to advance it as a consideration in
influencing choice and guiding oneself and others' (quotation from
Blackburn, 1996, p. 390).
As developed in Section 2, today the concept of value is of no
concern for the economic thought as indeed it used to be up to the
Neoclassic. In today's acceptation, value is almost exclusively seen
empirically, as express quantification, especially for individual, particular,
cases, even though economic growth itself depends on it.
We live conceptually reductionist times, where the effort for
punctual substantiation and for the instant practical applicability has grown
to impair the concepts themselves: as if fundamental research were decreed
worthless if not there and then explicitly shown application thereof,
preferably the short time run product, instant if possible; or else, as if what
cannot be spoken in numbers would not be worth being spoken at all,
because of the concrete type of thought many display, or possibly lack of
abstraction and generalization. Over strictness in practical application, of
principles just per se, leads to supreme inaccuracy: close to Roman times
Summunjus, summa injuria; which is a statement for the market myopia,
business optics - yet a major fallacy in economics research.
Our approach is not developed mathematically: our approach
remains purely conceptual, attempting to set service economics and the
approach of economics in the light of service, at the core of economic value
assessment. Moreover, we dare keep in mind the humane and ethical
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approach of value as the main criterion, even more important than any
technical approach - economic and market approach included. Because of
such view, our approach may be interpreted as normative. We accept such
view: our normative approach is not political, but humanistic, moral
included; we also add, as an argument for our view, what M. Allais says in
his rigorous and profound analysis: 'II faut reconnaitre cependant que, si
regrettables qu'elles aient pu etre de part et d'autre, les motivations
normatives ont suscitee des discussions fructueuses entre des esprits dont
les conceptions politiques etaient radicalement opposees, et que finalement
elles ont contribue a faire progresser la science.' (Allais, 1989, p. 306).
Another position argumentative for our approach is that which Sedlacek
develops on ethics in economics in his exceptional book (Sedlacek, 2012; for
this issue, see mainly Chapter 10, p. 417).
Present research differs from the common trend of the latest scores
of years; our approach is theoretical: just a debate on major (defining) ideas
and concepts. Our research also is not made in the approach of management
or marketing: we believe such business approach like solving medium and
short term run problems to the enterprise level, but not the productivity
problem in its essence (we will develop this idea during the sections of the
paper. In this context, the paper has also the role of making better known
the approach of servicity (see infra, section 4), by several developments.
It is our belief that such an approach (theoretical and focused on
defining concepts and principles) is needed in the circumstances of today's
knowledge society under crisis; because economic problems are basic and
conceptual, insolvable therefore by the current modeling patterns before
they have been clarified as to their conceptual contents. And current
concepts are debatable precisely in terms of the economic growth theory
under today's debts' crisis coming from the routine perception of value. We
believe that half-grasped aspects persist in such respect; to be revealed as
hidden precisely below what routine says is well known. Based on the
novelties come with the service economy theory, we think we can safely say
that industrialization has set such routine that we need out of, as the only
valid way out of the crisis. Insufficiently researched routine aspects need
principle and conceptual clarification: thus only we can take our distances
from the routine thought, the (common) production model and economic
growth approach included.
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The paper starts with searching certain approaches consistent with
the value concept, in the genuine liberalism, presuming that the nowadays'
liberalism lost the genuine foundations. Such searching is not a common
literature review, because the paper has no interest in inventorying: such
inventory is not a goal for present paper; but it aims only at finding the
(lost) roots, from the initial (genuine) liberalism, of several elements
concerning the original servicity approach (which is developed in section 4).

Economic thought roots to be considered
Physiocratic liberalism, of before the English Classicism and Adam Smith's
thought, would be our main focus background: in our view, the economic
common thought by-passes the impact of industrialization on such thought;
thus we will try to connect the genuine liberalist production principle
directly to nowadays service economy, such liberalism proving relevant for
understanding the economic core of the human acts in the economy.
Value, as a concept, morphed continuously, some face or other
thereof proving dominant over some economic times or other. Mentioning
silver and gold-value, specific to Mercantilism, is useful, because such coinvalue is connecting well to today's emphatic 'mercantilism', plus implying
the some win, some lose concept, extremely materialistic (i.e. attached to
silver and gold) and tending to be swept under the carpet of today's
professed mutual advantage of any market exchange (win-win).
The Physiocrats, who actually fathered economic liberalism,
thought silver and gold validity is revealed in the act of such metal
morphing into goods of use. The material good-value approach draws value
nearer to utility, not yet explicitly focusing on utility (especially not on any
type utility, as it happens today), but on the material goods naturally and
clearly begot (as a net plus) by human toil, of which wheat would be the
standard, based on the vital importance wheat has for each individual and
community, also based on the basic role accomplished of wheat in the
human needs view. Some might smirk today at the Physiocrats' view of
farming being the exclusive productive economic field; but such neat
discrimination, of productive, vs. sterile human economic activity, makes
clear the way the Physiocrats saw economic life, as necessarily creating net
plus value as against status prior to the economic activity: metal or wood
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turning into a metal or wood object is sterile value-wise; such change is
sterile if compared with a wheat stalk (bearing many grains) grown out of a
single grain, which - specifically for farming - is obviously creative, a
palpable material testimony of plus-value added to the start material/object.
Such is the genuine plus value producing: the production of a novel actual
value, added to the pre-existent, net, clear, self-evident, beyond doubt.
From the Physiocrats, Adam Smith kept, the idea of transposing
labor in material goods (under the form of his well-known labor-value
theory), yet somewhere along the line dropping the original concept of net
material creation (i.e. over what had existed before the respective
production process), which had a bearing on the concepts of productivity
and value; even if his approach is very complex (see infra, next quotations).
In classicist economic thought, the term production is used with the same
meaning for both (i) natural creation process (as it happens when many
wheat grains arise out of just one, to stay with this farming icon) and (if) the
activities of turning certain materials into other forms (e.g. in small or large
scale manufacturing). This later transformation of materials gives new
objects (objects having new utility), but the net plus production is turned
into indefinite and difficult to compute or estimate plus of work...
Consequently, when Smith gives agriculture the most productive role, he
does it not for its quality of generating the net production (like the
completely new wheat grains, for instance), but for 'employing the most
labor': 'No equal capital puts into motion a greater quantity of productive
labor than that of the farmer. Not only his laboring servants, but his
laboring cattle, are productive laborers. In agriculture, too, nature labors
along with man; and though her labor costs no expense, its produce has its
value, as well as that of the most expensive workmen.' (Smith, 1993, p. 16).
We should note Smith's approach to the contribution of the Nature herself:
it brings value by herself. Smith keeps a privileged place for agriculture, by
compared to other economic activities, and trade comes only third, after the
industry, probably function of the labor amount such activities take; but
agriculture coming first is surely due to the bigger contribution of nature in
such activities - a Physiocratic heritage. The same considerations hold true
for the concept of product, as a result of respective activities. And we should
compare this view with the today's reality, when the contribution of nature
is almost ignored: the wood is 'cheap' and labouring the land is badly paid,
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as also are the agricultural products; but trade negotiations bring much
larger incomes (livan, 2011. p. 7). Does it mean that forests and food are
worthless?
Considering economic actions in the context of human actions (see
Smith, 1830, p. 132 and 156), we found appropriate also the next fragment in
his Theory of Moral Sentiments; and we consider it possibly, the first
approach of the value of a service that we found in Adam Smith (dating
maybe even before his courses in Glasgow University): he distinguishes 'une
sympathie directe pour les affections et les motifs qui l'ont determine a agir ;
de meme le sentiment que nous avons du merite de son action, nait de ce
que j'appelle une sympathie indirecte pour la reconnaissance de la personne
sur laquelle influe cette action. ... le sentiment que nous avons du merite
d'une action, est un sentiment compose ... : une sympathie directe pour les
sentiments de la personne qui agit, et une sympathie indirecte pour la
gratitude de la personne que faction de 1'autre oblige.' (Smith, 1830, p. 130,
131).
Such definition comes after Smith mentions the 'gratitude of a man
to his benefactor', with the opportunity of analyzing the sentiment of Merit
and of Demerit of human actions. We would add here that, in our approach,
the merit is the contribution of the economic actor, his effort, and not only
the effect, i.e. the man's gratitude of his benefactor.
Smith does not approach the relations among the economic agents
in terms of conflict (Smith, 1830, p. 160), but of harmony and of the interest
of the individual for the society he lives in (we emphasize that society is the
environment of humans; but environment can be also seen as wider than
society). In Smith's vision, the individual feels his own interest to be 'lie a la
prosperite de la societe', and not against the society, not at the stake of his
environment. Moreover the individual depends on the environment, on
preserving societal welfare (idem, p. 162).
As against market simplistic assessment, e.g. rewards and
hierarchies made by the market, which work on recorded effects, the
complexity of Smith's approach also requires that each action be assessed
considering, besides quoted effects, intent as well (firstly) and external
effects (externalities, appeared as a consequence of the action concerned); to
such issue see Smith (1830), p. 168 and the next: 'Ces consequences,
dependent presque toujours de la fortune, et non de la personne qui agit....
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Les seules consequences ... qui peuvent lui faire meriter la louage ou le
blame, sont celles qui etaient dans son intention, et dans son voeu; celle
enfin qui resultent evidement de quelque qualite bienfaisante ou mauvaise
de son coeur.'
Yet Smith admits, already at this point in time, that such principles
are not always what their applying mechanisms - contradictory at times - are
based on: see, to such effect, op.cit., p. 170 and next.
The correction later made by David Ricardo to the concept of laborvalue, i.e. embodied labor-value, and proved an extremely materialistic
dead-end alley. Such new vision of value - actually a rigorous enlightenment,
at his time - which later generated Marx's (political) economic theory, may
hold true for material goods exclusively: embodying into merchandize is
possible into material objects only. It is impossible into actions, i.e. activities
(services) highly immaterial, not expressed as newly-manufactured
products. Immaterial goods have not a palpable physical body (defined by
physical indicators) in which human effort to be embodied.
That is why services seem 'non-productive' to many economists.
Marxism accepts 'indirect productivity' to a series of services (named
industrial works) i.e. to the services acting on material goods, on palpable
objects, services that are found in visible changes of such palpable goods. On
this issue, we think that the difference between the activity branches
absorbing human effort cannot by itself discriminate into productive and
non-productive effort, a proletarian's labor for the capitalist enterpriser is
actually a service: it is work performance, or labor service performed.
The classicism expressed such 'embodying' as costs, while for Marx
everything (material) boiled down to labor (here we have the extreme of the
classic value-labor theory). Marx's plus-value theory, highly controversial (as
his theory of exploitation), questions the enterprising owner's right to
endorse such plus-value (as the organizer of production and employer of the
proletarian worker), his alternative advanced being workers endorsing it.
The 'miraculous' apparition of a value supplementary to the preexistent is, indeed, fascinating: because it actually justifies human effort; yet,
considered for any production process, such apparition of a supplementary
value generates problems at the point where it steps out of crystal clear
absolute (material) plus-grains grown out of just one, worked upon and
presided over by Mother Nature, as the Physiocrats saw the economic
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phenomenon of value creation in the original liberalism. What is such plus
and the whereabouts thereof were constant issues with the theorists of
economics, at least up to Maurice Allais and his surplus theory. If we stop
debating such issue, pure market speculation is free to push the world into
economic and financial crisis.
At economic classicism's time, Frederic Bastiat fills a special frontstage position, by introducing his service-value concept. Except that
economic thought was not yet ready for the leap: services were even seen as
non-productive {e.g. Smith associated them especially with the butler's
duty) and, for a long time to come, services continued to be deemed
marginal (as they are, indeed, for some, even today): economic thought
drifted with the materialist routine as overwhelmingly impacted by
industrialization.
Neoclassicism stretched economic perception beyond matter
strictly (i.e. utility-value), at the price of even more ambiguity than what
Classicism already presented us with related to the production of value;
neoclassicism view of value drifted even farther away from the original
Physiocrats'. The shift of focus from the production to the market (focusing
economic analysis on the market, instead of on the production) occurred
with no adequate changes of terminology; which explains why we can assess
the productivity of economic agents who do not run production processes:
an economic agent may issue (i.e. offer to sell) a certain output, yet he does
not necessarily produce it himself (as his own product); but may have got it,
normally by trading, or else as a gift, or from theft, begging or other stances,
understudied by economics. Consequently, today's productivity" is not only
the farmer's and the industrialist's, but also the merchant's, the hair stylists,
the physician's and others'. So we leave alone the stretching of the original
terms so they may cover the contents of the whole economic reality;
however, serious attention is due to one of the issues mentioned, i.e. the
source of value.
The neo-classicist approach, i.e. exclusively by the market angle,
settles both value amount and value distribution (generically; i.e. not
discriminated into pre-existent value and newly-created value). Namely,
value distribution is based on the presumption that the economic entity
cashing in revenue thanks to the market mechanisms is the producing entity
as well, such cash coming to the concerned economic agent as a counter162
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value of certain activities of his/her. So is the problem of the source of value
solved in the neo-classical approach.
Solved in italics, as in fact the issue is not really solved, the
neoclassical thought actually by-passing it, believing it solved: causal
approaches, creation issue, are out of the question with them, while such
approaches were central, rather than just present, prior to neo-classicism, in
both Physiocrats' and classics' (including Marx's) views. The source of value
does not really matter anymore in economic analysis, being automatically
ascribed to the economic entity that cashes in values, regardless of where
such value may proceed from. And the value produced is assumed as
automatically and in an indubitable manner equivalent to the cashed in.
Starting with neoclassicism, value - which the classics (Marx included) saw
as conceptually distinct from price - almost vanishes as an issue of economic
debate, i.e. is no longer a factor to debate, but is simply given by the market.
Which is a rather simplistic view, we think, as logical scientific analysis
would, among other things, look for the factors, causes or sources (of value).
Or, presuming value to be created by an endorser of such value's market
counter value (as negotiated and under the accruing circumstantial
background) would be, to say the least, shallow. Smith says that the market
brings not an 'accurate measure', but an adjustment however, 'according to
that sort of rough equality which, though not exact, is sufficient for carrying
on the business of common life' (Smith, 1993, p. 15). Let us dare say that the
science analyzing the economic life (economics) should prove more
accuracy than what is sufficient for carrying on the business. Science is
called to more than just take snap-shots in the landscape. Science needs to
understand and explain the facts of life, dig out the causes thereof, and
interpret the resulted complex effects, laws, automatisms, co-relations as the
case may be.
This is no criticism of the market life: business is run based on the
market. Our criticism is only directed against acceptation, by economics
(economic theory), of such result as infallible, precisely because of the facts'
market self-evidence. The market is today the new God (Jivan, 2011) and
science is uncalled for to be a judge of it. Romanians have a proverb thief
not caught is earnest merchant; which may hold for the market, yet
economic theory {i.e. analytical economics) ought to rise above current
practice fact, to the level where interpreting and explaining such facts makes
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for profoundly and more accurately understanding them. We can say that
value surfaced because of the market but is generated by laboring creation
and intrinsic productivity. In addition, value can or cannot, be recognized by
market mechanisms; moreover, commercial value does not necessarily need
true intrinsic value. Real life gives us every day new such instances.
Taking the market view even further, Neoliberalism comes at a time
when natural economy has almost vanished, replaced most everywhere by
the exchange economy: we live at a time of the generalized market. Under
such type society, practically no one fills his own needs himself, acting
instead a personal societal role, i.e. filling his needs in exchange actions
only, i.e. by means of the monetary system, also generalized itself. Such
generalization has made possible a unique model for all the economic
activities - see infra, the developments in the next Section 3.
Empiricism in economics decreed that value has what sells well by
the market mechanics and almost nothing but, the more the money
pocketed the higher the value. Such reductionism abusively ousted
unmeasured or unquantifiable values, the supreme included, indeed all that
fell out of the money economy111; but a series of non-values were
introduced, based on the j"actuality of the cash in: since the money came
from no genuine creative action, the empiricists decreed productive any
money gain... and here we had our thief not caught theorized into 'earning
merchant, above-board in terms of not only legality, but also common logic,
which proves degrading for both ethics and human intrinsic quality.
The generalized market and the pressure promotion overflowing
every mass media channel made for the ubiquity of the trading off formulas
and criterions, till by and by the market got the better of the human spirit.
Not the serving of the client, not quality above all, but market
competitiveness has grown to be every economic actor's goal. We may have
kept our heads above the routine clichés fed us from every direction if we
realized that the winner takes it all is a concept begetting losers: he who
climbs to the top enjoys the stance in his own benefit, i.e. he touches at the
comfortable indices market area, with top favorable public image, access to
finance and negotiation power share. Under the circumstances of scarce
resources and limited outlets, economic actor A threshing competition
means gaining (for A) part of the resources that normally other economic
actors could have used, and shares of the market thereof.
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Veblen brought correction to the routine market approach.
Reminding the role of culture, in a possible connection with the concern of
Smith for the intent in the topic of merit (see the previous quotations from
Smith, 1830), Veblen said that: 'The habit of distinguishing and classifying
the various purposes and directions of activity prevails of necessity always
and everywhere; for it is indispensable in reaching a working theory or
scheme of life. The particular point of view, or the particular characteristic
that is pitched upon as definitive in the classification of the acts of life,
depends upon the interest from which a discrimination of the facts is
sought. The grounds of discrimination, and the norm of procedure in
classifying the facts, therefore, progressively change as the growth of culture
proceeds for the end for which the facts of life are apprehended changes,
and the point of view consequently changes also. So that what are
recognized as the salient and decisive features of a class of activities or of a
social class at one stage of culture will not retain the same relative
importance for the purposes of classification at any stage.' (Veblen, 1953, p.
25-26).
Such distinction - quoted from Veblen - allows a better
understanding of the principle of the invisible hand. In fact, Smith was
talking about 'franche concurrence', already in his first great book (Smith,
1830, p. 151); without such distinction, the invisible hand could be
misinterpreted, as in fact was (and is) interpreted (assumed) precisely by the
subjects targeted by original liberalism principles.
There is, however, no reason for us to presume idealistically - and
economic life (at least Romania's, today) prove our reticence right - that the
winner is the better of any loser (better mainly by what he intents/manifests
useful for human society; and also by his common market features): a
market hit does not necessarily imply quality and value (quality and service
can be used for gaining competitiveness; unfortunately, quality and service
are not the only ways to competitiveness), as Thorsten Veblen showed at his
time; also he proved that, even if 'the immediate effect of ... [the] pecuniary
struggle ... would be to make men industrious and frugal', it does not always
happen so, the process being 'disturbed by other economic forces or other
features of the emulative process...' (Veblen, 1953, p. 41). His opinion is that
the reality follows the 'traditional meritoriuousness of wealth' {idem, p. 89),
'in some measure so far as regards the lower class, whose ordinary means for
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acquiring goods is productive labor. This is especially true of the laboring
classes in a sedentary community which is at an agricultural stage of
industry, ... and whose lows and customs secure to these classes a more or
less definite share of the product of their industry' {idem, page 41).
The quotations above show, once again, the distance between
today's economy and that of the Physiocrats'... In fact it so happens that at
times the economic entity focused on provided quality is beaten in advance
by the more 'competitive' adverse entities, who prove a bigger, more
influent, or larger buyer of sales/distribution networks, a stronger
negotiator, a better informed actor ready to use the soft spots in the
partners' files, or even blackmail the beneficiaries, the providers and the
competitors. The usual marketing politics of enterprisers aim at
differentiating them on the market, not to create value which can be useful
to their environment. Many marketing studies show the importance of the
relation between the seller and the buyer, but product quality and delivery
performance can bring only a moderate potential in gaining and
maintaining 'key supplier status' (see, for instance, Ulaga & Eggert, 2006):
the true creation efforts are not actually rewarded by the market
mechanisms. In competitiveness terms, on the vine or fruit market, for
instance, he who cares for the genuine natural character of grapes or apples,
rather than on such merchandise's looks, is beaten in advance, in
confrontation with the other arguments of competiveness: this is how the
market law crushed a good share of the Romanian big and small-scale
production, when, post 1989, in competition with the much larger western
companies, the vernacular economic entities went down to survival
threshold, and lower.
Thorstein Veblen distinguishes between exploit and labour. For
labour (as opposed to exploit) he also writes industry or drudgery, the latter
for pre-ancient times.
See Veblen (1953) to such topic, especially pages 25, 26, 27 and
others. For instance, on page 26 he says: 'A distinction is still habitually
made between industrial and non-industrial occupations; and this modern
distinction is a transmuted form of the barbarian distinction between
exploit and drudgery. Such employments as warfare, politics, public worship
and public merrymaking, are felt, in the popular apprehension, to differ
intrinsically from the labor that has to do with elaborating the material
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means of life. The precise line of demarcation is not the same as it was in the
early barbarian scheme, but the broad distinction has not fallen into disuse.'
I believe the same distinction should be kept in the inside of any
activity: as inside a 'productive' firm, i.e. between labor on one hand, and
'warfare and politics' at the firm's level (made by marketing tactics and
strategies and other alike) on the other hand. Such distinction sees noun
exploit as bold achievement, yet, as a verb, meaning to utilise, to develop,
but also to take unfair advantage of, esp. for financial gain, a synonym to 'to
befool', or 'to milk'', as per Geddes&Grosset (2006), p. 116 and 486. Telling is
also the fact that, the most often, the laurels go to those who exploit (as the
recent financial crisis showed); those who labor have not time enough to
take advantage of circumstances or of their environment, but gain results
only on their own effort, on which also the laurelled thrive for their exploits.
The word exploit looks ironical. The distinction made by Veblen is very
telling. )'.

Causal principle of value and servicity approach
Our few references to several key moments from the history of economic
thought had the only purpose of grounding our approach and finding
certain roots of it in the genuine liberalism (our research has no intention to
survey the catalogue of the elder or current economic theoretical literature:
it is not a goal of this paper); just/only the essentials of the servicity
approach were searched in the origins of liberalism.
The modern service literature is not references, since the paper tries
to reconsider a part of the history of classical liberal economic thought that
is ignored in the nowadays common approach.
Dissatisfied with the neoclassic solution to the issue of value, which
did not clarify the concept (but which is still dominant in economic
thought) as well as with the industrialist fallacious approach, we propose to
question the source of value.
We consider acting a role in the social system benefit as central (see
the emphasis placed on it by Giarini, 2008; interesting developments
connected to such issue were made also in Giarini&Stahel, 1993, for
instance). Also, we consider aim and conception naturally followed by the
actual achievement, regardless of the (im) materiality of such act, or of its
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components (developing this issue is proposed for another future paper).
Economic action embodied into objects and materials, as a specific limited
case, led to Ricardo's and Marx's formula, later mitigated but never really
solved by the neoclassicism, in its causality and role terms; the starting point
should be the more general case of the societal function to fulfill, a case not
always ending in new material goods. For such latter case, Ricardo's
materialization (embodiment) does not apply: human effort (plus Mother
Nature's, could be added in a Physiocratic horizon), go directly to the effect
as a specific utility expressed as well by materials and object as by
direct/indirect human action or other such like. What is of interest here is
causality and effects, contribution and merit for which the market solution
is debatable, to say the least.
The commonest of the equations for productivity, i.e. product
divided by the considered factor (presumed causal for respective product,
caeteris paribus) only induced a sort of a mystifying routine: a perception so
deeply rooted, of the collective mind, that even the questioning thereof is
out of the question. The goods which are put on the market by an
enterpriser (becoming his output) are not actually and indubitably produced
by him or by the concerned factors he owns, as already said: the causes are
much more complex; as well as the effects of an enterpriser's activity are
much more complex to be limited to an individual person or moment in
time (see our further comments in the paper). Suppose part of our readers
may think it difficult to follow the reasoning and the debate we open, such
ideas sounding idle (or even imperceptible) to their ears: such very difficult
or misunderstanding proves us all the righter, showing (1) how deep wrong
ideas can dig; and (2) how severe the alterations are, which the switch from
the original (pre-classical) concepts led to. The current terminology seems
cut for expressing almost nothing but the installed routine ideas, dominant
in economic thought.
We are interested in (a) the causality and the generation of the
effects. Such interest does not necessarily develop from reasons of value
distribution: we will not (and have no intention to) debate in radical or
Marxist terms. Our interest is purely scientific, in a quest for a conceptual
clarification and a clearer mapping of outlines, in terms of principles. Such
an approach is mostly needed in our times, when, despite of the registered
economic values and productivity growth (or exactly because of it!), the
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economy entered the deepest crisis we ever knew: it shows that the very way
we understand value (and all values) is wrong and even dangerous. And we
are interested in (b) the effects themselves (meaning true value): nature
thereof firstly, not only sizing, which would come next; quantitative aspects
are secondary to the conceptual-qualitative. These are the dimensions of
genuine value. The strictly mercantile is under question. In analyses, all
effects should be taken into account, in an approach wider than the
common approach.
We thus tend to think (a) creation, and (b) contribution to be the
most important (valuable) aspects of human action to be analyzed.
Consequently we get to treat the very logical right of an economic entity to
endorse revenues where the output was not created by respective entity
itself. The value of the production of an economic entity is commonly by its
income (assumed as being the "counter-value" of the concerned output). We
have in mind the economic agent who is recording an income (a
'production'), even if he may not have run any material production process,
i.e. did not produce any wheat grains, any object out of the metal or the
wood he started from. The contribution of the client to the growth of the
performer's income is given by the prices paid, as well as by his
coproduction (well known in the service field; such an approach is implicit
for the servicity concept). When speaking about logical right to income, we
do not mean, here, the market law (following the market logic), which is
entitled to its own rulings and mechanisms; but in the purposes of scientific
analyses, we invoke a superior, basic, logic: the logic of the source, of the
cause and of the merit, which, let us remember, was present in the original
liberalism of the Physiocrats as well. Such a stance (i.e. supplying the value
creation, the output, of societal actors other than yourself) is of not only the
merchant's, the thief s, the heir's... but also of the vendor's of taken over
things, like from Nature, or, on a broader time horizon, from the next
generations. The debate of the consistency of such two logics (i.e. the
philosophy's and the markets) is saved for a later date. (Here the quotations
may be reminded, that we gave infra, Section 1, from Smith, 1830, p. 168-170
and others, concerning the merit, the results, the chance, the externalities
etc.).
Our perception on genuine value creation is not a common market
one: By the market criterion, services are approached rather from the angle
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of the role in creating jobs (as they were seen from Daniell Bell approaches,
when speaking about the coming of post-industrial society, already in 1973),
mainly when such topic is more interesting: like, for instance, in periods of
crisis, when bring the hope (and the chance) of some jobs, often being the
basis of employment policies. But such services (that are developing in such
crisis periods) are not the core of the value creation: they are only some
crisis solutions for better surviving to some difficult periods. Such solutions
can be superficial, and not profound value creation, they can be good
management approaches (of business), but not fundamental for the
meaning of value in a theoretical approach (of economics). The argument
for it is exactly the fact that, in such periods, the focus of employment
policies are rather on some low-knowledge services (including household
services, cleaning, person care, barbering, shoes cleaning, couriering etc.).
Creating jobs does not mean creating value (only in a business approach).
The value creation can best be defined by the approach of servicity:
it has three main grounds: the Physiocratic heritage on value creation, the
Service economy theory and the Knowledge society principles.
If, in terms of formal organization, a series of immaterial activities
belong to other enterprises (possibly of material production, industrial or
agricultural) or they are detached, on the market, from the economic
entities where they were organized at start, and performed, such entities
must be judged from the angle of the societal role they fulfill (approach in
accordance with Giarini & Stahel developments, already quoted). Any useful
activity is valuable or productive, i.e. creative, apt to bring plus of utility. But
when saying 'useful', utility must not be seen unilaterally, exclusively for an
individual entity or for a particular moment only: a much wider horizon of
approach and analysis should be considered.
Production computed in physical units of diverse individuals and
economic entities may be the same; but computation as a result of the
market negotiations and trade powers may give very diverse computed
amounts of incomes, letting the factors from the outside of intrinsic
production process intervene and give distorted results. Such market value
does not show the true productivity of the concerned economic actor, it
does not represent the quality or capacity of producing; but only shows the
power of buying and selling, and, generally, of using, and of imposing an
own interest (against, and in the detriment of the environment) in the
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whole economy; i.e. not by creating or generating value, but by negotiating.
The value given by the market mechanisms is neither the only, nor the
supreme value (as shown at the start of this paper). Scientific analyses must
not consider a single dimension of the value, i.e. the mercantile one.
A good qualitative assessment of an economic activity is not given
mainly by how much the actor can buy, but by how much such activity
invents, how much science it makes, how good management it applies, how
much it innovates, how much new technology creates and such other
contributions. High-level services (the most intellect-intensive services or
those which give the ideas conceiving the better, the superior) are not only
transforming and manipulating the existing matter and energy, like the
material activities, but they are creating something, inventing/producing the
New, the knowledge itself, besides the already existing world: matter,
energy, non-entropy, knowledge, etc. The new constructive ideas are the
only human acts giving the (material or immaterial) surplus.
Even if the so-called Service-Dominant Logic works in the direction
of improving management (by setting free from the material industry
inheritance), it is my opinion that valences of Service economics are not
enough utilized in the development of orthodox general economics; mainly
the service approach can be better turned into good account. The
information and communication technological developments are the most
recent variant of the services economy. Such technologies have appeared
and develop on the field of the services economy, which thus has been
technologically enriched, joining together information technologies'
principles with the principles of the service economy and of the knowledge
economy, in full consistency of the former with the latter, providing the core
role of intellect-intensive activities, resources and approaches in our world.
Such view contradicts the strictly market computed value principle
and productivity that is attributed by market mechanisms to actually
productive or unproductive (profiting, exploiting") actors. Making no effort
to build a forest, but only to cut it down, means no creation {i.e. it is no
value creating, by the Physiocratic meaning of production): but it means
appropriating values from the natural environment. Be they from suppliers,
from buyers (customers) or from competitors, large incomes got by
sophisticated and cunning negotiation and by other marketing policies
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means no value creating, no genuine production, but value caught
(appropriated) from the economic and social environment.
In the case of the forest, this creation (production) is not made by
an economic entity in humans' society, but by Mother Nature. Nature's
contribution and loss for mankind are ignored by market and by common
economic analysis. The cutting is actually rather destructive, as an effect:
landslides may follow, as well as detrimental air composition,
desertification, loss of fauna and flora to respective habitat and more such
like. The entire costs should be more thoroughly considered by economics.
When debating productivity and value created by work, we should
always explain precisely whose work we are discussing or referring to. And
cutting forests, as well as all economic actions have effects that need to be
judged upon as complex, not just the enterpriser's. This is how the need is
proven for passing from productivity to servicity, as shown below.
Certain economic agents may thrive without bringing
supplementary contributions of their own, to society and to their
environment, or having any special merit: the intellectual/conceptual plus is
what we call merit, and the good done to others, not the negotiation power
of spellbinding clients into buying hot and suppliers into selling cheap,
which would be rather sneakiness, i.e. a non-quality in terms of human
ethics. Trading may work on its own terms, i.e. not humane and not social,
but our debate looks beyond the shoulder of the businessman, demanding a
horizon for science (economics included) broader than the economic actors'
driven by their interests' reasons, and not in the least by the logic of
philosophy. Economic science should answer to higher requirements and
principles than business.
Value is relative: it is related to something; (i) firstly to the entity
that produces it; (if) but it is also correlated with the entity which possesses
it (and then can dispose), which profits (benefits) of it, may consume or use
it, and correlated with an owner or beneficiary. The owner may not be the
producer itself; every value can have different beneficiaries - quite like the
value produced in the Physiocratic agriculture, but used by the whole
human society: the beneficiary may be a customer or other entities, as well
as the producer itself.
The routine separation of producer theory and consumer theory
fallaciously divides the analysis into two 'different' parts. In fact, every
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economic entity is a producer and a consumer, and it does not follow two
different theories; every economic entity can generate values - using values
at the same time - but value can be used by different entities. The relating
link point is capital, i.e. the manner of conceiving the value creation and use.
Such original view, with unusual bench marks of mentioned
relativity, yields servicity approach, respectively the distinction between the
common indicator of productivity and what this indicator does not cover.
The difference among the various types of approaching and analysing the
relative value generates the different prices, as the value perceptions of the
value creator (i) and of the user (if) confront one another, most often
antagonistically, imposing each as much as possible, as far as specific
interest go, especially as much as affordable, in terms of own power,
opportunity, circumstances, own ethics and education generally speaking"1.
Value also depends on (i.e. relates to) a certain concept, a specific culture,
i.e. on a system of criterions and principles - economic as well as cultural,
humanistic etc. It so was, preponderantly, initially, i.e. historically, as
mankind evolved. Claiming a general validity in (strictly) money terms is
relatively recent; pertaining to the civilization dominated by material
consumption and by the money profit urged by the specific culture of the
consumption society and after the exchange economy became generalized.
It is important not to generalize a concept dominant over a certain lapse of
time, as being unique, permanent and forever. Such narrow perception has
its limits, being culture specific too.
Affiliation of the concept of servicity to the approach of the
Physiocrats and the issue of founding servicity concept, on roots of the
beginning liberalist economic thought comes as a development of what can
be found in Jivan (1995), p. 75, and is based on the idea that gaining from
trade and other business is effected implicitly on others than respective
doer; which happens implacably, i.e. regardless anyone's intent, due to the
market mechanisms (such intent may be 'exploiting' the environment, or,
contrarily, very protective); and which also happens regardless whether
human law can, or not, record the gain based on negotiation as productivity.
In our perception of the economic life, this Physiocratic view became the
essence of distinctly evidencing servicity, in the purpose of completing the
indicator of productivity, even opposing it as commonly perceived and used:
the genuine (intrinsic) productivity (what we called servicity) means
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generating results per se (on own merits and contributions), the results not
being appropriated from others (as when obtaining a 'better price' by
negotiations or by certain market opportunities), from the environment (not
by using or exploiting others' merits or contributions in one's own profit),
but constituting a personal contribution; our approach clearly discriminates
between 'redistribution' of values and taking advantage of the environment
for yourself, on the one hand, and production (creation of a net plus, nondestructive, based on one's own work, effort and creation), using Nature's
laws, on the other hand. Such is the Physiocratic concept for value
production: net creation, i.e. not relative, but net, indubitable plus (value
here as absolute, non-related to specific criterions, as detailed above: such as
absolute is the generation of many grains out of just one); and truly
personal, not appropriated from the environment.
Such is the reason why intellectual services are the essence of the
value creative work and of productivity (see infra, Section 3), as the only
which, by growing, do not drain dry resources (as any other resource
consumer activity does), but, indeed, enhance such resources. Such
resources are, of course, immaterial and intellectual, 'usage in production'
thereof meaning, in fact, exerting respective faculties, implicitly developing
and increasing them, in the meaning of perfecting, and not exhausting
consumption. Such features of the intellectual services (value creative and
essence of value), are like the natural germination (implicit in the
Physiocratic approach): non- destructive, non-consuming, but creative, the
way one grain germinates into the full plant, creating the whole new grains
in the wheat ear.
From the egoistic point of view of the enterpriser, results are
assumed as 'produced' by him and market 'rewarded' to him. The effects for
the environment of the analyzed economic entity are called, from this
egocentric point of view, 'externalities'. Such external effects mean the
limited meaning of servicity: including the external quantifiable and
qualitative (unquantifiable) effects. Servicity concept aims to a wider
approach even than the concept of 'augmented product' brought (see, for
instance, Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005): servicity approach is complex as well,
but in a general theoretical (economics) view, focused on creation, and not
from the angle of marketing.
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The English word serviceability™1 tells a lot about the meaning of
the approach of servicity. For the purposes of our approach, we chose the
word servicity instead of productivity, by switching the term product with
the term service. Qualities of service must be understood with respect to the
(beneficial, useful etc.) effects, for the economic actor concerned, as well as
for his environment (suppliers, customers, partners, human society, natural
environment), as already said at Section 3. This is the wide (extended)
meaning of servicity, the whole service realized being approached.
Such approach means to delimit value production from value
appropriation and also to emphasize the societal roles rather than the
personal goals of the economic entity.
The commonly recorded productivity has an effect of selfstimulation, for the enterpriser, in the market war; but servicity involves also
social, human and environmental responsibilities, approaching the
environment in space and also in time.
Such approach should have as a main criterion the role of diverse
factors involved in generating value, i.e. in generating utility for mankind,
not only market value, as already said. Competitiveness and performance of
an economic activity should be thoroughly considered in terms of client
satisfaction, generally, in terms of the societal function accomplished,
implying sine-qua-non societal responsibility of the economic agents. Such
aspects considered at societal level are, in our view, not marginal relatively
to the company's position on the market, financial independence and power
thereof, prestige and such like individual aspects. Moreover, quoted
environmental role, functions and attitudes should not be simply secondary
results of from the effects pursued by the enterprising economic entity for
its own; but even if (from the view-point of the individual actor) they are
(marginal, resulted and not of an explicit interest; or even avoided), it is
imperative that economics place them as central in its theoretical concerns
and empirical analyses, if such analyses are to be scientific and useful as
correctly and thoroughly grasping the truths of the economy. Presuming the
invisible hand's validity does not mean looking away from the global impact,
considering such impact a non-debatable result of phenomena analyzable at
the individual level of the enterpriser exclusively. Focusing on the global
results is not a simple extension of the analysis, but should be the standard
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approach; our results should be better studied on both lines: in space and in
time.
Besides our conclusions to the studied economic thought (see
Section 2) and the teaching of Service economics, one more background for
our approach is the actual context of the debate, which is the concept of
knowledge society (against the background of the global changes and
crises); and it has a number of requirements, like the special inclusion, the
care for societal problems, the respect for the natural habitat, developed by
training, research, innovation. All the elements defining the concept of
knowledge society become requirements for the life of humans; they
demand a new approach of economic life, to any individual entity and to the
society as a whole. As a consequence, economic analysis should appropriate
the servicity approach.

Conclusive and final comments
Paper had no purpose to develop new business understanding of the
concept of value in services, but we presume that exactly the value as it was
conceived in the spirit of the initial liberalism is the genuine one. The
problem is that commonly the value is not anymore properly understood,
because of approaching it usually (even exclusively) from the angle of the
market and management (including those of marketing). The profound,
general and long nowadays crisis showed us that we need such
reconsiderations of value. The almost exclusive focus on the goals (and not
on the causes), that is usual in economic dominating thinking, proved
damaging. The concern for the causes of facts and their study was (and
remains) the start to the development of thought - in despite of the possible
subjective groundings. Analysis should be better extended on the shadow
side of evidences, believing in science rather than in superficial side
evidences.
We define value, in present study, as relative to the economic factor
concerned, i.e. as being function of each factor's contribution, and being
factor of the effects on each factor.
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Apart from the individual economic actor's role, the whole human
societies and Nature's respective roles are invoked in our debate, for most of
the economic productions and acts.
We also defined value as relative to the actors concerned, as
consistent with everyone's interest: value is not the same for the performer,
for the beneficiary, and it may be different to present or future generations
(see the cut forests illustration infra in Section 4). Such a wide approach is
different from the individual business view, yet consistent with the original
liberalist thought. We advance such view, as heritage from Physiocrats'
approach on production and growth.
Value can also be defined as relative to the degree of intellectintensity, as an index of the creative quality and of the merit of the
performer (see infra Section 3).
As a result, the output can be ranked as either created or caught
(taken): it can be generated by the very efforts and merits of the economic
entity {i.e. created by itself, as in the Physiocrat approach's requirement to
an actor that aims to be declared as 'productive'), or only got, by the
economic entity, from its environment.
As promoting such an approach, the criterions of ethics and
responsibility appear as central in all economic activity, in opposition to
their not being respected in the dominant positive economics. It is our belief
that the scientific approach should not only see (and present) the narrow,
strictly economic, features of the facts, but also understand them in all their
complexity; including cultural, social, environmental determinants and
goals. In such a complex - and also inter-disciplinary - approach, defining
human features is an imperative must: ethics is a defining human feature of
any behavior; responsibility also is a defining criterion of assessing
contributions, merits and all the aims and effects of individual entities' acts,
in human society, economy included. As already Adam Smith emphasized
(see infra Section 2).
In the approach of economic science, defining value cannot be
reduced to recording values resulted from the market mechanisms, as it is at
economic entity level: such procedure is superficial and deceptive rather
than rigorous. In such view, the philosophic defining features of value
themselves can be evoked. The science of the economy is of the society (of
humans; not of strictly physical phenomena), not of Nature, unlike physics,
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despite the desperate efforts of a number of economists to prove it a very
exact science. The criterion of merit should also be promoted, with a
meaning different from the Orthodox, imposed under the pressure of the
industrialization; with a meaning as revealed when invoking the genuine
liberalist view; i.e. merit is not definitely consistent with market and
pecuniary values, as the dominant economic thought assumes, but often
rather opposed to it, which is obvious if examining life today: see, for
instance, Romania's latest decades economic evolutions.
Generally speaking, human value is not consistent with economic
value or with other forms of material power. In the spirit of Aristotle's view
on humans' activities (see his Chrematisticsa too), we dare consider the
former more important for humanity (and for economic activities too), than
the latter. (The economy should remain a part of human society and must
not rule it: but humans are the rulers of the economy. And they must be
responsible; as well as the science analysing their economic actions. We see
such approach as relevant, if compared with the dominant economic
thought.
Let our stance be crystal clear: in our servicity approach, we do not
say that only agriculture can yield value, based on the biological laws of
natural germination, as the Physiocrats did; we only reveal the need, in
economics, to understand the Physiocrats' productivity principle, at the very
foundation and basis of their laissez-faire which, constantly invoked as it is,
should keep same constancy of presence of a productivity concept
consistent with it, or, at least, a close variant thereof, developed on same
conceptual basis. Unfortunately facts prove that:
• net plus value made by an agent's own effort is rather
replaced by profit made from market power negotiation;
any use can be a value, but it is not always a creation of
value or worth;
• consensus with the laws of natural life has been long ago
replaced by destruction of nature;
• the redistribution among the society members of the
created value is rather questionable (such topic falls beyond
the scope of present study, therefore being disregarded);
• general value validity - as with the Physiocrats' agricultural
production useful to all - is much too often replaced by
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near-sighted individual utilities, self-centred and short
lived, at a cost to others or to the environment.
The role valuable farming production has at societal level - the
capital reason for the Physiocrats productivity to exist only in agriculture requires (demands) perception of value as a generally valid utility: not
exclusively for an individual entity. By economic exchange, respective utility
can reach numerous other entities. In other words, value as strictly private
utility is not valid unless it can be of general utility (for all). If deforesting
some wood reports profit, to the cutter, such action means not a value to
society in case environmental damage thereby amounts to more than
respective private profit. And the general (universal) nature (attribute) of
the value plus must be assessed in time as well, not only in space, i.e. relative
to the whole of the society and planet and to future generations too.
Unfortunately, by discarding the original value principles, the
Physiocrats' liberalism productivity concept vanishes as well, as obvious in
today's economic lifex; therefore also vanishing the logical basis of laissezfaire, which, moreover, not only no longer produces effects as foreseen by
the Physiocrats, but perverted effects, as obvious with the new long crisis.
The Physiocrats saw the economic mechanism of laissez faire (le
monde va de lui meme) in the circumstances of the existence of a system of
labour-based agricultural communities (see Veblen's distinction exploit vs.
labour mentioned below). Or, today, exploit is dominant (but not labour)
preached and aimed, as effective economic action and also as commercialist
propaganda image of the new economic religion. Even Smith based his
invisible hand principle on moral principles, i.e. considering the intent, not
thriving at the expense of others (not exploit, but labour), action concerned
being part of the system of Mother Nature's laws, as stated by the
Physiocrats. Conclusion: similarly to the anti-trust regulations, anti-exploit
regulations should be set, and anti-quack-productivity and pro true
productivity regulations too.
The knowledge society and mainly the specific policies of European
Union, endeavour to counteract diversions from the original liberalism, as
above described: by eco-protective and sustainable development
approaches, by considering social and inclusion aspects, by promoting
equitable trade and by other such like concerns. The knowledge society
provides a background favouring such debate. The knowledge society
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principles and requirements we spoke about, also confer the possibility of
better informed practical choices. The main unsolved issue stays today's
productivity concept and the system of economic indicators in current use.
As developing the servicity approach, we evoke important valences
of the service economy today, as we think them important for surpassing the
industrialist routine and for breaking new horizons, for a more advanced
scientific knowledge, economics included.. The concept of servicity and
value seen in its approach can be considered as contributing to conceptual
clarifying in economic theory. Development on the topics is proposed in the
future. Such issues are adequate for an analysis of crises.
Replacing industrial and quantitative routine by a servicity new
approach could contribute to avoid crisis and to sustainable development of
humanity; analyses focused on the performed or induced service seem more
adequate to describe today's economic facts, and to paying a bigger
attention to each individual entity's responsibility and to long and very long
run terms interests, rather than to the short and very short: such interests
differ with the time horizon (Jivan, 2011, p. 14).
Our results are also a resource for novel research (and applications)
to be developed. A limit of present research and, in the same time, a
possibility for future opened studies, is the necessity of building novel,
better indicators, adequate for reassessing productivity, performance,
sustainable development and growth. The opening of such a pertinent
perspective (by the servicity approach) can be considered a merit of the
paper. This is a main direction to follow, an open problem to solve.
Notes
I.

II.

Most of present paper was held at RESER 2012 Conference
(September 20-22, 2012, The Academy of Economic Studies,
Bucharest, in an adequate format). It is partly a synthesis
rather than an analysis; certain of the approaches in present
paper and connected to ideas thereof can be found developed in various formats - in several of the author's
studies.
In the industrialization approach, economic thought
imposed an improper industrialist terminology on services,
on immaterial activities in general (such issue will not be
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III.

IV.

looked into in detail though, as such debate would be
outside the scope of present study); but it is useful to
remind the efforts of the French economists to increase the
rigor of the terminology (see, for instance, the Pierre
Eiglier's and Eric Langeard's 'servuction', in Eiglier &
Langeard, 1988), as an attempt to replace the term
production, for the particular case of services; the AngloSaxon thought generally was not enough open to such
approach; in fact, their proposal can be criticized as not
enough rigorous (Jivan, 1998, p. 49).
By comparison, let us note here that, at his time, even John
Stuart Mill, speaking about the utilitarianism, pain and
pleasure, insisted on the 'quality of pleasure - its nature
[which] also influences its pleasurrableness, and, hence its
value' (as opposed to 'Bentham and others [who] suggested
that the value of pleasure depends mainly on its intensity
and its duration' (apud Craig, 2005, p. 1035).
Like the wine bottle and label, package in general,
promotion, endorsement of the vending networks, or of the
buyers by promised prizes, promising prints like Novel!, like
10% for free and such like. v Francois Quesnay (in
Maxime/Adages) speaks about the 'unfair enterprises of the
private interests' (quoted by Gide & Rist, 1926, p. 57). V1 See
infra (Section 2) our previous references to Veblen. ™
People may know that they can profit by cheating, boasting
and stealing or they could get at success and power at the
stake their environment. But not all people have recourse to
such actions, if contrary to their education and principles,
which they deem higher than just gaining or winning. vm
Of the synonyms of the word serviceable (cf
Geddes&Grosset, (2006), p. 669), we choose: beneficial,
helpful, profitable, and useful. K Aristotle (1977) xxiv (p.
522), for instance. x See any dictionary debate essence vs.
denomination, or type, in our terms.
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This article aims to show to what extent strategic planning performed by
Brazilian universities from the State of Pará has contributed, whether
positively or negatively, to achieve institutional objectives. The research can
be classified as explanatory with features of a qualitative multi-case study
because it seeks to explain casual relationship between strategic planning and
institutional objectives. Managers at strategic and tactical levels were
interviewed and the data collection was conducted through interviews,
questionnaires and documentary research. Cross-analysis is used to explain
cause-effect relationships, as well as to validate the conclusions drawn from
the confrontation with the theoretical framework. It was found that University
A has nearly performed all the strategic planning process steps; however, it
does not positively contribute to the achievement of institutional objectives
since some weaknesses were identified. On the other hand, despite having
followed the same process with minor differences, University B has been able
to achieve the institutional objectives.
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Introduction
There has been an increasing social need for Higher Education in Brazil and
one that it is comparable to national trends such as cutting public spending
in higher education, science and technology advances resulting in new
disciplines and the emergence of new communication technologies and
computerization. At the administrative level, there is an awareness trend
toward organizational restructuring, resource optimization and supplying of
quality proceedings and services. The demand for quality proceedings in the
university became an undeniable concern in higher education, in which
excellence has been a major topic of the educational agenda.
Thus, in order to face the social and institutional demand, Brazilian
universities are using strategic planning as a management tool to face new
trends and challenges from an increasingly competitive market. At the same
time, higher education institutions are trying to avoid the pitfalls of strategic
planning that are usually associated with prescriptive schools.
However, due to their specific organizational and cultural features,
universities are a different type of bureaucratic organization. According to
Baldridge and Deal [1], universities have political objectives based on
interest groups, clients with different needs and decision making autonomy.
Therefore, if the expected outcome is to be achieved, they must adapt a
business strategic planning model.
The main objective of this article is to study the strategic planning
process in two Brazilian universities from the same state. Moreover, this
article seeks to establish how the strategic planning process is contributing
to the achievement of institutional strategic objectives both in public and
private universities. This article is structured as follows: topic 2 presents
some universities’ specific characteristics that should be considered by
planners when conducting a strategic planning process adapted to these
organizations; topic 3 focus on the understanding of the university strategic
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planning; topic 4 describes the methodology used in the study; topic 5
presents and analyses the cases studied, and, finally, topic 7 presents the
conclusions about how strategic planning followed by two Brazilian
universities from Pará State has enabled them to achieve their objectives.
Universities’ organizational characteristics
Universities have complex organization systems that must be taken into
consideration by planners. Estrada [2], Rocha [3] and Rizzatti and Rizzatti Jr.
[4] share the opinion that universities are basically a bureaucratic
organization which differs from other organizations insofar as their
organizational reality resembles the model of professional bureaucracy set
up by Mintzberg [5]. In fact, in the professional bureaucracy model, experts
are highly trained and have a good deal of control over their work. In terms
of the organization structure, coordination translates into the use of
universal standards that must be used by all profession bureaucracies and
taught by the university.
As regards work processes, results cannot be easily measured and as
far as authority is concerned, due to the very nature of the work,
professionals have expert power. The professionals who achieve control of
their own work are the ones who also seek collective control over
administrative decisions affecting them. When in control of their own work,
professionals are driven to act independently, although remaining in close
proximity to the customers they serve.
In short, two hierarchies can be found, one academic and the other
administrative that run parallel to each other. The academic hierarchy is
regarded as democratic and decision making is bottom-up, whereas the
administrative hierarchy is mechanized, bureaucratic and decision making
top-down, frequently becoming a source of conflict. However, the same
features of the political organization model can also be found at the
university.
The study and understanding of universities’ characteristics provide
a favourable environment to the developing of a strategic planning process.
Moreover, if planners choose to ignore these variables, the outcome of the
strategic planning process will be most likely negatively impacted.
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Universities’ strategic planning
The vast literature that has been published on the topic of strategic planning
refers multiple concepts. However, strategic planning concepts focus on
changes and turn around institutional behaviours to achieve institutional
objectives. According to Ackoff [6], strategic planning is a project that
guides the organization to achieve both the desired future and the ways to
accomplish it. Therefore, it is recognised as a conception of ideas aimed at
the future, guiding the institution in the path of achieving the institutional
purpose while maximizing institutional progress.
Views such as Mintzberg’s and Quinn’s [7] help us organizing our
understanding of the strategic planning concept that can be found in the
literature. These authors classify strategies under five P headings: strategy as
plan, pattern, position, perspective and ploy.
A different concept of strategic planning results from different
contributions of the strategy formulation schools at different times as a
means to respond to environmental changes. These changes affect not only
universities but also the people working there, causing an uncertainty
scenario for institutional decisions.
The literature presents vast options of strategic planning models.
According to Estrada [2], there have been few strategic planning models for
universities; nevertheless, the literature identifies two models proposed by
Braga and Monteiro [8] and by Fernandes [9], respectively. Although
different, they follow common steps in their reasoning such as the statement
definition of the institutional mission; the environmental analysis (internal
and external); the strategy formulation, the strategic plan implementation
and the strategic control. These steps are both necessary and essential if a
strategic planning process is to be carried out in universities.

Methodology
Due to the everyday complex reality of universities, research was directed to
a qualitative multi-case study since, as Nohara and Acevedo [10] argue, there
is an inseparable link between the objective world and the subjectivity of the
subject that cannot be translated into numbers.
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As it has been mentioned before, this paper analyses the
contribution of strategic planning to the achievement of institutional
objectives. The object of study involves two universities (one public, one
private) from the State of Pará in Brazil. This research can be classified as
exploratory because, as postulated by Cooper and Schindler [11], it tries to
address the problem in such a way as to make it explicit, although
attempting to explain the causal relation between strategic planning
contribution and the achievement of institutional objectives.
In a multi-case study, special attention should be given to its
reliability and validity, especially when the data are collected and analysed
according to the dimensions referred by Yin [12], namely: constructs’ validity
- establishing a logical sequence of evidence; internal validity - definition of
cause and effect so as to identify common evidence among cases; external
validity - comparison of findings between cases; repeatability - analysis of
the possibility of case replication. The multi-case study is especially useful
when one looks for similarities and differences between the cases and it also
opens the way for future research based on cross case analysis.
A convenience sample of top and middle managers from the two
universities was selected, thus allowing strategic and tactical levels of the
university to be represented. The data were collected over a single period
which, according to Marconi and Lakatos [13], allows one to characterise this
research as a cross-sectional study. In order to structure a strong database
that was appropriate to the reliability of the multi-case study, as well as to
obtain the necessary evidence, a triangulation of data source was done with
recourse to interviews, documentary research and a questionnaire. Initially,
it was important to build a conceptual map that would explain the matter in
hand. Subsequently, primary data concerning specific characteristics of the
universities investigated were collected in order to identify some factors
likely to influence strategic planning.
At the same time, managers’ perception as regards strategic and
tactical level was surveyed so as to identify both the strengths and
weaknesses of the strategic planning process and the reasons that justify it.
Thus, the manager of the planning department was inquired in order to
ascertain organizational actors’ responsibility in activities which are related
to the strategic planning process. Subsequently, based on the strategic
planning model presented by Fernandes [9], a survey was conducted in
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order to analyse and compare the strategic planning stages undertaken by
both universities which, along with other data collected, allowed a better
exploitation of the strategic planning process. As secondary data,
information on universities and on strategic planning was also gathered.
Overall, the data analysis aimed, firstly, to understand each case and
seek explanations of cause and effect as well as valid conclusions from the
comparison with theoretical framework. The description of the results
obtained serves as a general analytical strategy. In the second stage of the
analysis, a cross case analysis was used making it possible to aggregate
findings across individual cases, to compare data from each case and find
similarities and differences. The universities which took part in this study
were identified as University A and University B.

Results
In this section results of data analysis are presented, focussing on the
organizational characteristics of universities, the reasons underlying
planning, the responsibility of organizational actors and the managers’
perception concerning strengths and weaknesses of the strategic planning
process developed by both universities.

Universities’ organizational characteristics
The data showed that the universities studied result from the merger of
higher education institutions. University A and University B, a public and a
private university, respectively, were created in 1993 and have a multicampus structure. Although University A has 21 undergraduate courses, it
has a larger number of students enrolled than University B which offers 34
undergraduate courses. Regarding the strategic planning process, University
A is in the second cycle of the strategic planning, while University B is
already in the third cycle. Both institutions’ attitude towards strategic
planning is a positive one and points to the growth and improvement of the
strategic planning process.
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When interviewed at the strategic and tactical level, managers
expressed the opinion that both organizations (University A and University
B) share features pertaining both to the political and the professional
bureaucratic model. Results revealed the existence of an essentially
bureaucratic structure, interest groups, negotiable rules and fragmented
power. These results are consistent with Estrada’s [2] and Rocha’s [3] studies
and confirm that, in these universities, the bureaucratic model of
organization is not predominant since characteristics of the political model
were also found. In fact, universities are political organizations where
different views and interests of different groups collide in an attempt to
maintain power or to control the decision-making process.
The characteristics identified in these models influence the strategic
planning process and, therefore, should be acknowledged by planners and
analysed with greater emphasis on the process if effective results are to be
expected.
Reasons for planning
From the analysis of each case (Table 1), it becomes apparent that, in
general, the two universities do strategic planning for two reasons, namely
to formulate strategic alternatives and to reach greater efficiency and
managerial and institutional effectiveness. In their strategic planning
models, Bryson [14], Bryson and Alston [15], Braga and Monteiro [8] and
Fernandes [9] have indicated strategic alternatives as a step to the
achievement of institutional goals. Efficiency and managerial and
institutional effectiveness are highlighted by Oliveira [16] as one of the
strategic planning principles. For the latter, strategic planning must provide
the institution with these conditions.
Table 1: Reasons to make strategic planning
Reasons
Doing an environmental analysis
Having a vision for the Future
Formulating an institutional mission statement
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Creating strategic alternatives

yes

yes

Achieving efficiency and managerial and institutional
effectiveness
Being acknowledged by and focussed on the market

yes

yes

no

yes

Getting stronger and surviving

no

yes

In general, all these reasons seem to be significant to strategic and
tactical level managers. Undoubtedly, the process can contribute to the
achievement of important results as long as universities prepare themselves
in terms of models, planners, planning organization and staff mobilization
so that goals may be achieved and expectations fulfilled.
In the case of University A, both the external planning consultant
and the managers are responsible for planning activities which means that
the university does not have qualified personnel on its staff capable of
making strategic planning. If the external consultant is not fully aware of the
internal reality of the university, the results of the strategic planning process
may be compromised.
Student participation is not as valued as it should be. In fact,
students are only called to participate in the planning activities in what
concerns plan approval and its dissemination. Students can give a greater
contribution to the strategic planning process, highlighting problems and
providing solutions once they have experienced different areas at the
university, namely teaching, research and extension.
Strengths and weaknesses of strategic planning
Table 2 shows how different managers’ perception of strategic and tactical
levels as regards strategic planning strengths can be in Universities A and B.
Table 2: Strengths and weaknesses of the strategic planning process
Strengths
Environmental analysis
Actions setting

University
A
B
yes
no
yes
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Strategic planning
detailing
Strategic plan

University
A
B
yes
no
yes
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evaluation
Participation

yes

yes

yes

Monitoring

no

yes

no

yes

Little comprehensive
process

no

yes

no

yes

Insufficient
information for
scenario analysis,
environment, etc.

no

yes

Goal setting

no

yes

Goal identification

yes

no

Regional
objectives
selection
Mission statement to
guide the actions of the
university.
Monitoring
and
evaluation of actions
planned

no

The weaknesses highlighted are, nevertheless, coincident as regards
two issues: evaluation of the strategic plan and academic participation in the
strategic planning process. These issues do require special attention
because, if not addressed, it will lead to scarce results. Furthermore, these
issues express the strategic planning in the rational dimension and are
important steps in the process.
Overall, managers are aware of the strengths and weaknesses of the
institutional strategic planning process. This is, indeed, positive because it
tends to generate changes in the strategic planning process that may
improve especially those steps which present a negative development. The
managers’ interviews regarding the strategic planning process revealed
insufficient information for scenarios and environmental analysis.
Consequently, the analysis is weak and strategies cannot contemplate the
existing problems.

Steps of strategic planning
Using the strategic planning model described by Fernandes [9], it was
established that the strategic planning process conducted by the University
A did not cover all the steps, unlike the process followed University B which
was complete. (Table 3)
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Table 3: Steps of strategic planning process
Steps
Definition of mission statement
Definition of generic objectives
Environmental analysis (both internal and external)

University
A
B
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Formulation of deliberate and emergent strategies

yes

yes

yes
with
reserve
s
no

yes

Definition of specific objectives, action programmes
and budgeting

Strategic control

yes

Table 2 shows that the institutional mission statement
occurred in both cases. However, in University B, the mission is
disseminated both internally and externally while in University A it
is mostly externally. This suggests that managers do not know the
significance and importance of the mission to the organization.
Moreover, University B shares its purpose with the academic
community and the society in general in order to get recognition and
survive in a competitive market. Fernandes [9], Bryson [14], Bryson
and Alston [15], Braga and Monteiro [8] and Oliveira [16]
emphasise the importance of this step. Objectively, this is a strength
in both strategic planning processes.
As regards the definition of generic objectives, results
revealed they have been accomplished in both cases. Generic
objectives were defined according to the institutional mission
statement and were described in the universities’ plans. This is
critical because the objectives should not go against the institutional
mission statement and should be known by the staff. Although
setting objectives may present itself as a difficult task, given the
complexity of universities, managers should make an additional
effort to define the objectives as clearly as possible and according to
quantitative measures. It is unfortunate and detrimental to the
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process of University A that quantitative measures to evaluate the
objectives have not been defined in its strategic planning process,
resulting in little or no control of the intended results.
Among the strategic models studied in the literature, the
definition of generic objectives is mentioned by several other authors
besides Fernandes [9] such as Bryson [14], Bryson and Alston [15],
Braga and Monteiro [8] and Oliveira [16]. In fact, setting generic
objectives is another strength in Universities’ A and B strategic
planning process.
The internal and external environmental analysis was also
performed by the two universities studied. According to managers
from planning units, this analysis was carried out by planners and
other organizational actors. This participation presents, however,
restrictions as seen earlier in the results presentation as to the
responsibility of different actors in the strategic planning process.
Indeed, technicians’ and teachers’ participation is secondary and
students’ is unimpressive at University B and null at University A.
In both cases the environmental analysis was performed with
recourse to a SWOT matrix. This analysis is suggested by Braga and
Monteiro [8], Fernandes [9] and Oliveira [16] and commonly used in
environmental analysis. Managers from University B reported they
had insufficient information to carry out this analysis, though.
Despite these reserves, this step can be considered as yet another
strength of the strategic planning process for the two cases studied.
The strategy formulation step was performed in the strategic
planning processes of Universities A and B. In both cases deliberate
strategies were formulated. These strategies were based on internal
and external information considering the objectives that had been
previously defined. This information is essential to the formulation
of strategies since it is impossible to make real and appropriate
decisions based only on past experience. Another favourable feature
is the fact that strategies specify deadlines and the people responsible
for them and they are both referred in the strategic plan. This is an
important fact because it establishes a commitment on the part of a
person or of an entire sector for a certain period of time, allowing
monitoring, evaluation and an immediate change of course, if
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necessary. Emerging strategies are also incorporated into the plan.
Both deliberated and emergent strategies are discussed by Mintzberg
and Quinn [7]. According to these authors, besides deliberate
strategies, there may be emergent strategies arising from the
interaction of the institution with the environment. The definition of
strategies is another strength of the strategic process in both cases.
As far as specific objectives and action programmes
definition was concerned, it was verified that the strategic planning
of University A has just started this step. This university has
obviously still much work ahead in what concerns detailing the
strategic plan. This is, indeed, a weakness of the institution’s
strategic planning and one that will have an impact in the
achievement of strategic objectives.
Contrarily, University B has included in its strategic planning
process tactical plans and resources that were allocated in the
university’s budget in order to perform all the strategies formulated
in the strategic plan, as a means to achieve the expected results. Here
it is understood that it facilitates achieving strategic objectives and
strategies, thus showing the institution’s commitment to the strategic
plan and pursuing institutional objectives. This strategic planning
step is specifically addressed in the model described by Fernandes
[9] and constitutes a strength in the strategic process of University B
and a weakness in the strategic process of University A.
Strategic control is the last strategic planning step and it is
responsible for developing control mechanisms to evaluate
objectives, strategies and/or actions. Of the two universities, only
University B included this step in its strategic planning, although it
does not yet fully control its strategic plan.
In general terms, University A and its strategy planning are
considered not to have fulfilled the last step because the process was
not completed. On the other hand, being a public university,
University A does not use control mechanisms much, mostly
because academic autonomy and teachers’ independence regarding
their decisions, not to mention their resistance to control, make such
process especially difficult. By contrast, being a private institution,
University B uses control mechanisms, although still not very
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effectively due to organizational characteristics and current
organizational culture.
The definition of control mechanisms is crucial to the
strategic planning process. Therefore, University A has another
weakness in its strategic planning process, while the strategic
process of the University B registered another strength. Thus, the
hypothesis that the strategic planning process used by universities
from Pará State, in Brazil, includes strategic formulation,
implementation and control cannot be considered valid because
University A did not perform all the strategic planning steps, unlike
University B. Consequently, it is not possible to generalise the
results.
Conclusions
Universities have been affected by environment changes having to
face challenges and meet with social needs and market demand in as
a means to remain competitive. Competition is becoming
increasingly severe and so, in order to survive, universities must use
their resources and skills to the best of their ability. In this context,
according to the managers surveyed, both universities have been
using strategic planning as a management tool in order to create
strategic alternatives and to achieve greater efficiency and
managerial and institutional effectiveness. The reasons for planning
pointed out by these managers are important and show similarities
with the strengths and weaknesses found in the strategic planning
process steps surveyed. Moreover, the universities that have been
studied also conduct strategic planning to eliminate or reduce
environmental threats and to take and maximise environmental
opportunities and their strengths and to minimise or eliminate the
weaknesses identified in the environmental analysis.
Both universities have embraced strategic planning as a way
to pursue a desired future. In fact, the strategic planning process has
been accomplished with the development of important strategic
planning process steps. University A is in the second strategic
planning cycle and University B is already in the third cycle. This
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fact tends to increase the chances of achieving the institutional
objectives and making decisions more consistent with the changing
environmental context.
Conducting strategic planning within these universities is not
easy because they are professional bureaucratic organizations
displaying some features of the political model. So, their
organization is complex, with a wide range of knowledge in several
key areas that make them different from other organizations.
Strategic planning must include contributions from all hierarchical
levels so that a good strategic planning can be developed.
Although University A has developed almost all of the
strategic planning process steps referred by Fernandes [9], namely
the definition of institutional mission statement and of generic
objectives, the analysis of the internal and external environment, the
formulation of deliberate and emergent strategies and the definition
of specific objectives and action programmes, which are considered
as strengths of the strategic process. Nevertheless, University A is
considered as not positively contributing to the achievement of
institutional objectives for two main reasons. The first reason has to
do with defining specific objectives and action programmes, a step
that has not been finalized. It is at this stage that tactical and
operational plans and their respective budgets should have been
defined and constructed in order to link the strategic plan with the
general budget and so accomplish the institutional mission. The
second reason is the failure to do the strategic control step. In fact,
no mechanisms were designed to monitor, control and evaluate the
plan. In this context, it is legitimate to ask how is the organization to
change objectives in view of new opportunities or threats generated
by environmental changes? How it to change the established
strategies and policies when actions are being misdirected? And how
can it decide on new ways of allocating resources in a tactical area, if
that is not controlled by the university? This is an essential step to
the strategic planning process.
In general, University B revealed strengths in the execution
of the several strategic planning process steps, namely the definition
of the institutional mission statement and of generic objectives, the
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analysis of internal and external environment, the formulation of
deliberate and emergent strategies, specific objectives, action
programmes and budget and strategic control. However, there are
some reserves as far as some strategic planning steps are concerned,
particularly as regards strategic control and environmental analysis.
In terms of strategic control, monitoring of the strategic plan has not
been entirely performed; besides, according to the surveyed
managers from the strategic and tactical level, the environmental
analysis lacked information resulting in a poor analysis and the risks
of planning not taking into account the priority strategic problems.
For that reason, access to information must require more attention
from planners.
On the whole, these weaknesses do not negatively affect the
strategic planning process. As a matter of fact, the strategic planning
process conducted by University B has positively contributed to the
achievement of institutional objectives because all the strategic
planning steps were completed regardless of the reserves mentioned.
In general, it was verified that the strategic planning process
of the surveyed universities needs improvement, given the
weaknesses pointed out in the process. Indeed, strategic plan must be
flexible enough to internalize environmental changes. It should also
be improved in order to gain efficiency and effectiveness.
Strategic planning tends to be a structured process of
continuous improvement and the odds of it becoming a process of
organizational learning and a permanent practice management are
fairly good, as long as universities perform all the steps of the
strategic planning process, bearing in mind, of course, their own
specificities.
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